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Preface 

Modern geodesic Instrument construction covers a wide range 

of subjects associated witb  the design and development of 

manufacturing proceseeB,   manufacture and  asserbly,   and also with  the 

development of methods  of  adjustment  and  insnection procedures. 

Amongst existing designs at precision levels,  types NB-2 

and Ni-OO*- satisfy modern requirements whilst conventional precision 

theodolites and  universal   instruments  (types  TT-P/6 and AU  2/10) 

require  modernisation.    New  types of precision optical  theodolites 

are  now  being developed. 

The  most  widely used   of the  oxiBcing designs  is  theodolite 

type  OT-02,  which  is  light  in weight,  small   In  size,  hermetically 

sealed and at  the  same   time   of high accuracy.     It  is suitable   for 

use   in  forests,   mountains  and  inacceMsible  regions,   for  topographical 

geodesic  work and  in  many  other  branches  of   the national   economy. 

In   recent years  a  considerable  number   of optlca!   theodolites 

type  CT-02 have  been  supplied  for  topographical  geodesic  work. 

These   instruments  are  alno  used  by  other  organisations,   and  so   it 

was considered necessary to  revise  the  book  High-Precision Optical 

Theodolites,   first   published   ".n  195^.     It  is   a  practical   handbook 

on  the  anrembly and  adjustment of these   instruments. 

Experience of the mrjiufacture  of  the  precision optical 

theodolite   typo OT-02 indicates taat  tLe  corresponding manufacturing 

instructions must   be   scrlctly observed  in  making  the components  and 

in assembling the   Instrument   so  that   it  meets   the  Btringent 

technical  requirements which apply to it. 

This book describes  the fundamentals  of the assembly, 

dismantling and adjustment   of  precision   optical   theodolites  types 
-1- 
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CT-02 and ThB.  It describes the ranufacture of parts of the axial 

eyatem and the study of aberrations in the telescope optical system 

Rules for the care of hip-h-preclsion optical theodolites are piven. 

The following additions have been made in the second edition 

of th0 took: 

(a) Chapter 5 describes the teetinp1 and investipution of the 

optical r^icroneter and also investipation of the optical theodolite 

dials; 

(b) Chapters 4 and 7 give the theoretical fundamentals of 

the individual processes for adjusting the optical systems of types 

CT-02 and ThB theodolites. 

The author hopes that the book can serve as a textbook not 

only for specialirts in geodesic instrument manufacture» but also 

for students in reodesic colleges, taking courr.es in aprlied optics 

and geodesic Instrumentation. 

/7v;-//^-^'/// 
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Introduction 

Theodolites  types OT-02 and ThB have considerable advantages 

over the trlangulatlon  theodolites and universal Instruments types 

TT  2V6"  and AU  2''/10M,   namely:     they are   small,  hermetically 

sealed, comparatively  light and more  convenient for observations, 

which speeds up the worV: and aakes  them more suitable  for  use In 

Inaccesolblo,   mountainous and remote  dlatrictp. 

Optical  theodolite  type C'-OP,   manufactured by  the 

Aeropeoinstrument  works  is used  In  high-class triangulatlon,  and 

it  can also  be used   for clars  J>  astronomical  observation.     Recently, 

it   has  alro   been  used   in  nachlne-tool   manufacture   to  detertnlne 

the  error in  the  tooth-pitch of precision  gear wheels  and  for other 

angular meosurements. 

In order   to   work   with  thene   precision optical   theodolites 

it   is  necesnary   to  understand   their  construction,   and   the   function 

and arrangement of   the  Individual cor.ponen*-8 and assemblloß,  the 

optical  systems and  the  path of light  through them,  and also the 

Inspection and  adjustment of the  aeoemblles and  of  the   instrument 

08   a   whole. 

Precision optical  theodolites contain about 70 optical parts, 

which  is Just about 10£ of all  the parts of the  instrument. 

Therefore the  quality  of the  Instrument depends not only on  the 

optics  but also  on   the   quality  of  manufacture  and   the   assembly of 

the  rr.ecuanical   r^arts. 

In  instruments  such as high-precision  optical   theodolites 

adjustment is a complicated process which  includes  the  fitting of 

the   optical  and  mechanical  parts,   and  insrecting assemblies  and  the 

Instrument  as a  whole   In accordcnce  with   the drawings   and   technical 

requirenents. ^^_ 
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Chapter 1 

GENERAL INPORrtATION 

In optical theodolites the horizontal and the vertical dials 

are made of optical glass and the optical systems of the horizontal 

and vertical dial microscopes transmit images of diametrically 

opposite dial graduation lines to the field of the reading 

microscope. The instrument has a single optical micrometer in place 

of several microscope-micrometers. 

Optical theodolite type OT-C2 is a precision geodesic 

instrument. Its special feature is that the images of the graduatim 

lines of the horizontal and vertical dials are transmitted through 

the optlca^. systeciB of the objectives of the horizontal and vertical 

dial microscopes to the single field of visic ; of the reading 

microscope, which has its eyepiece alongside that of the telescope. 

The readings are made on a single optical micrometer of which the 

seconde disc is calibrated at 0,2"  per division.  The telescope is 

of the astronomical type, straight, central, and with internal 

focuseing. The instrument can operate normally over a temperature 

range of -25 to ♦^C. Electric lighting is provided. 

The instrument case is 235 mm in diameter and 420 mm high. 

Without the centering plate the instrument weighs 10.8 kg , the 

instrument complete with case weighs 14,8 kg , the tripod weighs 

6 kg and the centering plate 4.18 kg. 

The theodolite is provided with the following set of 

eccessorles: 



Illuminating mirror; 2 

Electric lamp; 2 

Eyepiece c^p with light filter of glass TS-3; 1 

Interchangeable eyepieces to give telescope magm fication of 40 x 

and 24 x; 2 

Electrical plug-socket" 1 

Cover for telescope objective: 1 

Centering plate with centering device; 1 

Tripod; 1 

I.'etal case; 1 

Attachment for carrying Instrument; 1 

Handle; 1 

Plumb line with cord and board; 1 

Spanner for tripod; 1 

Tommy-bar for stand screw; 1 

Screwdriver, watchmaker's; 1 

Screwdriver with wooden handle; 1 

Straight and bent plna; 2 

Adjustable spannex-i 1 

Brush for clp^ning optical parts; 1 

71annel cloth 200 x 200 mm; 1 

Bottle of instrument lubricant; i 

Electric lamp; 10 

Instrument cover of hard thin cloth; 1 

Canvas Dag for ctmloiing plate ar.i riccessorl«?«! 1 

Canvas cover for tripod head; 1 



1. The theodolite 

Optical theodolite type OT-02 conelste of three Bain 

interconnected parts: the lower, middle and upper (the teleecope 

and horizontal axis). The triddle part of the theodolite is 

attached to the upper part by screws, and to the lower »lart by 

a ecrew thread in the stand and on the nountlnc of the dial 

alidade prlsne. 

A general view of optical theodolite type CT-02 on its 

centerintr r>late A  la P'iven in Pip;.1.  The base plate . eerves 

as a bare for the level! irp; screws.  It is secured to the trirod 

by a fixing screw end to the centerinp; plate by a special screw. 

Lower p:irt of the theodolite 

The principal conronent of the lower part ie the carrier 4 

(Plg.1). The levelling screws 2 serve to adjust the vertical axis 

of the instrurrenr: over tne plummet.  The travel of the levellinp; 

screws is controlled by the screws 5.  The mounting 7 of the 

condenser and xlluoinating prism for the horizontal dial and also 

a plug-socket are attached to the base of the carrier.  Attached 

to the carrier opposite the li^htinc prism is a mounting for the 

intercnangeable lighting syaterrs (mirror and electrical). 

Inside the carrier ie the dial bush and horizontal dial, tne 

mounting of the ti^.iutiue prAsms flnd t^e rnounving ^cr «.»«s coiüpcnenwS 

of the horizontal f^lal nlcroscope objective.  The horizontal dial 

is attached ty four snecial clamps to zue  dial buah, which ctin 

rotate. 

Under the protective cover 5 ie a knob wMch is secured to 

the Bam« epindle at. a K.ear which ceshea with the gear on the dial 



bush, so that the die] rotates when the ^noh  Is turned. 
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Tne vortical   fxin  rf  the   ine'runent   is  secured  to  the  stand. 

A   contact  rinc   ard  clarrinp-  slc^'ve   arc   fixed   :r.   t:.c   upper   73rt  of 

the   c irricr.      Trie   clnr.ninp-   rinp   enrrior   tae   Mlidüde   clamp   of   the 

horizontei dial   with  adjusting  screws  10 and locking screws 9. 

r.iddle  part of theodolite 

The   stand,   with   its  two  uprights,   i*   the  principal  component 

of   the  niddle  part  of  the   theodolite.     The   lower  part  of   it 

carries  the  following:     the level  for the horizontal   dial  14, 



the awlvelllng priem (with mounting) of the objective eyetem of the 

horlsont^l dial microncope;  on tne loft (with circle-left, or CL) 

the Bwlvelllng prism of the objective oysten of the verticdl dial 

mlcro9Copö In its irounting, the objective lens of the vertical dial 

microscope ?5 In its mounting, the level setting screw for the 

vortical dial 12;  to the right (with clrc.e-rlght or CH; the 

telescope sighting adjustment screw 11, the selector prism In Its 

mounting with the knob 13 and cover glans.  The image of the 

^raduatlcnc of the h^^^^n"! or of the vertical dial is selected 

by turning the knob 15. 

Upper part of the theodolite  (telescope with horizontal axio) 

Thie is the roost comrHeated part of the InRtrument in both 

manufacture and aeser.bly.  The composite horizontal axis of the 

Instrument la cylindrical and hollow.  The 'elescope turns 

cylindrical bearlngn.  The principal component and Joining link of 

the upper part of the theodolite is the telescope socket.  The 

telescope end the reading microscope ?5> are attached to tue teles- 

cope docket which also holds the clamp and knob of the graticule 

lighting mirror 22. 

The bearings are screwed to tne instrument stand. The 

right-hand bearing 16 contains an opticul oilciou.etör with kr.cb /15; 

Hie löxt-harid cr.c centüi::« *'•* mnnrting fcr the vertical dial 

alidade prisms to which is secured the clamp of the vertical dial 

alidade leve] .  The vertical dial al Idade is turned by Lao «ujusting 

ncrew 12. 

The principle of combining the images of the two opposite 

ends of the level bubble is used to adjust the bubble to the 

central position.  The coinciding ends of the bubble are observed 



through  a  rotating   level   rripn  2^. 

^be position of the zenith in altered by the teleocope 

sighting adjustment Bcrew 11, the level settinp; screw for the 

vertical  dial   12  ard   the  level  ad^ustinc;  screw 26 

T;.e   vertical   dinl,   which   1 P   screwed   to   the   telescope   socket 

is   a^acbed   to   the   frare   of   the  vortical   turntable  18. 

The   imap-e  of  th-    telescope  graticule  is  focussea  by   turning 

tue   focussinr  rinp   of   tne  eyepiece   20  »r.d   the   main  ob.ject   is   brought 

into   focun   bv   turninc   the   *elescore   focuHsinp'  rlnr  1°.      The 

collination  error   Is  cor:ected  by  adjusting  the  graticule     coition 

with   three   screws.      The   'elescore   graticule   lighting   is   adjusted 

bv   turning   tt.e   lighting   nirror  knob   22. 

For  Hn*"ronorical   observations   the   instrument   is  provided  with 

a   dark   glasp   filter   which   fit*-   onto   the   telescope  eyepiece. 

Levels 

Theodolite   rT-02  ban   two   levels.     The   level   for   the   norlzontd. 

dial   alidade   is  mounted   in  the   theodolite  base   and   serves   to  bring 

the centre-line  of   the  instrument  over  the  plummet  position. 

Levelling   is  adjusted   by   o   ncrew   on   the   aide   of   the   vertical  dial. 

The  calibration  of   the  level   is  6 -  ', "   per  2 mm.     The  level  for the 

vertical dial   aiicade   is corr.ec'^d  to   the  dial,   its  calibration  is 

i r, 1 o*,->,>..   :?   ~ - 

KeadlriK trie dlalfl 

The field of vision of the reading microecope iß illual atea 

in Fig.P.  The horizontal dial is read as follows;  the micrometer 

knob is turned until the images of the dial greduations coincide 

eccurately, and then the degrees and minutes (1H 20'')   are read on 

the upper scale;  the reeding 20,07 is obtained on the (lower) 

io 



"Beconds" ecale which, being oultlplied by 2, gives 40".1^. The 

complete reading le therefore ^4 2O,1»>0" .14.  For greatöf accuracy 

the dial is adjusted and read twice and the sum of the two readings 

on the seconds scale rives the final result. 

Example 

Reading on upper scale 1^6 38' 

First reading on seconds scale 40.27 

Second reading on seconds scale 40.21 

Total readinp; l1*,0^^" .48 

The method of taking readings on the vertical dial is siBllar 

to that described (but it should be borne in mind that diametricallj 

opposite graduation mar^o on the vertical dial are numbered the same. 

' cw 
1 

*•» 

_ w 0   ! 

d ' '■• * i.1 

Fig. ?.   Fi«1d of »lilon of r»adlr»q ■tcroiCDp» of fSoodollto Uo* OT-02 

The angle of slope  is  obtained as the difference between 

readings v/hen  approaching from  circle  left  (CL)   and  from ciade right 

(CR) and not the half-difference  as in ordinary instruments,   i.e. 

11 



a - CL - CR 

and the zenith dietances are calculated by the formula 

M - CR ♦ a - 180° z 

The   roar.on   for   this   is   ae   follown:     the   intervals   between 

crndnntionfl  on   the  vertical   and  horizontal  dials  are  divided into 

fifteen enual  p-^rts.     The  interval  between adjacent  produatlons of 

the   vertical   dial   is  8',  which   is   double   the   interval   on  the 

horizontal   dial.     Therefore   the   whole-int^rer  part  of   the   reading 

on   tr.e  vertical   dial   is  divided   by   two   in  advance,   i.e.   U,'',^...   is 

written  in  place   of  0,?,^...     Consequently,   the  difference   between 

readings   taken   when   the   telescope  axis   is aimed  at  the  upper and 

liwer  points   is  hall   the  actual   angle,   and  the  angle   jf   slope   is  tbe 

difference  between   the   readings.     This   is  a   ajec.al   feature  of 

tneodolite   OT-02. 

2.   Cptical   eyateo 

Tae  optical   system of  the   theodolite   (Fig.3)  consista of the 

optical  pyster.s  of:     (a)  the   telescope     (b)   the  objective  of the 

horizontal  dial  microscope     (c)     the  objective  of the  vertical  dial 

micruncupe     (d)   the   mlcrcscter     (e)   the  reading  mlrroncope     (f)  the 

horl rental   und   wrIicti 1  dials. 

^   „   t-o^porope   ontical   syster.  consists   of  an  objective,   the 

graticule,   und one  of   Lhrt-e  iutercLar ^eablc  cyciiccee. 

The  principal   characteristlea   of   the   telescope   are   as 

follows 

12 



I 

Tub« length 265 BB 

Magnification 24 x JO x 40 x 

Anfrle  of vision i^O',  1020,   and 1° 

Eyepiece  lena aperture 2.5nn,  2.0min and  1.5«nffl 

Ecuivalent focal   length  of objective 550 mm 

Free  aperture  of objective 60  mm 

Reßolving power of objective 2"A 

Angular distance of graticule bisector 55" 

Focussing range iron pn to iniinit;'. 

The   telescope objective consists of the  objective proper 

(three  lenses  55.   56 and  57  in Pig.5) and a double-lens focussing 

component   58.     The  graticule  consists of two  plane-parallel  plates 

59 and 40 cemented  together,   one of which carries  the hair-lines 

and   the   other  the  diaphragm.     The  Interchangeable  eyepieces 41   are 

symmetrical  and contain four lenses,   their focal  lengths are  14.6mnt 

1*1,7  mm  and 8.6 mm. 

The  optical   system of the  horizontal   dial   microscope 

objective  consists  of  the horizontal dial  lighting system,   the 

alidade prisms 19,  21,  an objective with  four-times magnification 

PP.P5-   and the  adjustable  prism  2^. 

The  horizontal   dial   lighting  system  includes:     a  prism  17, 

a condenser 18,   alidade  prisms   10,21   for  each  side of  the  dial,   which 

i. T-ü     . —-*...,.„♦.„,1     „^     *. K „ *.     .-Wr»     /<<o1     iTT»o<4iia+-4/NvNa    * a r\    \\m    1^<"     or* A     ^K «•<  »« 

images can be transmitted through objectives 22, 25 of the 

horizontal dial microscope.  The horizontal and vertical dials are 

lit either ^y wlrrorn 6 which can he rotated about vertical and 

horizontal axep (Fig.l) or by electric lighting. The F'conde disc 

of the optical micrometer is lighted together with the dials. 

13 
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The  optical   sypten   of   thf»   vertlc«!   dial   microscope  objective 

consists  of tne  vertical  d:al   lightinp  system,   the alidade prisms 

8,10,an  ohjprrivf   Wi-h   t.!iree-tiries  pariiification   "''',''?»   ar. 

ed^us^able   prir^.   12,   a  cover   plass   1^,   and  a   F.clector   yriem   1^. 

The  vertical  dial   liphting  syster. includes  tne prisns  5,6, 

a condenser  7   and  alidade   rrirnn  8,10,   which,   like   tne  horizontal 

dial   optical   r-ystem,   is  conn   ructod   go   that   '.he   dial   rraduations   can 

be   lit  and   their   iTiape^ con   be   tranomitted   through   the   first 

M 



component of the vertical  dial nlcroncope objective 11.     PrlBBs 1 

and  2,   which trannmlt  light to a  motal  mlrrcr which  light«  the 

graticule,  are aseembled  together with the vertical dial  lighting 

system. 

""he micrometer optical eyetem ie constructed In such a waj 

that the ina^es of the grertuetl on« nf   t.h« horlr.ontnl und vflrtlc«! 

dials and those of the graduations of the seconds disc and of the 

micrometer Index appear on a alngle plane in which thej «re 

observed through the reading mlcroecope (50, 51« 52, Pig.5). 

The micrometer optical pyateEi conalsta of pi«, «-parallel 

plates 25, a separating unit 26,27, a prism 28 which transolta the 

Images of the dial graduations, the seconds disc 35» and the 

Illuminating prism 5^. 

The reading microscope consists of the collecting lens 29» 

the reading microscope prism 50, the objective 51» and the eyepiece 

52.  The reading microscope is conmon to the optical systems of the 

microscope objectives of the horizontal and vertical dials, because 

both objectives give Irege^ in the plane of the separating unit 26, 

27.  The magnification of the reading microscope is 9.5 x  and the 

overall nagnificatlon of the microscope for the horizontal dial is 

57 x  and for the vertical dial 28 x .  The field of vision of the 

reading microscope is 8 mm x 5.8 mm which corresponds to 1 ^0* on 

the horizontal dial ano 5o20, on the vertical dial.  The distance 

from the raicroscope objective lens to the horizontal dial is 25.5 M> 

and to the vertical dial 25.0 mm.  The diameter of the objective 

lens is 1.7 mm for the horizontal dial and 1.6 mm for the vertical. 

The horizontal and vertical dials of theodolite type OT-02 

ere made of ohtlcal glass grade EK-10, and very strict requireme»-r,8 

T> 



apply to then.  The licht bearr which ip reflected from the dial 

cilibrations pHsses through the dials whose faces must, therefore, 

Leparallel.  The onple between the facen of t;.e horizontal dial 

nurt   not exceed ?   neconda and the quality of its surfaces ip 

r:.arar.r«Tl 7.ed by the values  AN - 0.5, N - 1, where  AN  is the 

tolerated deviation of the S'. rface from t..at of a sphere or plane 

(locil error) and  N  is * ;.e tolerated deviation of tne radius of 

the surface of the part fror, the radius of the test plass or 

tolerated sphericity of the plane surface expresred an the number 

of interference rings.  The a-.rface fini.^h of t he dianeters on which 

the (rraduationn and numterp are narVed ia of CIHRR 1. 

'"he dial graduations are rtade with a precision circular 

dividing; machine.  Before calibration t:.e glass is coated with wax, 

the machine cutter pierces the WMX to the glaan, which is then 

etched.  The dianeter of the circle on which the rraduafiona are 

r. ide, measured to * he lower end of the calibrations, is 1??) mm for 

rhe horizontal uial and o0 nn for the vertical;  the smallest 

divisions of the dials are:  horizontal ^' and vertical 6';  the 

thlcknesn of the dial pr^dua' ionn is horizor.tal 6-7 microns and 

vertical 7 - B microns. 

The dial surface;- on wuirh the craduati or;s are marked are 

silvered to improve r» flection and are provided with a protective 

roMtlncr.   T' P tot«1  ••T-r-rir of H^n»»»f-««r> rif the hori-'O'^^l d i 91 is not 

creamer than ♦ 1.5", and of the vertical dial, r. ' greater than 

4 2.5". 

Seconds disc 

The neconds disc is nude of optlcnl plnsn and is ?2 mm in 

diameter and 2 rr thick.  The diameter of the circle on which the 
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graduations are made is 20 mm, measured to the Inner ends of the 

erraduationo.  In the dj.ic ♦here la a hole 8 mm diameter for the cam 

shaft. Graduations are nurlced on the arc of the disc over an angle 

of 550°, this angle is divided into 600 parts, every tenth division 

of which in numbered from 1 to GO.  In addition, there are four 

line«? marked on both sides of the working part of the disc.  Trie 

width of the lines on the seconds disc is 0.01 ♦ 0.002 mm. 

MicroscopeB and path of light 

ConGldsr flrat tue yath  ui the light in the njrisontal dial 

microscope (Pig.5).  Light from the electric lamp, or light 

reflected from the mirror, falls on the prism 17, passes through 

the condenser IB, and on to the prism 19» and then through priem 21 

to the diametrically opposite part of the dial and illuminates the 

graduations of the horizontal dial 20. 

The path of light in the alidade prisms is shown in Fig,^. 

Lipht from the illuminated images of the opposite ports of the dial 

passes through the alidade prisms 21 (Fig.^) to the first component 

22 of the objective and then to the recond component 25 and further 

to the swivelling pri.nra 24 and to the optical micrometer (meanwhile 

t..e selector prisni 15 is not in use). 

In the optical miciometer the light passes tarough the 

planc-pui^^lel rlates 25 to the separating unit 26,27» which 

separates by a fine line the opposite fields of the dial graduation 

images, here part of the light passes through the illuminating prism 

5^ of the seconde disc. 

The collecting lens of the reading microscope 29 receives 

light from diametrically opposite graduations of the dial through 

prism 28 and light from the graduation images of the seconds disc. 
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After pa^Filnp; through the collector lene 29  the  llfht posses  tbrouph 

the  prism  of the  readlnp; microscope   50,   the  objective   ?1 ,   and   the 

rending rr.icror.c )pe  eyepiece   52. 

Flq. k.   Pi*h of II i"'  In 'Hp aUdat'e prisi 

The  path   of   light   in   the   vertical   dial   microscope  is  as 

follows   (Pig.5):     llrht   fron   the   electric   lamp,   or   llrht   reflected 

from   the  rr.irror,   reochec  the  yri prr.   S and   thence  parses  through   the 

prism  f) and  condenser ?   to   the   prism p   r'.nd   through   the alidade  prism 

crticnl   diu"l   0        mhi'n     r'i nrf^t r1 r,-!"! 1 v  omomte   rraduatione 

-f  the  vertical   dial   are   lit. 

Further,   lipht   fron   -.'re   reflected   inn.-.-^n  of  diametrically 

opposite   parts  of  the  vertical  dl i1   passes   through   the alidade 

prisms   1C   and   reaches   the   firnt   ccmfcr.ent   11   of   the   microscope 

objective,   then   rasrer   t  roufh   the  nwivollinp;  prinn  12   to   the   second 

comronent  15  find  throirh  the  cover ^l.-iss  1^   to  the  selector prism 

15.     Passing   throurh  the   selector prism  15   the   llrht  from 

diametrically   opposite   rrnd^n^i^ns  of   the   vertical   dial   reaches   the 

optical   micrometer.     Tr.e   path   of   t!.--   lit'ht   In   ti.e   optical   micrometer 

and   in  the  readirc mlcr   ncore   has  b^eo  described   above. 
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5.  SjBtem of axes 

The horizontal  axis ajetem of the  Inetrument  (Fig.5) 

Includes the following parts:     the  bearing for  the vertical 

turntable 29»  the  vertical  turntable houeing 18»  the  teleecope 

socket 28 and the  micrometer bearinp 16. 

The vertical  turntable housing 18   (Pig.5)  and  the  telescope 

28 are  connected by  internal  cylindrical   surfaces;     at  one  end they 

are   in  contact  with   tne   cylindrical   bearing  surface  of   the   vertical 

turntable 29 and at   the  other with  the cylindrical  bearing  surface 

of  the  micrometer   16. 

The cylindrical   surfaces of  the mounting of the  vertical-dial 

alidade prisms  run   in  the  bearing of  the  vertical  turntable,   and  in 

the   aepembled   system  of   the  horizontal   axis  the  alidade   part  of  the 

mounting lies inpide  the vertical turntable housing. 

The  v'Ttical   axis  of  the   instrument   (rig.6)   includes   the 

following components:     the vertical  avis  ^,   the  vertical   shaft main 

bearing (tribrach)   5 and  the dial bush 6.     The  dial  is mounted 

separately  from  the  alidade  axle,   '.ne  dial  runs  in  tne  dial   bueb   6, 

the alidade axis  is   the  vertical  shaft ^  and the vertical   shaft 

main   bearing  ^   is   located  between  them. 

Mountings  1   and  ? of the  objective  components  of  the 

horizontal  dial  microscope   (Pig,6)   are   located   in  the   mounting of 

the dial alidade  prisms  3 in which tney are  secured by  locking 

screws  after  adjustment.     The  mounting of  the dial  alidade  prisms 

is   inside the vertical  axis and  is  .qcrewed  to  the  instrucient  stand 

by  a   thread cut   on   its  cylindricöl   part. 
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7he   vertical   axis   IR   self-adjusting,   and   cylindrical   with   a 

ball-thruot   bearing  on   the  conical   part   of   the   vertical   s.-.Mft  rain 

I earint'  wnich   is   fixed  to   tr.e   ntand  hy   four   screwo.    T.e  vertical 

:;.,aft  rain  he-irinr  in  attached   to  th»   currier  hy pcrewn  in  half-ringa 

The   half-rinrr;  rvr.   in   t:.»*   u-nular   slot     f   the   dial   hurh   and, 

^herercr*',   *:r.ey  nr»-   held   atov--   the   horizontal   dia]   alidade   prism 

r"' un* inr . 
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4.  Optical  alcroneter 

Tb«  optical   nlcrometar  takes   readinga  of  the  horizontal  and 

vertical dials.     The  horlcontal  dial   la graduated  every  four 

minutea,  the  aecorde dial  of the  micrometer has 600 dlvlalona and 

one revolution of the Reconde disc corresponds to 2'   and therefore 

the  calibration  of   the  peconda  diac   in  0.2"   per divlaion.     The 

optical micrometer  (Fig.7)  is constructed as  follows:     three main 

parts are   fixed   to   the micrometer  housing 1;     (a)   the   spiral 

assembly;     (b)   the   micrometer  bridre   and  (c)   the  lever   bridge.    The 

spiral   asaemblj conslsta of   the   cam-shaft 2,   the   seconds  disc   5» 

the   cam 4,   aid   the   rr.lcronetHr  knob  15   (Flg.1).     The   seconds disc   is 

attached  to  the  cam  shaft by  nuts  or,d  washers.    rihe  cam  shaft fits 

in   a  hole   in   the  can»   and   la  secured   by  a   screw.     The  cylindrical 

part  of the cam  on  which the   spir  1   is  cut runs  ir   a hole  in  the 

micrometer housing;      the micrometer  Vrnob is  screwed   to   the   fhrpnrt«<l 

part  of  the cam   (from  the  face   side   of   the  tnicrotreter housing   )   and 

is  locVed by a  screw. 

1 

ft^r*^'"^   MOT 
1! •    •' Ja 
■1   ' o 

k^UUiJcutJ IE 

Fig. 1, Optical ilcrtilttr 

1 . tlcroMttr houting; • • splnl usiibly; b • •Ic-oMtir bHdg«; c • lt»tr brldq«. 
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".o   '■lcror-"ter   t-rld» c   *r   secured   to   t:.e   rr.lcrotnettr   housing 

vy   scre-r,    .r.d   con"   ir.s:      • :..-   remratinp   ;.nit   .0^, 2°   [ s> c   Pip.5), 

the  prlsrs which   "      nositc  the   innres  of  t.':e dial  fracuaticns c8, 

t)\e   lirh*;inj3   -rirn   for   the   pecr;ds   disc   y*  and   *he   collecting  lens 

T.'ie   lever   bridge   ir also   Rccurec   by  r.crews   to   the   micrometer 

housing.     At  one   end   the  rr.icromet'jr   levers  run   in  hole?   ir    ♦ .e  lever 

bridre   hounirr  ar.d   n*    the   ^thor   ir,   holers   in   'he  rirror.eter   houoinp. 

T:.e   micrometer   lev^rn   c-irry  plane-parallel   j-later   .'ind   'beir  drivir.c 

rin?   run   in   'he   microm^ter cam  npiral. 

The ^icror.et^r Oferater an follows: \" •■riVinr a dial reidinr 

t:.e ima ec jf diam«-tri cally on'orite -rnduatiorr of 'he dial rrust be 

made to coincide. Thir ir- done by turr.ir.r t'\.^ ni'-rometer knob which 

turns   the   spiral   and   the   seconds   disc.     The   ' ■      r  ru.de   pins   then 

diametrically  opposite   dial   rraduaticnn.     As  the  plane-parallel 

plates  are  at  an  anple   * he   lipiit   is   deflected  urtil   the   im-'ges  of 

the   diametrically   o^;üsito   dwil    er-'   UM • .: ' ■    ccricide,      «'hen   t:.e 

Images  hav»   coincided   renuinrs  nre   W'en   fror   t:.e   dia]   and   the 

seconds disc. 



Chapter 2 

A PRIE? DESCRIPTION CP THEODOLITE ASSEMBLY 

5. Manufacture of axial Byetems 

A  deecrlption of the  orocese of aRsenbling an optical 

theodolite would be ver.y  long and,  therefore,  we depcribe onlj the 

asaembly  of   the  main  oub-aaremblleB  and   the   preliminary afleemblj  of 

the instrucent. 

The  lEOPt important   metal   parta and  components of  the 

theodolite are the vertical  and  horizontal   cucis  fiystens.     Monufactui» 

of  the   parts  of  t\r.   horizontal   axis  In  a  complicated  process  which 

calls for groat accuracy in order that  the  parts  ehall  fit on 

aeseirbly.     r'ftnufacture   of   the   corponents  of   the   vertical   axis   (the 

«YIP.   ifo  m«ir  bearing,   "he  dial  bush;     £66  Tl^.S)  1ö alow a 

complicated  proceor   in which  partlculnr  attention  must   be   paid  to 

grinding  and   lapping  in. 

The requirenents which  apply  to  the  componente are  very 

severe,   for example,   the  eccentricity of  the  dial-befirlng  part  of 

the dial   bush relative  to  the  centre  line of  the  part should not 

exceed O.OO?  mm  and   the  cljarancep  between   the  axis and  its  main 

bearing  and  between  the main  bearing and  the  dial  bush  should  not 

exceed   0,00?   mn. 

The axis and main bearing are made of steel grade 58 KhMYuA 

and their general method of manufacture is as follows. The blanks 

are annealed at a temperature of 8?0-e500C for three hours and are 

tnen   cool'-d   in  the  furnace   to  ^00 C.     They  are  rough  machined 



loHvirr   an allownnce of P-^ r tr, and are then heut   treated by 

.'iardeninp; at c50 C uslnp oil and ...j'^'r an the coolinp: mediun and 

♦'•:':••! in?, at 600 C - 650OC uoln^ air as coolinp redlun.  The hard- 

n'V'-M on the  •;   nciilo nhould be not lepr than ?^.  After heat c 

•r^atrent,   part3  are  finish  rachined   excert  for  placer,  which  require 

rrlnding  wit.h   an  allowance   of   O.^-O.'7   nr:.     The   ^elescope   socket   is 

• .< rti cularly  difficult  to  r..-tchine. 

The   cor.ronontP are   t;.en   cive:   a  Rtabiliainr   tempering  at 

*'?i)  C   for   nix   hourn  with  coollnp   in   the   furnace   to   :-elieve   stresses 

ii: (]   to   nrevent   rubpequent   strain.      C^jrfaces   ro^uirinr   it   am   then 

-r-  ur.fi  with  on  allowance  of  0,?  rr  on  t.'.e dianeter;     they  tre 

'irilled,   boret!,   thread;:   are   rut,    etc. 

I r- tective   coatir.fn   ai-e   applied   to   tne   telescope   socket   and 

to   the  vertical   turntable  haus.nr  at   placer  which   should  not  be 

nitrided  and   local   nltriding   is   ther.   opnlied.     Nitridlng  (rives  a 

. urf/.Cc   hoi üi.t-;i.M   of   about   ri-M^i   or.   f he   R     scale   and   'he   depth  of   the a 

r;itrided   layer   is   O.S r :r,.     Ti,e   rartr   nro   then   painted   and   finish 

rround   .vitu   allowance  for  lajrinf. 

The   partn   are   a.ain   c^rrfully   insircted   aft^r   t.kie   final 

.rrindinp as  alignment and  narnllelirm  tolerance1-   for  surfaces are 

often  of  the   - rder   of 0.001-n,00?  r.ni.     The  inr.pec'ed  parts are  ".ade 

up   Into   sets . 

', fter   finish   f-rindinz  of   the  boles  (tae   telescope   socket, 

the  V'-rtical   turntaMe ;.ourirr,   the   v-rticol   axis  r   in   bearing and 

dial  bushes)   they  ,3re  la^ed  with  r.ui^able rr^.'-nals  and  c..ec>ed  for 

MlUTment   and   eccentricity.      ( nly   tuen   i ••    the   turntable   I earing 

surface   finish   rround  with  tne   vr'ical   turntable   housing,   tne 

micror.eter  lear^nr  with the  t^lrrcne   socket  ard   the   vertical axis 
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with  its »aln bearing,   leaving lapping allowancea.    The parta are 

then   lapred with   emarien   from  No.160  to   No.240. 

The benrlngfl and vertical axle of the  Inetruoent are flnallj 

pollehod   to mirror  flniah  with a paste containing chromium  oxide. 

After lapping, the axial  Byetems are made up  into sets and finally 

Inspected   for clearancee,   allgnmente,   quality   of lapping,   etc. 

6.   Aeeembly of  lower  part   of theodolite 

The proceea of aoflembllng the lower part of the theodolite, 

like   that   of   the   other   partB,   conalots   of   preliminary  aeoembly 

before  the parta have been  finished and final aaoernbly afterwards. 

The   object  of  the   preliminary  an^embly   in   to   match the   parts  and  to 

seat  then to one another.     The carrier base   la secured  to  the 

carrier   by   screws   nnd   then   the carrier  is  mounted  in  a  lathe   and  is 

«crewed  on to the mounting  thread which  ie held in the  lathe chucV, 

then  holes are  turned   in  the   botton  of  the  carrier and  a   ring   is cut 

under   the  mounting  of  the   Illuminating  prlem   and condenser. 

The clamping sleeve   is screwed on  to  the carrier,   the  alidade 

clamp  of   the horizontal   dial   1B enpenbled  and   the clamp  Is   lapped 

with the clamp bush.    When  the levelling  screws are asseobled their 

threads  are  lapped   to  give   smooth running.     The mechaniams  for 

movlnp  the  dials and  the  llluffllnatlnp•  sleeve   and contact  are  at   ichad 

to   the  carrier. 

The   lenses  of   the  horizontal  dial   microscope  objective   are 

rolled   into  their mounting  on a  lathe with   special   fittings.     The 

slots   in  the mountings  of  the  alidade  prisms  of  the  horizontal  dials 

are   matched  to the  prisms,   drilled  and  holes   a-e cut under  the   lock 

and  adjusting screws.     The  apsemblljs are  then disnsntled,  marked 
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with   the  number   of  the  carrier,   and   sent   for  platir.f  ar.d  painting. 

After  the  confonents  have  been  finished   th^  ad.iustinR  plate, 

the   levelllntr   r.crowR,   the   horizontal   dinl   .alidade   clanp,   the 

llluninatirp;   r.leeve  with  cr.ntnrt   ar.d  t^her   ^uh-anper;blie8   «re 

finally arnernbled. 

Drills   Lire   po   ned   M,rourh   hole?   in   the   vertical   axi.i   main 

bearing  tu  rark   out  ar.d   drill   holen  in   the  carrier,   holeo  uncer  the 

screw-threads  in   tne  half-rir.t'r whic:i  form  the   bearinf  for  the  dip] 

rleeve,   and   alno   t.re.'idn   are   cut   In   the   hnlf-rinp?   under   tho   ncrewa 

to   secure   trie   vertical   axin   riain   bearinp;   tu   the   carrier  and   to   the 

half-rings. 

T'.e   contac' 'rinc   and   clanpin^   nle»;ve   are   attach*;d   to   the 

carrier,   the  electrlcel   parts   are   anse^bled,   'he  plu-   socket   ur.d 

mounting  with  lighting  nrirr   and  condenser   are   attached   t;    fhe 

bottom  of   the  carrier. 

7.  Assembly of  the  rentre  rart 
of   the   theodcli te 

Jrellmlnary  assembly  of   "he  centre   nart   of  trie   theodolite 

consists   in   matching  the  mountings   for   the   optical   conpone/.t°,   in 

fitting   the   arsemblies  on   the   s' Ji.d,   in   laprinP"   the   '• •■■scope 

adjusting  screws  ar.d   the   level-settirr  rcrew  to   'unsure   smooth 

running  and   in  assembly  of   the   alidade   levels   cf   the   riori ;'.on *■. al 

dial.     The   rositlons  of  the  holen  ur^'-r  ti.-.'   turead   for  the   screws 

which   fix   the   vertical   nxis   t -   the   ir.strumerit   shar.d   are   ir.arked   out 

M-d  later drilled   ; hrough  holes   in  t:u' vn'ica!   axis. 

To  mark   out   the  holes   'he  rousting  cf   the   alidade   prisms   Is 

inserted   in   the   ver* lc/ 1    .xi«    and   ' ;.»TI   "ue   moi..- tinr   and   uxia 
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together are Hcrewed Into the etand.  Carving out of the holee to 

be drilled in ♦-.be stand ie done with a drill which rune through 

and fits the holes in the vertical axis. After the holes have been 

tapyed the vertical ajcie is secured to the stand bj four screws 

end the aligniiient is checked by screwing the mounting for the 

horizontal dial alidade prisms into the stand. 

Roles in the swivelling prisn of the horizontal dial 

microscope are used to mar> out, drill and tap the holes for the 

screws which fix the mounting to the stard.  The counting with the 

prisn is then fitted in the ntand.  The puide plate is secured to 

the alidade guide.  The dial inage selector mechanism is assembled 

on the wall of the right-hand upright of the stand.  Holes for the 

screws which secure the wall to the stand are marked out through 

holes in the walls, and "hen drilled and tapped and then the 

selector rrlsm is fitted and the  well vdth the cclcctcr ncchariloui 

Is fixed in the rignt-hand upright of the stand (CL) by screws. 

A mounting with cover glass is screwed to the other side of this 

column. 

The  screw which sets  the  vertical  turntable   level   is 

assembled on the  left-hand upright and  the  telescope edjustuert screw 

on  the  right-hand one. 

The horizontal   dial   alidade  level   in   its mounting   is  fixed  to 

the  lower rart Q? the   stand in  such a way that the  level   adjustment 

screw  is  on  the   left-hand upright  to  which  the  mounting of  the 

swivelling prism of  the vertical dial microscope  12 hae  previously 

been   fitted and   the   mounting  for  the  componentB  of   the   vertical   dial 

microscope objective  15 (Fig.M are   screwed   in. 
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8.  Aooerably of  the upr^r  rart  of the 
theodolite 

Tnlß  fart  of the   Inatrunent  Is   the  most  difficult  to 

manufacture   and   anser.ble.     The   principal   components  of   the  urper 

part   of   the   theodollto   are:      the   horizontal   axis   system,   the 

felescope,   the  optical  nicroreter,   the  alidade   level of  the   vertical 

turntable,   the   telescope  clamp   nnd  the  reMdinr,  r.lrroscope. 

I rel lr,in"iry   npmrrhly   cunsistn   in   lopping   the  ♦olesc^pe 

seatir.f?  in   the  telercope   socVet  until   * 1,0  hole   in the   telescope 

wall   is  opponite  the  bearing    f  the vertical  turntable.    The 

'elepcope  clomp   is   lar ped   in   ite   seating   snd   the  rrountinp   of   the 

focusßinr  component   'f   the   'elencope  objective   1P   la- : ed   in   after 

which   the  focusnlng  lens   ^focuaslng component)   is  fixed   in   its 

" . u n t i r. r-. 

The   ^lescope   is   finally   fixed   in   its   socket,   the   cising   is 

n ■ • *»f1    on   it   a«id   t..on   ^}■le   ' cch/JniHn   wh   ch   noven   the   focupnlnc^   1#»n« 

nr.our.ting   is arcembled.     ^i.ia consists  of  a   threaded  slide   block   and 

focussinp; rinf,   then  the   stirrup which  secures  the Jending nicroscope 

to   the   tel^flcüfe   in   fitted,   the   mountinr  with   the  graticule 

• id.iur.t inf   ocrewn   1 r.   fitted   and   thf»   eyeniece   i^   ecrewod   in.      Finally, 

the   •"elencore   is  adjusted   and   asserbled. 

lioles  nr^  cut   ir   t!;e  clamr  of the  vertical  dial  olldsde  levelß 

at   the   dianetrr   of   bearing   of   the  novintl n^c   for   the  vertical    dial 

alidade   prisms.     The   IVhtlr.r   mounting   is   fitted,   after   which   the 

f ran.e   with   level   and   prism   system  which   transmits   the   ima/e   of   the 

ends   of   the   bubble   is   fixed   to   the   level   clamp. 

The  first corponent  of  the microscope  objective  11   (see 

Fip. ?)    In   11. r   rountlnr   In   first    ir rtal 1 ec'   in   tbo   no'jntinp   of   the 



vertical dial  alidad«  prlsns,  and  then the alidade priraa 10 are 

pre-aasembled and  are  secured  hj  acrewa  to  the nountlng for the 

condenser 7,  the  lighting prism 6 and the plsn 2.    The components 

are  previously wired,   the electric wire  is passed  through  the base 

and  the  turntable   bearing. 

'"ne prism  cf   the  reading microscope   50 is  fitted  in   its 

mounting and fitted into the telescope socket.    Finally the reading 

microacope is esBembled,   passed   through   the  stirrup  and  screwed 

into   the telescope  socket.    All   the  upper  port of  the   theodolite  is 

finally asnembled   after adjuetment. 

9.   Asser.bly of the  optical  micrometer 

AsGembly of   the  optical micrometer commences with fitting of 

the   lever bridges   in   the  micrometer  mounting.     The   holes  under  the 

cam are  lapncd   to  ensure smooth  running without rocking. Preliainarr 

assembly confliste   in   fitting  the   nicrometer  bridge   ard   levers,   and 

in fitting the  springs which press the lever guide pine against the 

Bpiral   eurface   of   the  cam.     These  parts  ere  then dismantled  and 

marked with  the micrometer mounting number and  sent  for finishing. 

After  the  micrometer  has  been  adjv ?ted   the  plane-parflllel 

plates are fixed  into  the lever  Beatings. 

The  following optlcnl   partn   aro   fitted  on   the  micrometer 

bridge:     the  dividing  unit,   the  prlEm  which transmits   tee   images of 

the   dial   preduations,   the  prism   for   illuminating   the   seconds  disc, 

the  collecting   lens  of   the  reading  mlcroficope  and   the   seconds  disc 

which   is  fitted   to   the cam shaft, 

mhe optical   micrometei   is   finally   assembled  after  the  sub- 

aesembllefl have  been adjusted  nnd labon» ♦■.ory tests have been made. 



Chapter ? 

'ESTING TPTSCDCLITE CT-02 P^FORS 

10. ChecVlnp; the travel of the levelling 
and micrometer screws 

Before proceedlnr to worV, checV the travel of the levelling 

and micrornf ter screws, trie trav' 1 of the irstrutnont axes, tne level 

in the stand, and exarir'c *'.»   Tiroa. Tne levellirg and r.icroneLer 

Gcievs sh uld vravol freely without rocVinf or 1 indinr. T.r.e travel 

of the levelling screwc iß correct 'd by tne adjurtln^ «crewj;, tue 

travel of the ricrorot'-r ndjuotinp ficrewn 5.3 ad^uo'ed by nprin^r- 

in the nutr and .-/ashers of t'ao ad^ufstinp screws, 

"11. Check irr rhe   instrument /ixes 

The irs'runent fixer, F.hould rotate freely and smoothly without 

bindinr c.r   rocking.  After tae nlid-ide? of the horizontal dial nave 

teen turned 5^0 about a verticil axir. th^ 1-. vel butble on tne Ltard 

should not MöV'.' moved ^y ^ore thnn 1.5 divisions.  txces.^ive 

oscillations of th^ vertical axis can only be corrected in the 

fac tory. 

12. Ch^c^lng the level . n the  • md 

^he cylindrical level of t..e horizontal dial alidade i 5' 

checked in the ' sual way.  Tue level in first alirn^d in the 

direction of the two levelling screws, the hub'le is brought to the 
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centre and then the alidade la turned through 180°.  If there la 

any change in the level, t9lf the correction ie made by the level 

adjuatlng screw and the other half by the levelling acrewa. 

Checking ie continued until the bubble remains in the centre on 

turning through 180°. 

15. Examination of tripod 

Before commencing work examine all the Joints in the metal 

and wooden parts of the tripod.  It la very important to ensure 

that there is no play at the place? where the tips are Joined to 

the knife edges of the tripod, 

1A.. Checking the qu'lity of the 
image in tne .«lescope 

objectl/e 

Besides making the checks mentioned above, if the theodolite 

has been roughly hendled in transit or if the adjustment haa been 

disturbed, d-eck the quality of the images of the telescope 

objective, the microscopes of the horizontal and vertical dials, 

check tue setting of the f-roticule in the teleficope and the 

vertical turntable level, the angle between the horizontal axla and 

the vertical axis of rotation of the instrument, the magnitude of 

*-he colllmotlon error, the travel of the focusBlng lena, the 

eccentricity of the dial and alidade, and the run of the dial 

roicioscopes. 

T:-e telepcope objective image should be sharp over two-thirds 

of the flold of vinlon. Thie may he checVed by examining a sharply 

outlined, distort object against the background of the eky. 

ai 



T'.*» centering of the telencoy-e optical rystcr is checked bj 

examination of a star.  The tube focussing in altered and the 

ir.fu-e of the fitar   ia observed.  In a well-centered system the image 

of the Btar Bhould be n true circle both before and behind the 

focal plane of the pyRter,. 

15. Cher'-'I re t:,e mi c rose opes of the 
horizontal and vertical dials 

The nuality of the irr.ru-o of the horizontal dial microscope 

1B flrr.t chf-cV-ed, particular a'^^ntion teinr p;iid ' o the following. 

1.   hen the seconds dir.c In set to th^ ZKT    rarV tt.e index 

of the optical micrometer should either coinrine with t;.e combir.ed 

inarer of t;.e diametrically opnocitc dial Graduations or should be 

;.alf-way be'v.een them. 

?.  There rust be no dar'^eninp; of tiie ed-ep of the field of 

t;.e readinp microscope ar d the illumination should be uniform ov r 

'he whole field of vision. 

5.  "h'.e line of seraratloi tetweei the up- er ^r.d   IOWIT images 

of the c'lsc ►'rndu'■ tions should V^ fi;--, ntrairht and without 

noticeabl» thick nir.r. 

^.  T:.e lr i. es of the dial calibration nrust not he Kent. 

5.  The images of calibration lines of the dial and the 

reconds disc siiould both be visibly sharp ani "opether without 

refocu^Rinr * he eyetiece. 

The vertical dial c icroscope Jr. checVeu lr Just t.e name way 

ar that of  '..c horizon'al dial. 
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16. ChecVlnf; the setting of the telescope graticule 

The teleocope protlcule 1« checked with a plummet and 

corrected with the ed^uotir^ acrews. 

17. Checking the an^lc between the horizontal and 
vertical axes of rotation of the instrument 

The horizontal axis of theodolite CT-02 should be 

perpendicular to the vertical ajcla.  Therefore, the theodolite IB 

carefully checked for the level of the horizontal dial alidade and 

the position of the bisector is observed relative to the plunb line 

when the telescope is turned about the horizontal nxis;  corrections 

can only be made in the workshop or factory. 

1B. Checking the vortical turntable level 

The position of the zenith is determined in the usual way and 

corrected by the level adjusting screw 26 (Pig.1).  The vertical 

turntable is sub-divided into sectors as shown in Pig,8.  It may be 

seen through the reading microscope (with Ck)  that the numbers 

marked against the graduatlons increase in the counter-clockwise 

direction in the right-hand upper sector and dininlsh in the clock- 

wise direction in the lower rii ht-hand sector.  The optical axis 

of the telescope is horlront.al when the vertical dial reading la 

90-90°.  The sum of the readings with CR and CL should be 180°, 

otherwise it indicates that  tf,  la not zero. z 
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^'5.   *.     Ci^irj» o'  »f-ticjl   '.Cdl'   jrrjn^-t.-nt 

^0,   Correction  of  colligation  error 

Coll Ir.at ion   er-    r   ir  determined   in   the  LTUO]   way: 

dlspln    .  ent   of  th*.-     .  .Mcule   rountin^-   in   corrected,   w.-en   this 

ir  done   tne   friMcule  odjuntinp   rcrt.'wn   rhould   n it   be   turned   too 

far  F,   er   t     ovoid   r'*"rfii'   vhich  could   Miter   t; ^  rol 1 i r'.-ion  error, 

'..'hen   the  colllrfttir>n   errcr  tiar  Veer   corrected   checV-   ; ..at   the 

rra^icule   rettir.r;   ir   not  dirturted   rel-i^.v   to   t.'.e   plur.   et. 

PC.   CfK.-ckinr   tae   tr.vl   of   the 
focunRinr   lerr; 

Incorrect  travel   of  tw   focunrirr   lenr  c-M^^n  an  error  •..h'.cii 

is   ecuivalent   in   effect   to   tele^co'e   collir.atlon   eri'or.      "ne 

nncnitude   of   thin   error   in    l^t'-rnired   in   the   following   way:      tue 

telencofe   :s   firr*-   nlned   at   a   rerote   point,   f ref erably   or.   the 

horizon,   and  t'.en   trie  rountinr of   the   focurnirr  lens  will   he cl- pe 
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[ . '!*HWl* - -A^sl^rtv-IWp 

to on« extrene rooltion.  The tube la then allied at a ecale which 

le at a dlatance of 5-^ ffetrea fro« the theodolite, and then the 

focusalng lene mounting will be cloae to the other extreme position, 

Then transit the tube througn the zenith and repeat the procedure. 

The difference between the recdings (with the two psoitiona 

cf the turntable) on the remote point (CL^ - CR,. - 2c*)  and on 

the scale (CL^ - CH^ ■ 2cp) fives twice the error of travel of the 

focussinp; lens 

2       - 2c2  - 2c^   . 

The error can be corrected only in the workshop or at the worVs. 

21. Checking the eccentricltj of dial 
and alidade 

The eccentricltj of dial and alidade is determined from the 

difference between mlrrometer readines when diametrically opposite 

gra uations are node to coincide and when one of them Is node to 

coincide with the micrometer index.  Eccentricity can be corrected 

only in the worknhep or the factory.  The procedure for determining 

the eccentricity in deocribed in the special literature.• 

22. Checking the run of the microscopes 

The rr.ognitudo of the run is determined in the following way:** 

make the zero mark on the seconds disc coincide with the index of 

• 

* Ch.Yu.  Vitozhents.  Methods  of inveptipating ortical 

the ^dolitoR,   MOPCOW,   1^47. 

•* Instructior.  for fiipt-class  triangulationt   5rd edition, 

Moscow,   Gcodoni r.döt,    1Q50. 



micrometer;     ma'-e   l^Qfes  of   diHr»-trically  oprosite  rraduatlons  of 

♦■ne  di?c  coincide   \y   tuml.'.».'   the   '.^Juptin.*   screw  of   the   horizontal 

(Ma1   alSJi'c;      d   nrlace   t;.e   Inr- H   of   tne   dire   rr/<d .r« t; r r .    \_,j   one 

cii vision ur.*:.l    i.aln   the  di irr.^tricül ly oniOEita     r .■'li^Mons  a^ain 

coinc.de  ly   rfjtatir.?  tl.n  r,icror.etci   -not. 

"..^   re.dl rr   or.   tue   r^c^ni?   d4sc   nhould   .   ■. n   be  60,   If   it   Is 

r.   re   cr   lers   than   f>0   t; en   rur.   : s   t r--; »v t    i.r,d   thir   can   be  corrected 

only   In   the  wor^Rhop  or  at   the   factory. 

25.   Investigation  of  the optical 
microneter 

Inveptlgation  of fljateiratic  errors of the  optical  micrometer 

To  oake   the   j nver.ti^at ion,   neasure   a   mail   anple   with   the 

• heodollte,   r.aVe   the   r e.'ir,ur»Tent   n   whole   number   of   tir;e8   within 

the   rang"   of  the  con;ple»"e   scale   of   the   second?   dine   of   the  optical 

r.cr  meter. 

In   the   proceBP   of  re-aouring   tne   angle   toe   images   of   the   same 

graduation   linep   of   the   horizontal   dia1   are   rade   to   coincide; 

between   ßettirrn   rer.et  ti.e  dial   in   such  a  way   that   when   the 

telescope  ie  brought up  fror  the   left- or  right-hand   ride  the 

rlcrometer  readings  differ  ^y   ^5  divisions   'f   tr.e   seconds dire. 

'. 1 tofcther,   four   forw/trd   and   four  reverse   mover ents  ure   cade   in 

four  f< e 11. ri g s . 

^a'^e   the   micrometer  readings  and  work  out  the  results  of  the 

r-easurerr.ent   by   the   nr' cedure   dercrlb<.'d   in   the   Irstroctions  on 

Triaru-olatlon,   Clarre«^   1,2,3   ond   4   (105S   edition,   p.100). 

Take   the   nenn   value   of     v     of   the   four   readings   obtained   at 

encn   pettin,-;      it   should  not exceed one  second. 
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During the production of theodolite OT-02 under works 

laboratory  conditlone«   Bjatematlc  errors  of  the  optical  micrometer 

are examined by the collimator graticule with a scale dlvlelon of 

the  order  of  11   eeconda per  division of  the   eeconde  disc. 

Determination of  errors  of  coincidence  of  dial   graduation  Imafrea 

Errors of coincidence depend mainly on the experience of the 

observer  and,   ti.ere'ore,   cannot always  be  attributed to  defects  in 

the   theodolite.     Determine   the  error  of coincidence   of  images  of 

calitration  lines  on   the   dial  with various  settlnfn  of  the 

horizontal  end vertical   diel  alidfides,   using  two coincidences  for 

each   and   record   t:.e  differences  between   the   corresponding  micrometer 

readlngn.     The  order  in  which   the  readings  are   taken and   the   method 

of  working   them  out   are   frlven   In  the   Instructions  on Triangulation, 

Claspes  1,2,5 and ^  (1953 edition, p.101). 

The   standard   error of  a  single coincidence of  images  of 

graduation  lines  in  theodolite CT-02  should  not exceed  0.5  seconds 

for  the  horizontal  dial   microscope  or 0.6  seconds for  the  vertical 

dial   microscope. 

Determination of  backlash   in  the  optical  micrometer 

Backlash  in  the  optical micrometer  Is  determined  with various 

nettings   of  the  horizontal   dial.     Make  the   images of  the   lines 

coincide  twice:    once when the soconds disc  io rotated clockwise 

and   once  counter-clockwise. 

Petween  individual  settings turn tr.e  alidade  through  15 

degrees  and  the   seconds  disc   ♦"hrough  5  seconds.    Tae  mean  of  the 

difference   'right minus  left'  characterises  the systematic  part of 

the   optical  micrometer  backlash  and   *he   standard error  of  the  mean 

difference  characterises   the  error of determination.     In   theodolite 
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CT-02  Individual   ' rifht r.lnus   left*   dlf'erer.ces  should   be   fron 

-1   secord   to   ♦I   second.     ""he   on er   In   whir!,   the   re.iciln^E   are   taken 

ur.d   the   ne4hod   of  wor-'lrr   thon   out   /ire   river    In   the   Instruction   on 

Trlanrulatlon,   Classes  1,2,?  and  U.   (^^5  edition,   p.^02). 

2^,   Invent 1,-at Ion   of   total   diare'er 
errr>rn  of  horizontnl  diO 

The  total   diameter  err  rr   of  the  hcri7-ontf'l  dial   of  theodolite 

CT-0?  determined   ty   the   netbod   propo---!   by   f.. I .   Kliseyev,   by 

r.easurlr.g   the   nnple   bet'.'cen   two   coliirrr tors;      "he   determination   is 

repeated after major overhaul.     Exar.ine  ♦"he  dial  at  in'ervals  of  5 

ard  meunure  angler  of  7fi,  ^ ^  and  '0    Ir.   ir,d?vidual   series  at 

different  flacef   or   the  dial. 

For   example,   ♦i.e   fli't   serlcr   for   the      • p.      ^ft     includes 
o 

measiiretnents  made  with  initial   settir-^s  of P,   36,   72,   lO   H",d  1**4   . 

The  armies  are   measured  with   the   followirr   initial   settings. 

Angle *0 

Oo ^ 

36" * 

7?o * 
|oSn , # 

K<.0 # 

Angl» fcb '>0 

1°    . * 

vy'   . * 

.,r,0       , 
^ 

13^ • ^ 

»nqie 60 10 

0°    . # 

ic    . •• 

1?GJ . * 

whore  the  value  of   *     is 0;5;^;9; .. .^77. 

Thus  the  profrar.re  of  nearurenent  of  each  enrle  includes  GC 

Bcrier.     Two   anple   me,.r' regents   are   mace   for   each   setting   of   the 

dial.     "he   neanurements  of  a   rartlcular   series  are   made   in   the 

ordinary way,   continuously,   one  after another:     one  series  is  made 

iti 



first In the direction indicated and then the second series in 

the reverse eequerce. 

Determine the mean value of the measured angle C for each 

series.  For instance, for C-». 60 degrees   ^- 5 degrees 

c -     3 

where    A5    is the  value of  the an^le    C    measured with the  initial 

setting  of   5°  etc.     The   following differences  are also  calculated 

The  index   ^   indicateo how many  times the angle    C    is laid 

out  round  the   circumference.     The differences     1    which   are 

obtained are used with the corresponding formulae to determine the 

diameter correction     ^   .     This correction   is  the mean  of  the 

diameter ccrrection corresponding to  the  graduation    9     and  the 

adjacent  gruduation. 

f~ 15  

• _-2'%-'Va + 'V.» 2. •• = 

,. ^^/y-yy«, 

4 ^>oy= *% j^Vg t "V^»+»v.o»-t—Vi 

5 • "   ?— ,   
«>i*b 

6.  ••% = 0.4«'% -»- 0.4««-,% -f 0.6«%-f-0.6«,0% 

f 15 
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•   f= 
1    ♦ ^"W    9*it~^m    ***> + m    *+>■• 

9-   (?) -=   .{ «%-f-    , "•*% S «% -r   3 »*% 

The  control   fornulne   are   a.q   follown. 

Tne   total   dlamet"r   errors   of   optical   th^odol^te dials   type 

CT-02   rhould   not  exceed   ♦V.S. 

2j.   Inveotiration  of  Rhort   r eriod  errore 
of division  of  the  horizontal  dial  of 

tneodollte  OT-02 

More  detailed   invertipation  of dials Indicates that  diameter 

errors  which  lie  within   the   : a.'es  Letw-er.  which  determinations  are 

made   vary   in   a   periodic   rnnner,   with  a   pe:iüd   which   i?-   ""horter   than 

the   interval   bet/een  diar.fern  irvestignt ed.     T:,ere fore,   these 

errors and  their periodicity cnr.r.ot le determined if the dial 

diameters  are   InveEtifated   over   a  comparatively   larfe   interval 

(5»   ^  or  1   ^.     Prran   of   this   v-ind  are  called   short   f^riod  errors. 

?y  the  error  of an   interval  between  adjacent  graduations on 

the  dial   we  mean   the  difference   between   the   nominal   p.nd   tr^e 

values.     Short   ; erici  err-rn   reeult  :rom  error.'-   in   the  guide   screw 

of  the  dividin," r.achine  and   »ilso   from   incorrect  C'ittin^  of  the 

threads.     This latter  is  rartic-Iflrly Ir.'or^rmt  in graduating 

io 



metal dlala.  In Investigating optical theodolite OT-02 attention 

mußt be directed to the order of setting of the alidade. For 

example, in order to measure the intervals 0 O'-O 4•  and 

180 O'-ISO 4' by means of the optical micrometer» set the seconds 

disc of the micrometer to zero and naVe the diametrically opposite 

llnee of 0 ^, and 180 ^, coincide approximately by turning the 

all Jade, then take reodlngo.  The short-period err:'r should not 

exceed -»l.^"-  The nequence in which rendlngp shobld be made ( nd 

the method of working them eut are given in the Instructions on 

Triangulation, Claspes 1,2,3 and 4 (1955 edition, p.113). 
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Cbflrter ^ 

C!!
T
:CKII:G C7 TIIHCDOLITE CT-02  DL'HII:G 

rAirUPAC^URE A!:D HEPAIR 

?r>.  Fitting t..e horizontal dinl 

The   r rocese   of   Mroi   enpoil'ly    ind   .icijuptr.»rit  of   «n   optical 

theodolite   includer:     fittinr   of VhP  horizontal   dial,   fitting   of 

the  verticil   dial,  asser bl ' ^nd   ediuntrcnt  of tr.e  telescope 

objective,   adjur.tr.e   t   of   the   optical   r icrometer,   adjustment   of   th« 

reading  tnicrometer prism,   adjustment  of   the   optical  systen  of  the 

horizontal  dial riicroocope,  checklnc  that  the  telescope  horizontal 

axis   is   perpendicular   to the   vertical  axis   of  the   theodolite, 

adjuating  the   opMcal   system   of   tne   vertical   dial   rricroscope , 

fitting   of the  dioptric   rinp;,   fittinr  of  the  graticule,   determination 

of     M       of   the   vertical  dial,   ch^cklnr   t:.e  c oil Ir.atlon  error. 
Z 

When   the   dial    in   fitted   It   in   cent'-ref'.   op   the   "iial-hush 

relative   to   the  vertical   axis   of  tie  instrument  with the   following 

corditionc that the eccentricity of t.v  i.orizontal '.'ial  should not 

exceed   10"   and   of  the   alidade   PO" . 

A   device  which   is   us^d   to  centre   the   dials   in   illustrated   in 

Plg.^.     The  bane-plate  ir   S'.pprrted on  three   levelling   screws  and 

carries   two   base-blocks.        n   each   bare-block   there   ie   a   microrcope 

upright   and   the   microscope  can   be  moved   radially   or vertically   by 

rac'f.   and  pinion.    The  microscope uprights  are   set  on a   strai   ht  line 



which paeees through the centre of the device.    The knob 'a'  is 

turned to drive   the  microßcopee  radially  end  the knob   'b*   is turned 

to drive then vertically.    The microscopeo are provided with 

micrometers.     The  crwduationa on  the  dlalp  are  illuminated  bj lenpe 

ir the holder  'c'.    Special screws  'd'  with ebonite  tips are used 

to drive the horizontal  dial.     To centre  the horizontal dial the 

vertical axis of  the  instruaent  is  set up on  the  device  shown in 

Pig,9 by four screws.     A  eeparator  is fitted to  the  axis  and balls 

are poured in quickly.    Then the vertical axis main bearing is 

connected  to  the  dial   bueb by  a   epeclal   ring and  half-ring  which 

run  in the dial  bush. 

> 

/JWL-^ 
•i 

m r-y- p.-n 

1   » iL^j 1 

Hg. 9.    Special d«*1c« for fitting th« honiontil d<i1 of tK#odoHt« 0T.O? 

I • upright dH»» knoö; b - •'croicnp« drl»« knob; c -  lighting fitting; d - dial   ft«d icr»« 
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Plr^  of  «11   tue   dial   is  fitted   on   the   dial   tueh   and   fixed 

with   fo'^r  cl i.   ;•.     Th'-r,   the   vertical  axis   rain   bearing   ar.d   dial   tueh 

with   dial   are   fitted   on   trie   axis,   the  clarr    is   fitted   on   the  vertical 

axis   italn   hearinp  ard  connected   to   the   base   plate  of  the   device.     In 

t. i r>   wav ,   the  dial   bunh  and   dial   can   be   turned   relative   to   the 

vertical   ax in  nain   bp^orlnc. 

The   nicroFcopes   or^   focursed   to  pive   ßharti   readings   of   the 

r i'iuati or?  -ird   *:.en   *h"  '.ial   itself   IB  entered  by   turning   the   dial 

büßh  with   t:.e dial   relative   t'    the   vertical   exis rain   bearlnp;   and 

obpervifip;   ir,   the   xicroncopefl  which   are   fi'tod   wit:,  micrometers. 

Tr.e   dial   in dieplaced   with  reppect  to  the  dial  buch  by  means  of the 

Facial   screws   'd'.     The centering adiustmer. t   is continued until 

t;.e   eccentricity  of  the  horizontal  dial   is  not pre^ter   taan  10" 

ar.d   of   the  alidadeo   ?0" .      Only   t;.en   in   tr.e   dial   finally   f; xed   to 

trie   sleeve  with  the   four claps. ;i   t'e   iial  is  being  fixed,   to 

avoid  deforming it,   It  is caecked  for flatness by applying an 

ortically   flat  test  ^lare   to   the  clamps  and   exanlnlnp;   the   inter- 

ference   pattern;     the   number  of  Interference   rln^e     N     ehould   be 

not  greater than  1-1,5. 

Trie eccentricity of  the alidades  is checked on  the  same 

device   by   rele'iainp;   the   clamp  which   fixes   tue   verticil   axis   main 

hearing   and  turning   this   bi-arin/,   with   the  dial  bush  about   the 

vei ticsl  axis.     If  the  •■cc-rti icity  in  ton  preat,  for  instance,  by 

PO-50",   then under   field  conditior.s  the dial  can be centered without 

M-movlnp1   it  fron   the   instrument.     For   thin   purpose,   the   fixing 

rlnte   witr   I'veilinpr   r>crewn   1P   removed   from   the  carrier   and   BO   is 
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the carrier base  which carries the  prism 1? and  condenser 18 (Fig.5), 

The   theodolite   is   then  set  upside   down  on  a  wooden   otand   (see 
T*lg.2^).    The gear ^nob apaenbly and protective cover 5 (Plg.1) 

are   then   removed   from   the   carrlrr.     The  clnrnping   ecrewe  of   the 

casing which fixes the dial  screws are reached  through holes  In  the 

cirrler.     These   acrowo aro  removed   and  the  dltil   pcrews are   slightly 

loosened,   the dial   Is displaced  In  the required  direction whilst 

under  observation   In  the   reading  microscope.     To  avoid  eccen trlcitjr 

the dial   is  fixed  with  the  ncrews  and provided   that   the  dial   hue 

not   heen  dinplaced   the  dial   ncrews   are   finally   securwd   to   the 

special casings  wltn the clamping  screws,  by access  through holes 

in   the   carrier.      After   this   the   gear knob  assenbly   with  protertive 

cover  and   the carrier  base  with   levelling  screws  are   aprenbled on 

the   cfirrlur. 

?7,  Pitting  of  vertical   dial 

The  turntable hearing mounting  is oet up on  the device  shown 

in  Pl^.10.     Ti.e   vortical   dial   ie   first   fitted   in   the   vertical 

turntable housing, In such a wav that diametrically opposite 

prad-. tions   (o0  -   QO  )  fmrear   through the  c^ntren  of  the holes  in 

the  vertical   turntable  houslr-f.     Thin  fubseruently  slnrllfies 

location  of  the   zenith or  the   vertical  dial.     Then   toe  turntable 

tearing  is placed   In the  vertical   turntable housing and the entire 

asserably   is   set   up on  the   fitting  shown  in Pig.10. 

The microscopes are focussed on the  graduations and the 

vertical  dial   in   centered  by  displacing  it  relative   to the  centre 

line of the turntable bearing in the vertical turntable housing. 
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The   vertical   dial   lr   displaced   with   a  wooden  rod,   Its   eccentricity 

ehould  not exceed   20",     Aft'T centerirr   the  vertical   dial   t:.e  spring 

uorhv-r   in  finallv  clarred  witti  pcrewe. 

X 

^ 

^f 

I'f »   _ 
n' x 

X. ü 

C- J 

Fig. 10. Sftcill divice for fitttnj tK# »er-tical did) of f^odolit» :r.C? 

PP..   Anrenblj/ and  adjustnent of the 
telescope   oh/cctlve 

The  proceae   of udjurtnent   of  tne   five   lens  tele-objective  of 

the  telescope   system  consicts   in  careful   centtTin"  nrd   accurute 

fitting  of  the   actual   objective   lennes   (t;.e   first   three   lenseo)   at 

a   certain  distance   npart.     ?..e   objective   nusl   \ *   Hcner.bled   vr.c. 

adjusted  in   such  o   ./ay  that  ti.cs»^   r'-'u: rcr er.tr,  are  ret.     ?;.e   'iir 

gapp  betv/een  ti.e  lennco of tne  urtuel   o^J•*^,■  vc are  set  'n   t; e 

centre   line  of   the   eyster  by anrrorriitcly   locating  the  coordinate 
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points  of   the   ayntem. 

Let us deteririne  the   influence on  the  equivalent  focal 

length  of  alteration   In  the  diatancee  (or  air  gape)  between  lenses 

of  the actual   objective.     For  Simplicity t^.Vr   the  case  when 

two  combined   systems have  a  cornon cen'-.        ue.   Pig.11. 

It   Is  known,   from   geometric  optics,   that   the  rear  equivalent 

focal   length   is: 

and  the optical Interval 

so  that 

Prom equation (1) we  find the rels'lonehlp between the rear 

equivalent   focal  length     f     and   the distance   between lenses    d   . 

Formula   (1)   is modified   somewhat  in order   to   determine   ihe  effect  on 

f     of a   change of    d   . 

Dividing  both  halven of  the   equation by     f     we  have 

A+A-Y»«* (2) 

Differentiating,  we  obtain 

3?" "/(r; 
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whence 

"-fa 

(3) 

From foroula  (5)  we can determine   the  change  In the rear 

equivalent   focal  length  as  a  function  of  change   In   the  distance 

between  lennea (or air gap).     Since  the quantities    f',  f'     and 

fl     are constant for  the   given  s/Rtetn,   formula   (5) nay  be  written 

In  the  form: 

dfs=k'dd. CO 

where 

If  the actual  objective  hflfl  three  lenses,   first  find   by 

formula   (1)   the  rear   equlvolont  focal   length   of   tlie  first   two  lennefl 

and   solve  the  fxoblems  of focuoeing the  first   two lenses.     Then 

solve   the   same problem   f^r   the   syatem  of  a   lens  which  Is  equivalent 

to  the  first two together with the third lens.     By way of checK  the 

actual   objective  ia  checked   for  focus  and   quality  of   image. 

If  the data   required   for the  calculation  are  available   the 

processof  setting  the   air gaps   between   the   lonsen of  the   actual 
rbJective(on  the  system  and  centre  line)  is carried out  in  the 

following  way.        Lena   5   -  o0,   the   spacer   ring   5-91,   and   the   lena 

5-9?   are   innerted   into   the   objective  raountlng   (Fig.12).     The 

thickness     Dp    ifl  nensured  on   the  objective  centre-iine,   using  a 

precision  spheroneter cr a unlvereal  microscope.    As  the  thicknesses 
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of   the   lenses   ^ -   n0    :nd   T   -   Q?  are  Vrnown   we^ nay  calculate   the 

air  fc'ap    bn  - D0 -  (d0 4.  ri   ).     T.^e calculated  air rüp of ^,^6 
c r. tr. 0 

p;lv©n   the  iT'ce^rary   thlcVnenc   of   the  rlrg   ^  -   01 ,   and     d-»,   d7     and 

D-,     are   Tonsured   to   an  HT'-TMCV   of  Ci.Onp   nrr..      If   b^     Is   rreater   ti.an 

U^OO-g^   turn   do-vn   the   Rpacr>r   rlnc   7> -  01   and   to   rear  re   awain   tear 

in  mind   that   the "axinur  '.olerancc  on  tho air  '■■i:   in 0.005» nri« 

i? 

.♦* tvmtitft? 

it 
> 

Fig. I?.    ?fld *nd ?rd te'escop« objective 
Ifisos  ir, '•o.it mq 

Hq. 13.    I'.f   nj .>,< vl'^cop» object)*» 
1 • '     '   11 e,.-' inj 

Havinr  reaflured  the   air   rep  betw-.en  the   lennes  ^  -  Q0  and 

5 -  Q2,   rerove   the  lenpes   froT-   the nountlnp;  anl   pet  the   "ir  gar) 

b^   (Pig.15) •      The   npacer   ring   5-91«   the   lenn   ^   -   0^,   t.'.u   sj ucer 

rinn   3  -   Q^,   and   tae   lens   5 -  ^  are   inn^rted   !• to   the r.ountirf,   the 

quantity     D^      is  neas'jred   and   the   air  pan   ip   calculated  as 

b^   -   D1   -   (d1   4 d^).     The  clculat-d  air  par   of  1.?? ♦  0.02   is 

obtained   by   turrinr  down   the   fentinr  o\   rirg   '   -  nz   under   tae   lens 

5  -  ^;      d. ,   dp     and     D,      are   rr.e.iHurcd   to   within   0,0^5  zr . 

An  iirape of rood  ounllty  Is ob'ained  v/hen   the  reaswred  and 

calculated   valuer  of  *:he  air-   r'1^^  aro   in  a-'reer.ent.     Cp-cial 
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r1q. U.    ?nd md )nj ob)tttWt UBMI 
in specul houling 

1 . hoMjtnq; ? - r»fiin(ng ring: 3 - 
tpactr nmj; 4 - 3'-(1 objecti*t '»n«; 
5 -   ?nd objrctUt   l»n». 

Mg.  15.    li»  »nd  ?nd oojtctt«« 1*MM« 
tn JCfCül  ^ogling 

1 • ho«ll«g; ? - retiinlna Hno; 3 • 
^pictr rloo;  *• -   s^actr ring;  5 •  M 
objtctlvt Urn, t - lit oojtctif« Urn. 

^t-) 

^ 

^^3 

Fig. 16.   OpHcjl btrtch t  .     '3 
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housingo  (Figo.   1^,15)  are ußed for convenience In r.easuring  the 

«lr  rapr..      V/hen   the   lonnoa   h^v-    boon  fitted   the  mounting  and   tho 

actual   objective   assei.ibly  uro   screwed   Into   the   telbsc^pe.     The 

telercope  in net Lp in a  Rtand  on ar.  ortical  lend. (Mg.lS),   the 

irr.M^e   of   a   toint   located   at   the   focua  of   the   <",'. 1 muter  of   the 

optic-."!   bench  is oLeerved   in   the  ♦eler-joro  nr.d  the optical   ay? • em 

of  ti.e   tcl^scofe  is centered   by rota*"ir.k-,   the   Icnres  of  the  actual 

tjectlvc   relütivu   to   or c   another.     Cn   refocussi-!/   the   ir^ape   of   the 

point   rhould  a^icor  an  a   true  circle,   and  thio  can  be achieved 

provided  that the parts have  been made within  tolerance. 

After the  teleocope  optical  system has  te<i. centered a 

"ilrror   lr   fl   ted   at   the   colllmatnr   focun.     The   rcrolvirp  capacity 

of  tno   teleicc.e objective   in  determined  by   lookiric  into  t^e 

teleücoje   thro"[*h the  cell in't tor.     In  the centre of tue  field  this 

ifpolvlnc   capacity   r.iould   b-j   not f.r'.-alcr   tiian   2,5".     The   Imajje   Riven 

by  twtf   telencope  objtc'ive   should  be   sharp  over  two-thirds  of   the 

field  of visJon and  the   focurpirp' comj.onent  of the objective should 

n.uvu   i.mo   ttily. 

In ad.iunt'np' the telescope objective it should be borne in 

rr.ind that parallax is one of the defects of 8::ser.bly and adjustment 

of instrument ortical pyster-.s, 

Jarollax in the effect which is observed when the eye is 

dinplac^d from one side of the lens to the other and the imare of the 

object seen in the optical system r.oves relative to the cross on the 

frat'cule. 

larollax occurn b-caur-o In the optical nystem of the 

instrument the focal plane of the objective doer; n >t coincide with 
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Flg. U.    2nd and 3rO objfctlvt Itnt«! 
in special housir.g 

1 • houi»nq; ? . retaining ring; 3 • 
ipactr ring; 4 - 3rd objectivt Uns; 
5 • 2nd objectivt Um, 

Mg. 15.   Ut and ?nd ot>)ict1*t Uns«! 
In spicia   housing 

1 • housing; ? • retsi^lno rinn; 3 • 
spactr ring; 4 - spacer ring; 5 • ?nd 
objactlv« Tens; 6 - Ist objectivt itnt. 

Fig. 16.   Optical bench 
{ ;   -   ,'ü 
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that of the  graticule.    When parallax exceeds a certain amount it 

begins  to have  an  important  influence  on the accuracy of  observation* 

Parallex is easily avoided in  telescopes with external  focussing 

because  the   eyepiece  and graticule   together can  be  moved   along the 

optical axis of the objective. 

It  ia  more  difficult  to correct  parallax  in  telescopes with 

internal  focussinj  because the  distance  between  the  actual 

objective and  the   graticule  is constant.     In this case,   parallax is 

corrected by altering the distance  between the actual  objective and 

the   graticule.     For  example,   in   the   telescope  of  theodolite  OT-02 

this distance is altered by adjusting the spacer rings in  the 

grnticule mounting.     Here,   tolerancen  car.  only  bo positive. 

To adjust the telescope it io necessary to know the 

relationship between the parallax  angle    a    and  the  parallax 

dipplacement    P    along the tube axis.     Suprose that    W    is  the tube 

eyepiece  (Pig.l?),     Z     is  the  position  of the  outlet  iris.     The 

rraticule cross is at  the focus of the eyepiece    0'   .    Suppose that 

the   actual  image   given  by the   teloscope  objective   (not   shown on  the 

figure) is observed not at the point    0*    but at tho point    K',  so 

that   it   is displaced   by  an  amount     p   .     An  observer whose   eye  is  at 

the  centre of the   iris  (position Q^)  sees the ima-'es of  the points 

K'      and    0'     covering one  another on  the  centre  line.     If   the eye 

in  then moved to  position    Qp    at  the  edge of the  iris,   since the 

point    C"     is at  infinity and    K"     is at  a certain distance   the 

observer would see  these  two points on ttie lines    MC"    und    MK" 

between which  there  is  a certain  angle    a    which is   termed the 

parallax angle,     parallax is usually considered to  be  negative if 
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K'  la in front of the focus  0* (from the obeervcr*« aide) and 

positive if K'  Is behind 0' .  Let us determine the effect of 

altering the parallax displacement  p on the parallax angle a . 

From the triangle MNK"  we have: 

where r is the radius of the 'iris' 

D-OyfC, b = OxN. 

But since the  angle    a    is very  small  and    D    la great we may 

neclect    b.    Then 

Chi' 
is- 

(5) 
r:=Dtg-= 206265 

But from Newton's formula we have 

(6) 

where f is the focal length of the eyepiece and p la the parallwx 

displacement. 

From formula (5) wo find: 

^206 265 

(7) 

and from formula (6) 

D=f (8) 
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rhuR 
P __ ^206 265 
P •" 

whenco 

P = 
A'« (9) 

r.20t)2o5 " 

A   r inilar formula  wan civt-n  'y r.^Hno/s^iy  in the journal .'•'evue 

ü "" pt j(n.ct   No,Q,   l^7;?.      E'niallon   (O)   rr.u.nt   be   dlf f orontlM ted   to 

1ietor!nin«,   Mic   oTfect  of   altu-ririf   tue   parallax  di nplMfin.ent     p    on 

the parallax angle    a  .     Since    f    and    r    ore constant   for a given 

nyrten we have : 

Then 

or 

rp"'-*-7^06 2t5 " 

p — k'^ 

Differentiating we obtain: 

()« = — d/>. 
(10) 

Formula   (10)  can   be   uaed  to ciete rni'-ie   the   change   in  parallax angle 

u     which rer.ulto   fron  chance   in   tho   parallax displacement     p   .     It 

follows frcn equation  (n)  that  if  the anrle    a    is given a  value 

enual   to  the  resolvinr  capacity   of the  rye  we  obtain   tue  ultimate 

d i r.rl Mcement     i       wii   ch   ir   jmptTceptible   to   the   nye . 

When      «     30"; r=»   [MM and      f => \0 MM 

PI             100-30 ^„.r P=   ■ = — = 0.015 MM. 
r. 206205    1.206265 

As may   be   seen   fron  thir   example,   * he  ultimate   '-erallox 

dirpl oc^r.ent   5s   cor : ara' ively   ;tnall,   heinr   :ome   iiUndredtliS   of  a 
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millimetre  and,   therefore,   in ad^UBtlng the  optical  Byaterae of 

night   tubea  with  Internal   focuaalng  It  la necearary  accurately   to 

maintain the distance from the lapt surface of the actual objective 

to the  teleacope graticule. 

29.  Adjustment  of the optical micrometer 

Adjustment of the optical  micrometer (see Flg.?) includes 

fitting  of  the  componontfl  and  asnembllee and also  laboretory 

InveRtigations.     The  adjuatment   includea: 

(1) fitting  of  the  plane-parallel platoa   25  (Pig.3), 

(2) fitting optical parts in the micrometer bridr«, 

(5)     fitting  the  illuminating priam of the   aeconda diac, 

(^)    testing the optical  micrometer, 

(1) To  fit the plane-parallel plates  of the optical 

micrometer the micrometer  bridge  with optical components (Pig.8) 

is removed and  the micrometer housing is screwed  into the  threaded 

stand of a goniometer  (Fig.19).    The micrometer bearing is set on 

the micrometer mounting with  a  plane-parallel   plate secured  to  the 

tase of the micrometer  bearing.     After the  plane-parallel plates 

have been fitted  into  the micrometer levern  they are  secured with 

fixing  screws and  shellac. 

(2) In  order  to  fit  the  optical  parts  in the micrometer 

bridge   it   is  necesrary  to  fit  the  prisn 28  which tranamite  the 

images of  the  disc  graduations  and  tha  separating unit 26,27 

(see Pig.5)«     The itlcrometer bridge la  set up  on a plane-parallel 

plate  which  is  placed,   together  with the  autocollimator,   on an 

inspection plate.    The autocollimationimage  from  the platen  la 
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Fig.   18,     HIcroMtT houslnj wHh   Invcr   hrlJqc    ,ind  ■.[ilr.il   i-,.^«b1» 

r"  1 -•* 
r ' <~ 

»   i 

1    ■ r. ii 

C ^ 

TIT, r». Coiiointpr 

observed,  tl.e micron^t^r bridge  is  brought up and  the prism 28 

(Fijot.?)   is  PO   fitted   that   Itn  exit   fie»-   If,   paru31ul   to   the   Lo-e  of 

♦•he   picronoter  brid,--«-'.     "h"  r.icror'»t»T   Vi-id   y   in   then   net   in   the 

micrometer mo-nting  to wl^ch a   nrecial   r.ountin^  with   tr^e  readir.^ 

:;lcroscoTer  if  fixed   (r.r..'")). 

r.M 



The Reparatlng unit la sot by observing through tho measuring 

mlcroacopeg.  In order thot the line of separation should be in the 

middle of tbe dlarhragn aperture (the frame) on the priera 28, this 

prism must be moved perpendicular to the base of the micrometer 

bridpe. After the prism 28 end the separating unit have been set 

they are locVed in position. 

(3) The illuminating prism of the seconds disc 5^ is set 

whilst observing in the ronding mirroscope which is held in a special 

mounting on the mlcrometor mounting (Pig.20),  Whilst observing in 

the reeding microscope the prism ^ iß set by meeno of the adjusting 

screws so that the images of the graduations of the seconds disc are 

symmetrical with the diaphragms marked on the prisms 5^ and 28, 

Fig. 20.   Raiding •Icroicop« and optical alcroattar 

1 - optical ilcrtMattr; ? - tpaclal lountlng; 3 • raading aicroscop« In which tha gnlicula Is fltttd. 

After the illuminating prism has been set the seconds disc is set. 

The micrometer knob is turned to the stop and, observing in the 

reading micropcore, the seconds disc ID set so that the ricrometer 

index is apcToximately half-way between the graduations numbered 

0 end 60, after which the seconds disc in clanpeJ.  If the 
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plft'e-*   rallel   rlates  of  *,he  nicroreter nie  parallel   the  readincc 

or.   'he  records  di:;c   should  le  ^bout ^7S" 

(^)     Tectinp;   twe   or'lc-1   rr irror.e* er.     The  com which  drives 

the   lever  pins  la   n.ade   in  the   form  of an   Archimedean   screw;     os 

the  com Is turned   the  ancle  oT  slope  of the plane-parollel  plates 

in  altered. 

^i.v   i ethod   of  study  propiosed   by engine, r  D.I.   Dlichkin was 

to   near.ure   the   'ir.^lec   of   rotation   of   the   y lates   as   a   function   of 

the ar.rle of rotation cf the ^.^r ,  ueinp; either a  ppocial  flttinc 

(Fig.P'')  wheh   if   a   VAr.d   of   ^unionet^r,   or  else  a   precision 

roniorr«» ter. 

I 
f 

r—---^ 

r^ 

Fiq. ?1.    Special devic» for tnspecttng the ortical »icoaetor 

r 
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The optical micrometer, which iß connected to the reading 

microscope by a tube, is screwed onto a threaded upright on the 

stand.  Observations are mode through Jhe reading microscope and 

the micrometer knob is turned, eo  moving the geconds disc and thf 

cam that the driving pins move the levers and alter the slope of 

the plane-parallel plates of the micrometer. 

Certain intervals are set on the seconds disc (Table 1) and 

the anglen cf rotation of the plates ore red&ured, whilst observing 

in the autocollimation tube of the goniomoter and reading from the 

dial rcicroßcope. Measureffiente of the increase in angle of rotation 

of the plates trade in this wajr are compared wj th calculated values 

in Table 1. 

blculatad vilu«« of anqUi of rotitlM of th« platti 
on dlffartnt parti of tht »«condi disc 

Tabl« 1 

Intervals on gtconds disc Rotation of platoi 

0-50 0o27'47' 

50-100 0 27 48 

100-150 0 27 49 

150-2(10 0 27 50 

200-250 0 27 51 

250-300 0 27 52 

300-350 0 77 53 

350-400 0 27 54 

AOO-ibO 0 27 55 

450-500 0 27 56 

500-550 0 27 57 

550-000 0 27 5* 
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The  neicured  anrlen  rhould   not  differ  from  the  calculated 

by more  than one  ninu*:e.     If the  difference  is freat^r  the 

micronetcr  noy   be   conected  by   adjuotirif  the   rsprinc,   by   lapping  the 

''xes   of   the   l^v^rr   ard   the  p-uide   pins  or  by   replacir^  the  can. 

50.   Fitting   the   prism  of   the   readinc 
tnicrot'Cope 

Before   fitting  ^he  priHrn  of  th»1  readinf  ricr^ r,coTe  in   the 

Ir Ftrument   it   is   necenrary   to   ch«c>  the  mountl nf    >£   t.ho   piini:., 

because   the   bnre   of   tLe   rountitjg   rhould  be   parallel   to   tne   seating 

of   ''ho   prirni  a: d  perpendicular   to   the  cyliiidrical   /cr^cra* ir.     line 

of   the   r.ountinf,.     This condition   :J ch«-Cv"<'   on  a  control   ilutc   by 

resrs   of  an   indicatirp rirr''meter  and   :>n  optical   anple-neasurinf 

device.     The  pripn   ir   then   fi'ted   in   itr  r-oi.i^t in--   and   inserted   into 

the   ' elescope   coc^et  by   r.-Tinp   of  a   t; r^'.uled   r o',ritir.;*.     /.n 

autoccll inati, r   is   then   set  up   alonrsidf   'v   i rir tr'.'.cr, t   (ri.-.r2). 
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The priem is eet in euch a way that its inlet face iß perpendicular 

to the axle of rotation of the teleecope und the outlet face ia 

ßyrametrical to the aperture for the tube of the reading tnlcroecope 

and perpendicular to itB axis. 

To do this the readinp microscope ia replaced by a tuoe to 

the end of which a plano-pnrallel plato iß fixed. The prism and 

mounting; are obnerved in the autocollimator and unscrewed until the 

light fron the prinm coincideR wich that from the plane-parali-»! 

plate. The tube is turned and the image of the liRht from tne 

inlet face of the prism ie observed in the autocollimator.  If the 

prism ia correctly set the position of the ima^e ahould not alter 

when the tube is turned. 

Correct setting of the reading microscope prism ensures 

that diametrically opposite graduations on the dials are uniformly 

illuminated find lie within the circle which is the image of the 

v.'orVing diameter < f the objective of the rewdlng microscope.  The 

illumination of the imaros of the disc graduations should be 

uniform over the entire field of vision with the tube in any 

position. 

51, Adjustment of the optical system 
of the horizontal dial microscope 

Adjustment of the horizontal dial riicroscope cons! fits in 

adjusting he optical nysteni of the microscope objective after the 

optical systems of the readinr» nicrorcope and of the micrometer 

nave alre idy been adjusted.  The objective of the horizontal dial 

microscope is first focussed so that tne dial graduations appear 

r,3 



rlutrp,   by  movinp   t),e   objoc' iv»'   in   'he   alidade   rriHrn  mountinfr  using 

V.,e  ncrow nountinr 1  (F r.'n3) wliich in  ncif wed  into  the nc.ntin,- of 

the   firrt  cor po! t-nt   of   tlie   objective v/hen   t..G   nountinr holcin^   the 

rrir.n   (P/l )   !."•    Icen   romov *d   (roe  Fir.^). 

Tig, ??. Screw «jnij't'l for pr«ventinQ run 

1 - oufpr caitr^; ? - clun'jpr. 

When  a   sharp   imn^o   of   tho   dl d   p;rudun*.ionp  hur   been  obtained, 

the   alidade   jrismr  are  ad.ic-'.     d.     T.,e   i are   plate   a:.d  levelling 

renown  are  rennved  fro:    t\.o   i- : tr..nor.t  and   it   is  then fittec  into  a 

st ecial   wooden   st.and   (Fir..'^^   and   for  conv(?nlence  cf adjui3r.ner.t  a 

rpccial   fi'tV   •   with   r«. ^'ir.r   rirrcscoj''   i ay   be   UBO'   (V*    r .?r)12G). 

Bt-foi'e   ud.iustinp  t}-,enf   th^  diri'-nsions  o*'   '.<     alidade   jrisrr 

or--   cliecv<'df   t  oy  arc     atchod   in  palm  M-  •.   t... :. ;*:or   .ith 

autocol! ination  cjo^tt-co   ir   . ned   tt   chec"'   *■'■'■    '■ curacy  of  the 

cocnontln^  V
P*  'eer   t) o   111 ..r i r.ator   an''   alidade   prisms.     If   tae 

>'A 



cemontlnR has been done correctly the light from the flats of 

the Illuminator nrinn 11 (n-e Flp;.^) should coincide with that 

fron the flats of the alidade prism 21. 

After preliminary checking the alidade prieme are eet in 

their mountings. If an old dial is replaced it may occur that 

the dlaneter of the graduatlona in greater on the new dial than on 

the old.  It is then nectrsnury to displace the alidade prisms during 

the adjuetment but, monnwhlle, lip-ht from the condenser 18 passes 

through the gap which is formed between them straight into the 

objective of the horlzontnl dial microscope.  This causes 

diametrically opposite fraduations of the dial to be differently 

illuminated and imparin their insp-es.  To correct this defect it is 

r ecessary to re-cement the alidade prisms and to lower the prisms 

somewhat so as to clone the gap betv/t.cn the alidade prisms which 

ere set in their mountings. The displacement of the alidade prisms 

along the mountings is observed in the reading microscope and they 

are set syrairetrl cally about the axis of the objective of the 

horizontal dial microscope. 

Here, the images of diametrically opponite graduations of the 

dial given by the dial microscope object-ive should be in the centre 

of the frame, visible In the reading microscope, and the graduations 

should be of equal height and perpendicular to the line of 

separation. 

The base is then fixed to the carrier and the illuminating 

prism and condenser which are contained in a ringle holder are next 

fitted. This prism is adjusted to give uniform illumination of the 

*,r> 
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diametrically opposite graduations of the dial, and tbe quality 

of this illumination la checked with several dial diameters. The 

place at which the diametrically oprosite graduationa of the 

horizontal dial (for ln8*ar.ce 0 -180 ) coincide is set relative to 

the micrometer index by displaring the ewivellinp; priam 24 (see 

Fig.3) of the horizontal dial -nicrorcope. 

Parallax between the ImnpeB of tue  £raduatlonB of the dial 

is prevented by tilting one of the alidade prieme. To prevent 

parallax it 1B necoBEary to know the relutionohip between the change 

in thj quantity x ( AX is the gap formed by the elope of the 

alidade prlBm in its mounting, nee Fip;.27) with ch''np:e in the value 

of x', the nmount of refocuoslng of the eyepiece, which for 

convenience ie exrrenped in terrc of the number of t urns of the 

eyepiece mountinr,. 

From the theory of the compound nicroacope it is known that 

(Fig.28) 

*    V       A.' 

whence 

^""T^JC (11) 

and 

mmmf 

where P .   is the focal lenrth of the entire microscope system, 
mlcr 

From formula (11) we huvo: 

'* (12) 
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Fig. ?G.    Theodolite wit^ öevice tor adjojtinq (he vertical dial alidades 

Denotinf  th«'   i-Mt.lo 

formulM   ("12),   we   obtain: 

by     V   nnJ,   differentiating 

Jx' = Arfx. 
(1?) 

Fron  thin  formula we  cm  determine  the  clian^e   in     x'     as 

H   function     f   'he  change   in     x   . 

The  amount   of   pnr  llax  con  be   expn.TFeo  either   in   angular or 

In   linear   me   rure ,   but   in   *"he   n.rticul.r  enre   of  adjustrent   of   the 

ortical   i-ystem  of   tl.t;  compound  nicrcsc^te  of   thnodolite     CT-OS  it 

is   Tore convenient to  "Xfirurf   the  p »ral lax  in   ten..:   of  number of 

turns   i !'   the   r.crew   of   the   e.ep^cce   mount: ru-.     If   the  pitch   of   the 

eyepiece   mount i r.f'   thr^jad   if-  denoted   by     r>     and  the  an^le   of  rotitior 
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Fig. ?/. 

'•Icrojcopi 

F«g. 28. 

ob • objectlv«; oc - ocular («yipltcij 
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of   •'-he  eyepi^c     mou'.'^lnr  *v     *     wt*   "<»"'   wri ' t-   ('.own nn   exprenlon 

between     d"^ and     dx'    .     For  or:"   r' vo^ntion   o ^  the eyetiece   fratre 

tr.e  eyerierc   in  movd    ilor •  the  optical    xin  hy  H distance  e.;u.'tl  to 

t..'       .r'-ad  pich     r   .     "< r.fu.--uently, 

dx' = ds. 

Tn^n 

^ = 
jx'-seo 

(14) 

Subetitutinf '-.ie value of  dx'  from fornulu (15) we have: 

ft.360 v 

which f.'iV'S the clianre ir x'  ^xpr'snod as ti.rnr, of t:.e eyepioce 

roi;ntin.-, •  fu'irtion >f rh.anr«! of x . 

"o  void par''l-«x i' thr horizontal and V' rtical dial 

r.icrorco'^er o^ theodoli te CT-Or it should he borne in mind Niat t:.»' 

tolerance for ""a: l\ix v^,"•.■ i. ''he in ■ OP of diametric, lly o''o.c'i':e 

-r ev^.tionr.  f 'he c'ial r.hould not exceed an eighth of a revolution 

rf the eyepiece nountinf.  Beyond th'.« it ir neccrsary to correct 

parallax between ir.af^r of dial ^raduationr; and thu line of 

separation of the focuaripf objective of the horizontal dial 

nicrorcope.  I'ere , the parallax Ict.ot'n ir.a.-' ^ of dial yradu). tiona 

ar.d th»' in(,.t-'X of the optical ml crone'^r, and nlso h"t'./een Ine 

eradiation of the seconds disc and the index, nay v »• up •".o half the 

visible width of the fraduation. 

To prevent the adjur'nent fron bnirf* disturbed '.he ^apr 

between the alidaile prir-rr and their nou-tinr ir filled with ?:.ellac 

"0 



Pun In the horleontal dial microecope in corrected by 

altering the air gap between the conponents of the mlcroacope 

objective.  Since the Irnapen of the dial graduations should be 

sha^p In checking the run when the air gar between the components 

of the objective ie altered the position of the entire objective 

in the alidade prism mounting is altered at the name time by the 

correcting screw (see Fig.?3)« 

The amount of run of the objective of the horizontal dial 

microscope should not exceed 5 divisions of the seconda disc. The 

presence of run Indicates tiiat the actual mafnificatlon of the 

microscope is not the same as the calculated value. To overcome 

thip, when the number of divisions on the seconds disc in found to 

be more than 600,it is necessary to increaae the distance between 

the components whilst displacing t.e imuger of the dial graduations 

by a single division, because this means that the microscope 

magnification is greater than calculated, and wnen tf 9 number of 

divisions is less than 600, the distance between the components of 

the micr^ scope objective should be reduced, because thia meano that 

the microscope magnification is less than calculated. 

In finally focussing t:.e objective of the horizontal dial 

microscope for sharpness of image of the dial graduations, It is 

necessary to provent parallax between the line of separation and 

the imacen of the dial graduations.  After they have been finally 

adjusted, the mountings of the objective components of the horizontal 

dial microscope are secured with locking screws. 



Detorni rviM on of the influence of c!.an~»- in the dl.stnnce 

bL-twen t, v r... n, r.'-'ntr; on ra^niricMtKn of tiit; olj'-ctive of the 

ho rj r.r.n*   1   ■: i -il   rlc rooccre  C)f   thtjodoll^»'   CT-O?. 

Th»' crorn r.n'-ni rinMo'. for a corrbina'ion of two optical 

r;.r.t,»'rrr  wth   a   co'-on   ax.r   ir.   flv^n   ly   the   follovinf;   for"-a/, a: • 

(16) 

This ula   car   be  vri*'en   in   the  f(^r 

?- 
(17) 

Differentia-irr  f   rnula   (1?)   and   *-.>in:     0     and    ^     as 

vaiiable;-   and     x,.      HB   rrai. '  ;nt   we   have: 

(^) 

Vultlr    vinr  a',d  dividing   the   right-hand   rice   of  formulo  (T) 

hy     l^jf'     we   obtain: 

(/,! .V.ß' 

(19) 

Since   the   quantitiec     I',   J. , ,   ^p 

^'iven   system»   f   rr.lo   (1°)  i:,ay  be   wri'^ei,  ir;   the   f W ^ LU   • 

he 

whei e 

d$ — K d±, 

*^ 

/,'/; 

(20) 

?.V.  Pefllov.   Anpliod Prvticp,   Moscow,  ^eodezizdat,  1^7 
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let  üB determine   the  coefficient    K   (Fig.29).     The 

objective  of   the  horizontal  dial  microacope   of  theodolite  OT-02 

hoe:     fjj   - 82.820 rrirn   ,  f^ -  121.613 nnt x1   - 21.777 mm    and 

0  - 4x
t   therefore. 

/f=^=J1.777.11)   = 

/,'/;      82.82.121,6! 3 

rfp - 0,O34(i- d\. (T)) 

Since dl*.dDo     , formula (21) nay be written 

d}—o,ü:w>dD0. (22) 

Pormula (r2) can be uned to determine the change in the 

magniflcotlon of the tnicroBcope objective with change in the diet nee 

between the corponentn of tho objective, ]>t UB determine the 

chnnge in mapnlfiofttlon of the rr.icroccopc objective expreabed in 

dlvlFione of the seconds disc of the optical micrometer.  Tue half 

dipt, nee between frraduatlons of the horizontal dial 1 ■ 0.0'9 ran , 

which correppondn to 120" anrular measure.  The rt-conds diec of the 

optical micrometer has 600 divlBions and expreBBed in seconds each 

division dorresponds to 0.2" in dial divisions, 

r==-.^t^=0 000065 MMt 
120 

and in the plane of separating unit T - t x ß - 0.00026 ram . 

The half distance between the croduations of the horizontal 

dial in this plane 11 - 1 x H - 0.0^ ß.  Differentiating, we 

obtain:  dl^ - 0.039 dß , and substituting the value of dp  we have 

<//, = 0,039-0.0346 (iDo. 

but since dl., - T ■ 0.00026 mm , we have 

0  0.039.0.0346  I),00130     *'' ' 
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Connequently,   chnn^inc   ^•ie dint-mc;   ^ et ■'■• ■   components  of 

the  horizon  ol  di:il   nlcrorcope   oh/.'Ctivn   \y  an   .'mount  of  O.P n^ 

cauaef  a   ch-iru-f   in  thv  run  of   about  1   division   of  the   j-vconcis  disc 

of  the  optical   rirrorr.e t-T . 

Uft-, 
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FN 
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i 
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L 

Fig. T\,   Ciairii 0f ^on/onfal dial ■icrusccre objecfiv« 

??.  ChfcVIrr   that   the  horizontal   axis 
of  the   theodolite  i r,   perpendicular 

to   i tn   verticil   axi F 

Finolly,   the  Hrrer^hled   instivner.t   is   set  ur  on  a   suitable 

base,   and  a   plumb  lire   ir   set   \.\    *0 - 15 "   from  the  instri nent. 

The   instru'i.'-'ft   ir.  fir«--   rt-t   to   '..c   level   of   t;.»-  horizontal  dial 

ulid/icn   no   'r ^ L '   'in^  the   vertical   axi:'   lo   the   picrnet   ponitlon.      The 

telescope   ir;  then  -rr.ed  at   t.,e   top of  the  plumb  line  until   the  cross 

in  the  ^raticul'*  coinciden   with   the  plumb  line.     The   telescope   ir. 

then   tra 7»-r aecl   downwira::    ■!  ^nf;   * \:v   rl'.mh   lin»«   <' r:d   it   '. r.   ofaerved 

wae*;i er   t   e   fr-iticjl^  and   plumb   liner,  crosn.      Tf   they  'Jo,   tae   screws 

which   fix   lae  carrier  to   tae   stand  are   f;l'.evened   and   the  upper  ; art 



of the  theodolite   1B rernoved.     Then,  depending upon  the  elope of 

the horizontal  axis,  one of tue  stared uprights Is corrected by 

scraping.    The  angle  between  the horizontal and vertical   axes of 

ttie  tbeodollte  phould be pprpendiculnr to within 5 seconds. 

A  more   accurate   check  can  be   tnacie   with   two  or  three 

colliraatorF which  are   fixed  by brackets   to  o  wall   or   to   a  concrete 

column.     The  colllmatorn  are  net   in   such  a  wny  that   the   hair line 

intersections meet  on a   ringle  straight  plumb line.     With   this 

rr.ethcd,   the che-c-   can  he  mace with the  telescope sloping at a much 

greater  angle. 

35.  Adjustraent of tue  optical   system 
of the vertical dial  microscope 

The adjustment  of  the  optical   system  of the vertical dial 

microscope consists   in   fitting  the  optical   system  into   the 

microscope objective.    First the  rwivelling prism 1? and  the 

selector prism  15  (see  Fig.?)  are   fitted.     Then  a  plane-parallel 

plate   is  placed   in  the plane of the  stand  upright at  tue  position 

where   the  micrometer  be   ring  is  located.     The   swivelling   prism 12 iß 

observed  through  the  autocollimator and   the  prism is  set  so  that 

the   light  from  the  plane-parallel   plate  of   t. e  selector  and 

swivelling pricmo  coincide.     After  this   tne   bearings,   the   vertical 

turntable housing,   the  dial  and  the  alidade are fitted  and  also a 

rpecial   device  is   fitted   to the  rending microscope   (Fig,26   ).     This 

device   has  seating diameters  equal   to   the   diameter  of   the   telescope 

socket.     When  it  is  connected  to  the  vertical  ti.rnt; ble  housing,   it 

forms a  window  through  wh  ch the  alidade  jxism can  be  adjusted. 

V^ 



Before the alidade prlems are adjusted the vertical dial 

mlcroBcope objective is focupned to give a nharp lnap;e cf the dial 

gro^uatioriB. This iß achieved by shifting the firet component of 

the objective which la located in the mountinp of the alidade prism 

of the vertical turntable by rreene of a nneclal prrew which is 

pcrewed through the mounting of the alidade priams into the 

objective mounting. 

When a shorp inaf e of the prartuations of the vertical dial 

ha.' been obtained t.'.e alidade prisms 10 (see Fig.5) are adjusted. 

Before the alidade prisms are adjusted they are measured and matched 

in pairs and on autocolliraator is used to checi' the correctness of 

the cementing between the illuminating prism and the alidade prism. 

T^e alidade prisms aro »hen temrorarily fitted in their mounting. 

For convenience of adjustment the instrument is placed on a 

special wooden stand (Fig.3^)« Observing through the reading 

mlcropcope, the alidade pricna are moved along the carrier until 

they are symmetrical about the axis of the vortical dial microscope 

objective. 

Then the images of diametrically opposite dial graduations 

plven by the vertical dial tricrorcope objective should be in the 

middle of the diaphragm visible in t!.e roading microscope, and the 

frodtitionn should ^e of enunl height and perpendicular to the line 

of separation. 

The lirhting system of the v^rtiral diel mlrroscope objective 

is adjusted by moving tne ^riena  5 and 6 (see Fig.3) which are lit 

by an electric lamp in a special housing fixed to the alidade prism 

mounting.  The illumination of diametrically opposite graduations 



should  remain equal   and uniform  when  the   slope  of   the   telescope   is 

altered. 

Itf>v- 
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Fig. 30.    7h«odn1iU «Hhout ttlascop« ofi ip«cll) itmd 

Tarallax between  the  images of  opposite ßraduations of the 

vertical  dial  is  corrected by  tilting ore of  the  alidade   prisrae. 

Here,   the sane conditioro  ehouid  be  fulfilled as  in  adjusting the 

optical  eystem of  *"he  objective of the  horizontal  dial  microscope. 

Tue run  of   Ui«   vertical  riial  microFCO} e  la corrected by 

'Iterinc  the   air   rar-   bovwrnn   t.hp   rnmnnn»in*u   .-.r   t).«   r;icrccccrc 

objective by  moving   thr  oecond  component  which   IF  in  the   left-hand 

upright   ol   the   otHnd   and   the   first   component  which   is   within  the 

mounting of   the  vertical  dial  alidade   prinnn.     The  tria^nitude of the 

run  on  the objective  of the V'-rticul dial microecope  ehouid not 

exceed   3  JiviuionB   of   i-ue  eeconda   disc. 
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Run should be prevented by followinc the guidance given 

above.     After adjuatment,   the  gape  between   the alidade  prlene  and 

their mountings are  filled with  shellac  and  the mountlnge of the 

components of the  objectives of  the  vertical  dial   microscope   are 

secured with locking  screws. 

JA-,  Fitting of the dioptric  ring 

In  setting  the  dioptric   telescor*   to   zero the  telescope 

graticule   in observed   through the  eyepiece.     The eyepiece  is 

focusaed to give a  sharp Ina, e of the  graticule;     the zero 

graduation of the  dioptric   ring is  then   made   to coincide  with  the 

pointer  index and the dioptric ring is  locked. 

The correctness  of setting  of the dioptric ring  is  checked 

by means of a dioptric  telescope set for dioptry of ♦5»    Here,  the 

image  of  the telescope  graticule  should be  unifonnly  sharp   and 

distinct. 

55.   Plating of graticule 

The Instrument is levelled on its  stand and a plumb line  is 

set up 10-15 metres distant  from  the  instrument.    The  telencope  is 

aligned   on the r^lunb  Tin«  «nrt   thf  crrw^lc'-'le   i*»  set  on  it. 

H 

During the  process of ad.luRtrep.t  and  during final  assembly 

steel   parts are  covered  w  th  sjeclal   lubricants and coatings   to 

prevent  corrosion. 



After  final   anoembly,   to   aeal   the  Instrumnnt  hermetically, 

gav8 at  Jointß   between tho   partp  are  flHed  with a   epecial  compound, 

using an electric Eoldering Iron. 

%.   Study  of aberrations  In   the 
telescope   optical   system 

Determination of  the   telescope  resolving  power by  the  rethod 

described  above   and  of  the  quality  of centering  of  the  objective 

system  by an  llluraineted  point  in  tho collimfetor focus does not give 

a  full   understanding of  the  optical  pronertie.-i  of   the  system.     In 

Clasn  1   triangulatlon 'vorv  it  Is  nocegn.iry  to observe stations ot 

dlntBncef?   ^ f  25   ^m  and   more   nnd,   therefore,   the   optical   systen,   of 

the   sieht  lube   should  be  of  very  hif,h quality, 

DefectB   in  optical   systems  result  from  inadenuate  finishlnc 

of  the   Rurfacep,   from   variations   in  the  rlasn^   from,   the   influence 

of   tlie   spherical   rhare  of   tho   n   rfacen   and   also   because   the   licnt   Is 

not monochromatic. 

3y  way  of example,  we  describe an  examination of the   teles- 

cope aberrations   in  a Wild  T7> optical   theodolite which was  made  by 

Engineer B.r,  Grlshin and Candidate of technical   sciences 

V.A.   Afanan'ev   In  1^0.     T^B  t«otn  w*»re  nade   by   the  GOT  method, 

usirg a hart' an  bench with a   telescope onjectivn   focal   length of 

OCT.6°   im. 

T..e  GCI  method is an  ir.y roved visual  Ilartran method,  which i 

based   on   urlng   the   phenomenon   of   Interference   from  diffracted  light 

formed by a narrow nlot.     Here  the  interference  rlays an auxiliary 

rant   ;nd   helps   to   locate   more   accurately   the   focun   of   the   optical 
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nyotem of U.e   objective un^or  test.     1'nllke  Veyzel's  method (In 

which  two aperturoa  are  used)   the   GOI method  uses  o   diaphragm with 

two pairs of apertures located  nymrrotrlcally relative  to  the centre 

of   the  colllmator  objective. 

Testing an  objective by the  GCI method cor.Rists  in  focussing 

th •   inlerfurerce   bands of   ilo;ht   from  tl.e  correopondinp  zones of   the 

objective  pysten  which  is  being   terted.     The  procedure   for 

examinntion  of  the   tele^cop*»  syst^em for  aberrations  is as  follows: 

the   telescope  optictl  system wts  first  examined   for aberration, 

then  the  objective,   after whict   the  mounting  with  the  actual 

objective  (the   three   front  lenses)   was  unscrewed and   the  objective 

itself  examined. 

Spherical  and  chromatic aberration and axial aBtigraatism were 

examined.     Before   the  examination  a  slot diaphragm  was  installed  on 

the  colllmator  axis   of the   optical   bench.     A  diagram  of  thifs  slot 

is given in Pig,31♦  where    S    is a  strong source of light  (ouch as 

a point-source  lamp),    K    a condenFer,    ♦     a  filter,     D^     is a  slot 

diaphragm,     CV     a  test  system  eyepiece,     0,-     the objective  of  the 

system under test.    Dp    a zonal diaphragm.    Op    the objective of the 

bench  colllrnator     and     P     the   focun. 

,. « ^-^V-Ä——,  
"■ -1~ ÜT-* J*^~- - v '. v————  ' 

Fig, 31.   Ofigr« of iittl^ of toUicop« test lyitM 
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Then a colllmator wan fitted to the telescope eyRtetn under 

tert In Buch a way that tlu; diaphragrii elot wan in the outlet iris 

(the teleßcope under teBt was focussed to Infinity). A special 

zonal diaphragm was mounted on the bench telepcope (Flge.52,35)• 

This diarhragm is simple in corntrucfion ard convenient in use, on 

its body there is a gap ?5 «nm wide and a pointer (Fig. 35).  Secured 

to tho diapurugm frarr.e is a dlpc in which holes are drilled 1 mm 

in diameter and 2,5 f1' apart.  Fairs of holes are arranged in an 

Archimedean spiral (Fip;.52): t';.o disc alRo has numbered points which 

indicate tue number of the /one.  By rotating the disc two pairs of 

holes in any zone can be opened.  Fig.32 shows that zone 6 coincides 

with the index of the diaphragm and Fig.^5 ehowc two pairs of holes 

coincide with tue slot. 

The bench telescope (collimator) has a removable eyepiece 

on which divisions are rarknd.  '"here iq a vernier on tue telGRC.ope 

frare.  In exam'ning tho telescope objective the diaphragm slot is 

set in the focus of the test objective. 

The process of measuring aberration is as follows: 

1. Two pairs of holes of the corresponding zone are opened 

in the zonal diaphragm. 

2. The interference tands are made to coincide by observing 

t;.rough tho optical bench telescope and operating the rack of the 

eyepiece part of the telescope. Fig.5^ shows the field of vision of 

the bench telescope (collimator) at the instant of opening the 

aperture of the next zone. Fig.55 shows it at the inrtant when the 

interference bands coincide. 
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Flg. U,   ZOMI dlaphng« (fro«t »««) 

V  ^ -'''If iLia 

Flg. 33.   Zonal dlaphragi (n:r vli«) 
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3«     After the  interference bands have  bfien made  to coincide 

a reading is taken on the optical bench telescope vernier. 

ExanlnHtlons were made  on 7  zonos every 4- wm because  the 

free  aperture of the   telescope objective under  test was 60 mn. 

Flo. 3*.   FUld of »Istpn of coDlMJor it Initif.t 
of opontna holt In m n«it i»n« of th« »ptntnq 
lenal dliphng« 

Ftg. 35.   FUld of «U<M of celltMUr at ItatMt 
•htn Inttrfonnc* bands coliKldo 

Five readings were taken in each zone*  To determine the 

chromatic aberration the reaauremente were mnde with various filters 

(yellow, red and green). Afltipmatipm on the axis was measured with 

a yellow filter and when the riot wan vertical the holes in the 

zonal diaphrapn were horizontal and when the slot was horizontal 

the holes in the zonal dinphrac^ were vortical, i.e. the zonal 

dlaphragn turned through Q0 ir a plane perpendicular to the 

coll ii.'.ator axle.  A-^l the ciata of thw üxi«tnination aro pmnonted in 

the forra of tables and f-rnrha of aberration*. 

•     por worVinr out the results of aberration investigations on 
optical rystens see i:he booV. by V.A. Afanas'ev 'Tractical Applied 
Optics' (Iraktikum po priVrladncy opti^e), Geodp^.i 7.dat, Moscow. 19^1, 

p.105. 
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The aberration coefficient  6C'  was calculated by the 

formula 

es»-= >«,(,.) . 

(25) 

where     A0     is  the   reading on  the  collimator vernier   (mean  of five), 

f    ia the  focal  length of the  Bystem under test,    F    is  the focal 

length of the bench collimator.     Hince  the focal  length  of  the 

collimator  ia known   (F -  909.6^ mm)   we  obtain: 

The  reaulta of aberration determin-.tiona ar(i   ^iven  in  Tablea 2,   5» 

4,   5,   6,  7  «nd  8. 

From the  tables and  fi^ureF,   it will  bo   a'en that  the 

aberration  of  the  actual   objective   is much  lers than   that of the 

teleacore  as a  whole.     Analysla  indicntea  that: 

1. T.'ie  aberration  of   the   actual   objective  doer,   not  exceed 

tue tolerance limit. 

2. Tue   telescope objective   has chromatic   oberration  aorswhat 

exceeding  the tolerance  limit;     the  spherical  aberration and 

astigmatism are within tolerance. 

5.    The telescope aa a whole has conaiderable chromatic 

aberration. 

Astigmatism  on the axis  is  insignificant and  is  of the order 

of  the  «rror  of  measurement. 
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lablt ? 

iUsulti tf MitMrtMnit of »ptrical »bcrratto« 
of tho actual talascop« (Fig. 3b.) 

^s.      F Har Pad X=rft40 Tal 1o« x-i» Blut XK434 

Zona aa   ^v A. •5'» ** M'a -s •s-» 

4 SOS.} 4.49 VvJ.O 3.72 367.a 4,36 

6 36a,4 4.52 364,3 3.91 367.7 4,42 

jn 36«.2 4.49 3M.3 3.9J 368,0 4.46 

H 368.1 4.48 363.9 3.86 367,5 4.39 
IS 368.3 4.SI 364.2 3,90 368,3 4.51 

71 368.4 4.52 364.8 3.99 370,0 4,76 
26 369.2 4,64 365.7 4.12 371,6 5,00 

<n» kSTSTTrt* m u v s.i trrt% N 

Fig. 38.   Graph if tphoricil abarratlo« of tha actual taUieopa 
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Ramlti of aitlpatln ■tatur*««ntt on tH« aiU of 
tht actual taltKtp« (Fig. 37.) 

labla 3 

Zont M 

4 

6 
10 

H 
1H 
77 
26 

Vortical 

ts- 

Horizontal 

eS', 

Aitlgaatl» 
on tht ails 

/(-ftS»0-eSs# 

3M.9 4.U0 3<.5.3 4.06 

360.8 4.?H 366.1 4,18 
3« .6.1 4.1« 365.1 4.03 

366.1 4.03 365.1 4.03 

3(.5.l 4.03 365,0 4.02   ' 
3t>S.6 4.10 364.4 3.".'3   | 

V.6.5 
i 

4.74 365.2 4.05  1 

-0.06 

-1-0.10 

-fO.15 

0.00 

-+0.01 

-fO.W 

-fü.iy 

Flfl, 37.   6nph of aitigtatltt on tho aits of tho tctul tolaacop« 
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Kiiulti of tpharlcal «btrntlon d«t«ralMMont en th« 
teltscop« objective (Fig. 38) 

Table k 

x       Filter Pad >=640 Yellow 
1 

X zs 5H6 Blue *=434 

Zone M     ^^ ^0 «5%       A, 8S'„ ^ «v» 

« 

0 

10 

14 
1H 

22 

2»i 

|   331.1 9.U0 

331.9 9.12 

330.4 8.90 
3-12.1 ".15 
J J(). 0 N.UI    | 

331.2 9,02  t 

330.2 H.H?   1 

327.6 

12S.9 

32H.1 | 

327.8 I 
.l^i,i I 

.12«. 7 

329.7 ' 

8.48 aw.5 
8.M 330.1 

«.5*i 330.4 
8.51 330,6 
".A? 330.4 i 

8.(,5 331.7 | 

S.79 333.0 1 

8.77 

8.85 

8.90 
8.93 
►.1*0 

3.V) 

9.2« 

''MI 

. * 

'I 

Fig. 36.   Grapii of epHarlcal aberration af th« talaacep« abjectltt 
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RitwHi »f ittlgaatlM M«*ur«Mnti oo th» ■■<• «f 
th« tubf oblKttft (Fig. 39.) 

Tabl« 5 

X.    Slot 
potttlon 

Ion* M 

4 
b 

10 

H 
IS 
22 

26 

VtHlcal 

85'. 

Horliontil 

An     I »5' S« 

AitlgaatlM 

A.tS\-tS\ 

327.6 8.48 327.5 8.47 
328.9 N.68 328.1 8.56 
32M.1 8.56 327.8 8.51   ! 

327.8 8 M 327.9 8.53 

328,2 8.57 328.0 C.&4 

328.7 8.G5 328.4 H.VI 

329.7 8.79 329.2 •^.72  | 

'»0 

-tO.Ol 
-fO.12 
-fO.05 

-0.02 
40.03 
i 0.05 
f-0.ü7 

Pl|. 3).   Grtpti »f MtlgutlM M th« nil «f th« ttUtcoo« «öJKtl»« 
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Rmlti of ipKarlcal abtrratlon «Hiiurwwnti of th« 
actual ebjactlva (Fig. tO) 

Ilblt 6 

Filter 

Zon« M 

Red X = MO 

•5'. 

4 6.207 

6 6.377 

10 tJM 

14 6.539 

18 e.s*q 

77 6.SM 
oft fi.5?3 

Yello«   X = M6 

«'• 

Blue     1 = 434 

6.034 
6,519 
6.52Ji 
6.W6 
6.608 
6.581 
6.t>17 

Wj 

6.291 
6.497 
6.465 
6.488 
6.487 
6.428 
C.448 

?! 

n 

iC 

I 

D C     * 

1 g/ mrtrhtrrrinj **$ - 

F1|. KO.   Grtf* of aphoHcal aboprotlo« of tho actoal objKtlw 
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Riiults of istlgiatlM Mitumtnti on th« nit of th» 
actual ebjactlv« (Fig. K\.) 

Tabla 7 

>v pojltlon Vtrttcil Horiiontal AitlgMtUa 
on th« aila 

ZOM M    ^^^ *S\ «'s. ^-«'»o^'s. 

4 6.29 6.31 -0.02 

e 6,50 6.45 +0.05 

10 6,46 6.4« -0.02 
14 6.49 6.51 —0.02 

18 6.49 6.51 -0.02 

22 6.42 6.46 -0.04 

2t 6.4Ö 6.42 -♦-0.03 

^-1 
r 

y^   • -** 
/      tf IU /       • Ul /       • u* /        •» in » • »n 

• »if 

Mi. M.   Srtp»» af aatlgMtlai on th« aila af th« adaal objactlt« 
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I 
TibU 8 

SuMir> table of chrotittc abtrratlon leasurtitnts on th« aili 
of tH« actual objactl»» (for h . 7? M, Fig». V, ^3 and ^.) 

Colour 

(wivelenqth) 

Actual 
tube 

ObJ»cfWa Actual 
objactivi 

C (A = 640) 

D(Ar;5%) 

f- [X = 434) 

4.52 

3.99 

4.76 

9.02 

8.65 

9.09 

6,51 

6.43 

6.58 

fig. t?.   Graph of chroaattc abarratlo« of tht actual tatoacop« 

• i 

mi 

M9l 

j' >» i' int $• n u iftttt t tX^fi—t 
Hfl. W.   Gq^.tf chroMttc abomtlen of tH« 

actual ttlaacop« for * • U m 

i»' 

i»    »»    it    #»    •»    ?<    «T/^ 

Ma. *3.   Graph of chromatic abarratio« of tha 
taitKop« obitctUa for h • ?7 •• 

Sf<r 

»(X 

toe 

•tc 

4«    4J    II    P    G    TTTJ^fST 

Mq. **.    Graph of cHroaatlc •bfrratlM of IN 
actual objacttva for K • ?2 M 

01 



Examination  for aberration  of  teleacopoa of an  optical 

theodolite, ae  of any oth».r telescopic  eyetera,  is of  pressing 

importance,  particularly when  the  optical  parts oT  the tube  are 

made   fron glasa  in  which  there  ore   snail  devlatione  from  the 

technical   standards  and  also when  examining  the  advantages   of one 

pyetem an compared   with  another.     Finally,   investigation  of  the 

aberrations of an optical telescope   system is v^ry  Important in 

developing prototypes  because  it   provideo  a  tasia  for   ic.proving 

qualj ty. 
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Chapter 5 

CLEANUP»  LUPRICATTON,  MIKCR ADJUGTTEHTS AND 

PRCCEDUHE FOR  REFLAGIÜG INDIVIDUAL CCr.PONENTS 

57. Cleaning lene,  prlnros,   and  seconds 
disc 

The following material and inn'rumenta are required to clean 

the optical Tarts: 06^ ethanolf ether, aviation casoline, 

hygropcoplc cotton wool, Blinrpened ptic^o of wed, hünd towele of 

fine linen, camel-hair bruahes, a rubber bulb, forceps, a 

watchmaker's screwdrJVOJ* , wooden tonpuec for unacrewinc the mounting 

of the telescope objective, a 10 x mapriifying glass. 

The lense? of the theodolite optical p.ystern are cleaned in 

various ways. Lennes wUch are not secured in the mounting are 

cleaned by hand.  Uncenented lenses are cleaned with cotton wool 

wetted with ethanol, after which they are dried with a cloth. Then 

the lens io held in the forceps and the duet ia blown off with the 

rubber bulb, and what remains is removed with a camel-hair brush. 

When cleening cenented lenses it is important to ensure that 

the spirit does not get between the lenses and damage the cement. 

Cemented lenses are cleaned in the same way us uncemented. 

when cleaning lennes of the telescopo objective and 

eyepieces the st ucer rincrn chould alno be cleaned.  Tho opucer ringe 

.ire first washed ^ n aviation gasoline and are then carefully wiped 

with a cloth.  To ron;ove fluff from a ni ucer rlr.f It in dipped in 
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«ther and Immediately after removal It le burned. 

T'nceriented prisma are wophed in npirit and dried with a cloth. 

The prlrn in tl.en plcVed up with the forcepp on the ground aurfacea 

HVA  dupt is blown off with tie rubber bulb.  The remainlnc piecea 

of dust are reroved with the cmel-hair brush.  In cleaning cemented 

prisms, for example ^he separatinp unit, particular care must ba 

token ond the cotton wool r.ust to only liphtly moistened with spirit 

without wetting the co'ertlnF. 

Tbcr tolorcope cruticule ir cleaned with cotton wool n.olstened 

with spirit, taVlr • care tha^ th-; spirit deep not f,et into the 

cer.entlnf^. 

It is rarticularly difficult to c]ean the seconds d^sc *A- 

t.ie lllumina'in^; prism and the prism which transralto the ima^e of 

the dial graduatlo.-.s 2ft.     It ia not recommended to use ethanol to 

clean the: e parts tiecaune the spirit renove.s ztie  paint wuica is used 

to fill the (rraduations of the r^condr disc and the diaphragm of 

the prisms.  In thi^ case the cotton wo'.l is lightly moistened 

with pure rasoline.  After the part has been cleaned it should be 

wii ed w th cotton wool av .»ched to a stic^, the iti.ainin^ fluff le 

removed . ith a c ir.el-halr brush. 

?he following conditions a, ply in cleaning optic.1 rmt^: 

1. ?he roo^, in whic!: the cltaninf, ^s carried out should be 

dust-freo; 

?, the room should le sufficiently dry, twere should be no 

sudden chnrges in temrer ^ure, because t.'.ese can cause deposits *o 

form on the surfaces of optical parts; 

?.  the operator must have clean hands. 
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58. Lubrication of components and 
aseanbliea 

Both the vertical and the horizontal axial Rjetesa of an 

optical theodolite are lubricated with special watch oil with a 

Bpecific gravity of 0.900, neutralieation value leas than 0.11 mg 

KOH/g, vißcosity of 4-,27° Engler at 550C and the pour point about 

-260C. 

Before lubiicatinc the vertical axis the vertical axis main 

bearing, the boarlncfl arl(,• ^^   the  other ; artn of the vertical und 

horizontal axen are c;.rt'lully washed ir. aviation gasoline and then 

dried. 

The parte are protected a^ainst oxidation and water 

nbflcoption by a compound of the following componition in percentage 

by weight:  soap 5» hi^h me!tinp point cereaine 5« aviation engine 

oil ^2.5» bore oil ^2.5, and natural wax 5»  This compound is 

applied to tue i'illowiri(; pwi tu of the cpticnl theodolite •  ^^^ nuter 

surfaces of the dial bush, the split rinc, the clarping sleeve of 

the horizontal dial al dade, the denying nut, the mounting for the 

"level bulb of the horizontal dial alidade, the wall of the right-hand 

upright of the stand on the select«r prism E^ie, the housing of the 

vertical dial alidade level, the cover of the objective knob at tho 

place where it fits with tue mounting of the actual objective, the 

telescope cover at places where it fits with the telescope, the 

outside of tne mount ng of the foc^BBing lenses, ond the inner 

surfaces of the bearings. 

The compound which is applied to components which ere remote 
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from  ehe optical  partß is of  the following cor.position in 

percentn^e   by  weicht:     high   melting  point   coreaine   ?6,   voaellne 

oil  55»   lanoline   3»  natural  wax  11,   ozoVerite  5.     Thiß corapound is 

ai I'litnl   to:      the   roountinf,  of   the   /ilidado  rrirnr»   of   the  dial   and  of 

the  vortjcnl   dial,   the carrier   bane   (in.'^er  Burfnce),   the mounting 

of  Mio  ewivelllng  priFm,   the horizontal dial,  components  of the 

©['tic.il   irlcromet«?r,   the   mounting  of   the   actual   objective,   the 

telescope  frare,   the  gra icule   mounting,  the   ir.ner  surfice  i.f  the 

telencope   pocket   (except   the   seating  place   of   the   micrometer  beaiing) 

the   inner   surface   of   t. e   vertical   turntable  huU5iinß   (exo pt  where 

t .e   tvjrnttitle   neatn). 

The  stating; plöcep of  the  horizontal dial e on  ti,e dial 

pleeve,   of  the vertical dial  on  the  vertical   turntable  housing,   the 

alidude   prisrrs  and   tiie spacer   rings   b< tween   the   ob.jectiveR  in  the 

telescope  are  wiped  with  a  cloth  soaVed  in  the  lubricant u.^ed  for 

conpon"ntn  close   to   the  optical    p'jrtn. 

To enriure  that  the  instrument  is hermetically  sealed all   the 

components   which   cover  up   ingrep;>   to   the   instrument  must   be  coated 

after  final  adjustment.     The compound  used   for   this  purpose  has  the 

foil  wing percentage composition  by  weight:     ozokerite  55»   technical 

vaseline   (petrolatum)  25,   gum  rosin  ?0\     alternatively   the  following 

composition may be   used:     high  melting point cercrlne   ^»5» 

beeswax  30,^,   technics!   vaseline   (petrolatum)   1^.7,   gum  rosin  21.5» 

caster oil  1.9.       Both there compounds are  fairly herd  and  solid  and, 

therefore,   they  are   applied   to   the   gaps  between   parts   w.th  an 

electric  soldering  iron.     In the  optical  theodolite OT-02 the  Joints 
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between  the followlnR adjoining parts are  treated In thie way.   In 

the lower part of the theodolite, between  the carrier and its 

base,  the carrier base  and  the mounting of the dial illuminating 

priBB,  the gear blocV  and the carrier.     In the central part of the 

theodolite,  between:     the cover of  the  selector and the  support, 

the mounting of the  ewivelling prism of the vertical dial  and the 

support,   the mounting of  the cover clasp and  tL.e right-upnd wall of 

the   support,  the mounting  of the  second component of the  objective 

of   the   vertical   dial   microscope   und   the   stand.     In   the  upper   part 

of   the  theodolite  between  the  tele;:cof e  covers anf1   the  telercope 

socVft   and between   the   objective'  know  cov«?r  and   the  mount Inp   of  the 

actual   objective,   be    .een   the  nauntinp;  of   the  r.lcrometer   and   the 

micrometer  bearing,   betr een   the   turntable   bearing and   the  ricroneter 

bea-lng   in  the   stand. 

?o.   The   correction   of  defects   in   the 
axial   systens 

Before  consldeiing   the  correction   of  defects   in   the   axial 

systems of the theodolite  we chall  dincuns  the procedure  for 

dismantling the  prlnciral   conponenta of  the   instrument,   particularly 

the   ]Dwer and upper  parts. 

Pmcodure for dismantling  the  lower rort of  the theodolite 

First unocrew   the   locking   screw   P7   which  fixes   the   seating  of 

the   horizontal  diale'lciade   rrisms  to  the  stand  (Fig.^5).     Then 

unscrew  the  locking  screws   from  the  nuts  which   fix  the   levelling 

screws  to  the carrier  after which  unscrew  these nuts  ..1th  a  special 

spanner.     Place   the   instrument upside   down   in  a  rpeclal   vooden 
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stand  (see  Fig.2^)'t    remove   fhe  bape plato  together with  the 

levollJrp;   pcrewn;     dlnjorr'oct   the   nler. tr4 r •.!   cor<ii ctorp   from   the 

roc'v t  on   tho   tape  of  the  cerrlei ;     unpcrew   the   screws which  fix 

the  bare   to   the  carrier  nnd   renovo  It;     carefully   withdraw   the 

canier  with  the  alidade   friann  whllHt  avo'dlrg  toucLing  the   priams 

by hand;     roparate  the  condoctcr with the   rlidlnr  contact  P  (see 

Pip;."1)from   the   MorV;     unMcrf.   the  catch   fror,   the   cilidade   clamr ; 

ll'htl'.   turn  tho  rarri'r,  lift  it nnd rcrovo   Jt  fror, the  axis 

fta'-tin,-  rare   that   the   ball B   do   not  fall   out);     unperew the   three 

pcrews  that   fix  the catch  sleeve   to  the  carrier;     unscrew   the 

catch   H]eeve   to^cthor  with   the   catch. 

If  tho  lower part of  the   theodolite  Is  disnaritltd  for 

lubrication  the  clamp  ir  not  dipmantled  bat   the  catch wh  r.h   fixes 

the   nut   to   the   clamp  sleeve   is  unscrewed.     Tndo   the nut  and  remove 

the  horizontal   dial  alidade  clanp  of the  horizontal dial.     In 

aspembllng  the   clanp  with  its   sleeve   tuve   care   to   ^et  tue   brake 

bloc1'  in  its y revicun lositicn, 

Next unscrew  the   four   screws which  Join  the   two  half-rin^e 

to   the  vertue.'!  axis main  bearing arid  the  di^l  sleeve  t-;   the  carrier. 

It  is  rccorv ended  to  nark   * he  vertical  axis  main  bearing a;.d  the 

half-rings  so   that  they can  be  placed  in   the   rane  position on 

re-assembly.     In dismantling  this a;eembly  take  particular care with 

the  dial   sleeve   to ennure  t. a^   tin«  dial   setting  is  not disturbed, 

particularly when it  is not  intended to reset  it.     If the dial 

eccentricity  exceeds  10  seconds,   it  is  necessary  to  set  the  dial  by 

the  procedure  described  above. 
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Flg. kb.    IhtodolÜ« typ« CT-0? 

?7 • lock for horiiontal dial alldadi prlsa aountlitg; ?8 - taltscop« aockat; ?9 • tu.ntablt baartng; 
30 • cliap for 1«v«i of »ertical dial alidade; 31 - cuntact nnq; 3? - pluq locktt for alaclrlcHy 
supply. 

Aeoemble   the   lower part   of   the   theodolite   in   the   reverse 

order  to that of dismantlinc. 

Frocedui e for  dismantling  the  up; er  ptirt   of  thf   theodolite 

Unrcrew   the   locV  of  the   tele«cope   sightlnc edjuetnent screw 

ftnd   then  unRcrow   ti.e   ad^untnent   screw   itn«lf;     undo   the   ccrews  which 

secire  the clarp cover  plute ur.d  remove   it;    undo the  four screws 

which   ru.'C'.ro   to   the   bnnr   trio   pint.»-   which   CHirien   Hie   oelc-ctor  piem 

rnccliBniRm and   renove   it. 
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Undo the  two pcrewe which fix the micrometer bearing to the 

right-hand upright  of  the   stand  and   the  six  ncrewa  which  fix   the 

telescope  socket  tu  the  vertical  turntable  noting tne  cutual 

location  of  the   parts  with a  light mark.     Set  the   teleecope  and 

clamp  approximately horizontally. 

Then   tav-e   the   Blcrometer  bearing  nr.tl   th»-   telescope   aocVet 

with   the   telescope   in   both  handfl  without   separating   thera  and   move 

then,  al   ng  the   plane   of   the   right-hand   upright,   withdraw   the   .joint 

between   them from  the   v rtical   turntable   hi using and   renove   them 

from   tf.e   instrument.     This  opt-ration   nupt   be   cnrrled   out  with  great 

care   and  without  bending   so that   breaking  of  the  vertical   dial 

alidade   prinms  is  avoided.     Whilst  the   opw a*ion  is  bein^  performed 

uce   only  one hard   to  hold   the mjcrometer  bearing close   to   the 

telescope  sackst. 

Carefully  separate   the  micrometer  bearing  from  the   'elescope 

socket.      In correcting  defects   in   the   horizontal  axis   System,   if 

thei e   are  no  traces   of  strain  on  the   leaning,   or  scratches  or  the 

like,   it  is not  necessary  to withdraw  tie  optical micrometer  from 

the   bearing,   but  cover  the   hole   to  prevent   ingress  of  dust,   also 

clean  and  lubricate  the  equipment. 

Unscrew  the   lock   from the  clamp nut,   remove   the  nut   itself 

and  remeve the  telescope  clamp  together with tie  telescope  socket. 

Unscrew  the   lock   of   the   level   adjusting  screw and   undo   the 

screw   itself. 

Undo  the   three   reinforcing   screws  and   also one  contact  screw 

on   the   bush  of   the   vertical  dial   illuminator.     In  undoing   these 
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screws  pruee  the  alidade   priero   tnour.tlng  lightly  ttgalne"   the 

turntable  seatinr from  the  nlde  of  the  Uirr.table  houRinr. 

Hold   the  mounting of   the   v-Tticil   turntable   alidoJe   in   the 

left hand  and  remove  the  clamp  fron  the vortical  dial  alidade  levc-1. 

T.'ndo   two   screwy  which  secure   the  «jumort   to   the  base   under 

the  mounting of  the  rwivelling  prism rf the  v  rtical   dial  rlcrcncop© 

«md   remove   the   «upport. 

Peleane   tl.d  two adjusting  ocre.'s arid  withdraw tl.e r.ountinc 

with   the   nwlvolllnc   prinr   fro:    the   stur.d   Recoct. 

Carefully  withdraw  the   mounting wi^.h   *'it-   .ilidade  pi'lsr-s. 

In  doing  this   it   is neceos'iry   to   hold   the   wires   with   the  contact 

screw.    Kemove  the vertical   turntable housing fron  its tearing; 

unless   it   is   es^oritlal   to  do   so,   do  not remove   the   turntable   bearing 

from  the  Ftand   t^.causo   Its  position  in the   stand  affects the 

adjua'i.ent   of   the   horizontal    and   vortic;.1   di.-.l    r.j croFCores. 

Assenible   the  urper  tart   in   the  reverse   order   to that  of 

dlrmantling. 

Defects   in   the   axial   systems   of   the   the^dolito 

1.     Difficulty  in relation   about   the  vertical   axis. 

?,     rifr1cult;/  in  turning  th^   telescope. 

7.     J.-ir.nlr,g   ir   the  horizontal   axl r  : /Ttori. 

Difficulty  In  tv.rninr;  the   axis  systt^ns,   which  have  sr.all 

clearance     of  the   ordor  of  0.0015  nm,   is generally  due  to  thickening 

of the watch-oil.     Thie is corrected by replacing the oil.    To do 

thia,   dismantle  the  Instrument,   remove  the  old  lubricant from  the 

components  of  the   axial   system,   and wipe  them  carefully wit:,  a  cloth 
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r.olstened with aviation papoline and  then a^aln lubricate   them with 

watch  oil.     "hen  asner.ble the  theodolite  and adjust  \t,     The con- 

ponente oT the  horizontal axis  system rr.upt be clear.ed and   lubricated 

with  particular care  because optical  cornponentn are  present  in the 

bearing!? ard  the   telescope socket. 

Jarring  of   tlie   horizontal   axis   festem  of  ti.e   IriOtrument 

usually results  fron displacenent  or  the   bearings  (miyall^nnent)  by 

r.cchanical   rhocV   In   transportation.     Consecii ently,   the   telescope 

will   not turn  and  a  crossed  ina^e  of  the  dial crac'ua'.ions  is seen 

in   the   field  of vision  of  the   r  adinp-  microscope.     Take   the   following 

steps  if one micronet^r bearinp has been displaced.    Slacken off by 

two   or   three   turn3   the   screws  which  fix  the microrieter   bearinc to 

the  stand.    Look  through the readinc microscope and move  the 

micrometer  bearing   in   the   support   plane   on   the   strtrd   until   the 

ira^'es of  t. e  dial   graduations  are correct  and at   the   sarc   time  the 

telescope  t'rns   freely  about  the   horizontal  nxls.     Then   Beehre  the 

micrometer bearing. 

If both  bearings   have  been   displaced,   again  slacken   their 

holding scre-.ss  by  two  or  three   turns,   press  both  bearings   by hand 

tcwards  the   telescope   socket  ard   the   vertical   turntable  housing t*nd 

displace  the entire  oyrtcr. of  the upper  part of tie  instrument on 

the   support  plane   of   the   stand   until   the   images  of  tue  dial   gradua- 

tions  are correctly  located   in   the   reading microscope   and   the 

telescope turns  freely,    ?hen carefully tighten the  screws  which 

secure   the   turntable  bearing  to  the   stand.     rreBi)   t^e  micrometer 

bearing  towaxds  the  telescope  socket  and  observe  in  the  reading 
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microscope  whether  there  han  been any dlapl acement.     If   there   hea 

not,   then  secure  the  nlcroneter  bearing. 

In   petting  the   turntable   and nlcrometer  bearlngo   the 

microreter Index may becone displaced relative to  the place where 

the  dlanetrirally opposite  (rruCutitioufi coincide,   for example, 

90-90   .     To  correct  thin,   ur.ncrew the  swivellinn  prism  of  the 

verticnl  dial  microncopn with  the .'id.ibrtirif^ pcrewc.    Then the  place 

wti^re   the   d 1''in--'.rirally   opposi*.e   i. rHduMtioi.n   jf   the   horizontal   dial 

coincide,   for   in'lance,  n -  1PO   %   should  aimultaneouFly coincide 

with   th»'   nicrorr.c^or  ir.dex. 

Wien  dj/v e* rically   opr-orjte  r^raduatlüriC  cüincioe  at  the 

P'.'flition   of   the   nicror ■'ter   index,   ch-rV   the   general   adJurtr.ent   of 

the  inptnment,  i'r«  ch^c'-  the  colliratlon error,   the setting of 

the   zeni th,   etc. 

40,   Repair  of   the optical micrometer 

The  optical micron.et' r  may  nav»'  various defects which call 

for adjustment  or replacement  of cocponents.     The  former are 

corrected  ly the procedures described above,  and  for the  latter, 

spare  parts  are   renuired. 

To correct the nlcromet'r remove it from the instrument, 

first  undoing  the  screws which   secure  the micrometer to  the  bearing, 

then examine  the fixings of  the  lever springs and  the springs 

themselves. 

The  optical micrometer  is dismantled as  follown.    Undo  the 

micrometer head  lock,  remove  it  from the cam shaft;     undo  the  screw 
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which  aecuree the can  to the can  ah- 't and withdraw the cam  ahuft 

5r tn  the   aeconde  disc.     Then  undo  the  acrews  which  a^cure  the 

nicroneter  bridge  to  the nicroreter nourtinc  '»nd,   freeing the  lever 

sprim'R   remove   the  nicrometer   brld(-o. 

Further,   undo  'he  acrews  whicli secure  the  lev.r  bridge  to 

t.i.e   mlcron.ettT  mounting,   reraove   it   frcr   the   tr.ounting  and   then 

remc ve   the  levera   nnd  r.;.na;     examine   tne  lever  guide  pinr.     If 

these   Lnve  been   tent  or darrnged   repine«;  them   with   new  ones  made  of 

nt.eel   rrado   U7A   or   L'PA   hardened   *-o     H     .  40  -  ^5. c 

After   seating  the   f  ide   pins on  the   levers   Hasemble   the 

optical  mirroru-ter  and   examine   it5j   operation;      it   ia  corrected   by 

fltMng  new  si.rings ar-d  also  by  polirhir.p  the   lever  shafts. 

41.   Perlacerent   of  the  horizontal  dial 

If   the  horizontal   dial   har   become  cracVi.d   or  damaged   in   any 

way as  a   result   of  shocV  or dropnin^  the  InEtruncnt  it   must  he 

replacoc'.     To   repl -c    the  dial   dismantle   * he   lo'./er  part  of  the 

theodolite by the  procedure described above,    '..'hen  tue  defective 

dial  has   been  removed   frcn   'he  dial  burh v/ash   the   seating  position 

cnrefully with  aviation  ..nsol'ne  and dry it. with a  cloth. 

mLe  dial,   on   a   rpoclal   fitting',   In   fi^t^ö   ir,   the   dlol   booh. 

mhe  procedure  for fittinr the  horirontal  dial   is described  above. 

After   the  dial   hoe   been   fi'tid   arnerble   the   lower   part   of   the 

'heodollte  and  adjust   ^he  horizontal   dial   microncope,   i.e.   focus   it 

and  correct  rarallax,   run  and   no   on. 



HP.   Her 1'»CM Hnt   of   the   vertical   dial 

LiVe  the  horizontal  dial,   the   wrlicbl   or.e   is  reflnred   if 

crricled or d.'ina£;ed,     ^o  do   thin,  diorrmi.tle  the upper  r^rt  of *:he 

theodolite   (the   tolcocopo  and  horir.ontl   axis)   bv  the   procedure 

dercribed  above.     Per.cvc  the   vertical  di.al  and  carefullj'  wash  the 

bearlnf;  and   then   wipe   jt   with   a  cloth- 

The procedure fo: fittin[^ the vertical dial in described 

Mbov«.-. Aftur it !.an hnim fltt.ed U«TOP ble t..e uj-f-er part of ti.e 

^heodollte  and  adjust   t:.e  vertical    dial   ricrorcope. 
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Chapter 6 

GENERAL INFORnATION 

^5. Description of theodolite 

Optical  theodolite ThB,  like  type OT-02,  Is a bigh-preciaion 

geodesic luBtrunent.     It is comparatively light la weight and 

convenient in use.     The  images of  the   graduations of  the  horitontal 

and vertical dials are transmitted by the optical systen of the 

objective of  the  horizontal and vertical   dial  microacopos  onto a 

common field of vision of the reading microscope,  the eyepiece of 

which  la located alongside the telescope eyepiece.    Dial  readings 

are made with a  single optical micrometer with a  scale  calibration 

of one  second per division.    Tenth parts of a eecond are estimated 

by  eye. 

The theodolite  telescope Is  straight, of astronomical type, 

and has internal  focussing.    The  horizontal and vertical dials are 

made of optical glass.    The Instrument is provided with electric 

lighting.    The  theodolite  weighs 10.5 kg,   the  carrying  case  and 

fittings 7 kg,  the tripod 9 kg, and the centering plate A-.3 kg. 

Optical  theodolite ThB conaists of two main parts:     the 

upper and lower,  which are Joined together.    General views of the 

theodolite are given  in Figs.^6, ^7,  ^8 and ^9. 

The base plate  1  which serves as  a basis for  the levelling 

screws is secured  to  the centering plate or tripod by a  fixing screw 

or  a   special  ecrew. 
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,.Nki- h   ■■!. «'J 

Fig. *6.    Iheodolltt ThB froi the •lcro««ttr lid« 

1 • bait plit«: ? - Imlllnq scr«wj 1 . rtd »ootj; <• - •/(■wl*' quid« screw knob S; 5 - circulir 
level; b • reading •Icroscope: 7 •  telescope locking »crt»; b • ootical Bicroasier dru«; 9 • di «1 
tf}t lelector knob;  10 « hori/on(jl  dial  «Udade  locking \cr»*; 11 • carrier;  1? . terrier uppod; 
b - cover; W - cover; P • jcrev I,1UQ. I 

fit. *7. lh»odollte IhB (fro« the level sMt, on etend) 
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The principal component of the lower part of the theodolite 

Is the carrier 11 with two levelling screws 2 and one support 12. 

The upper part of the theodolite rests on the carrier. The levelling 

screws are ueed to set the vertical axis of the theodolite over the 

plummet. 

The socket 28 (Pig.48) In the base Is supplied with 

electricity for lighting the dials and the graticule.  The optical 

plummet 36 (Pig.^9) for centering the theodolite is attached to the 

base of the carrier.  This optical plummet has a magnification of 

1.25 x , a field of vision of 8°, and can be focusaed In the range 

of 0.2 - 7.2 m.  A general view of the optical plucmet is given in 

Pig.50. 

Z2      . . /< 

n    * Nu       * 

P^^P^T"»^ f^nf 
Ji 

>: r**.' 
" • 'iff 

Fig. ^8.    ThtodolH» ThB (fro« conUct Itvtl   .id#) 

U - condenMr for »l«ctr(c Hghtinq of »ertkil dial;  lb - pnsi for obs?rvitjon of contict Itvel; 
? - iSJl" mket for elicinc Vw\ ?3 - rffainino sere- for ir,   ?;   <. -   ?;««op*i ?5 - out.r 

knob of f. «cope double idjusting scr*»; ?fe • outer Snob of con act leve   doubl« »^J^ ^9,«^. 
?7 . °Udw fftr natural liqMinq of contact lev.l; ?8 - plug sockef  for .l.cfnc power supplr. 
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Before centering a sharp image of the graticule lo obtained 

by turning the eyepiece ring of the optical plummet and turning the 

focuBsing ring to obtain a sharp image of the centre position. 

There is an adjusting screw for adjusting the optical axis of the 

optical plummet graticule relative to the vertical axis of rotation 

of the instrument. 

The carrier levelling screws are of the closed type and so 

are protected from dirt and dust.  The travel of each screw can be 

adjusted. 

»"YT 
Ja 

Ui-M^-*^'^'4*^  \ 

Fig, 49. Theodolite IhB (*Uh co»ers U and <•? reioved) 

Mi '  HohttfMj mirror  for »«rtical djil; 18 - lighting ilrror for hordonta] dt»1; ?9 • contact 1«*el 
Ccvir; ID • condenser for electric iioMinj of contact le*el and ^oriiontal dial; 31 - l»»«i adjusting 
screwl for horizontal dul alidade; 3/ • ■icroscop» eyepiece; 33 • teleicopt eypplece; 3^ • telescopu 
eyepiece protective device; 3'J • rheostat; 3b - optical plutoet: 39 - fore and back siohts for 
approximate aiding of telescope; 40 - aJjustacnt for graticule lighting; bO • plate; bl - catch for 
reading •icrojcope. 
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A dimmer rheoetat 35 for th© electric lighting of the dial 

graduations 1B fitted In the carrier. The base plate 1 (Plg.^) 

Is secured to the carrier by a locking catch. 

Tne horizontal dial la fixed to a dial bush which rotates 

around the vertical axis main bearing.  When the horizontal dial Is 

being adjusted it ie turned by turning the knob 21 (Fig.^7). The 

main bearing of the vertical axle in secured to tho carrier.  The 

upi-er part is the most important and complicated pait of the 

theodolite. 

The vertical axis of the inptrument is cylindrical and 

rotntes in a cylindrical sleeve (or main bearing), and is fixed to 

the alidade part of the instrument;  the horizontal axle of the 

instrument is a complicated assembly (see Fig.57) to which the 

telescope and reading microscope are fixed. 

Cne end of the horizontal axis fits Into the eccentric 

bearing 1 and the other end into the bearing of the vertical 

turntable housing 5. 

* '• -»•,»•• **'\ T 
IU*.I il«>fe*^wkLSdL 

Fig. 50.    OpHcil pluMat of theodolite IhB 
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The horlicntal and vertical dlalj are illuminated by 

identical rotating mirrora 15» 18 (Pig.^9).  The contact level is 

illuminated through the window 27 (Pig.^8) which is closed by a 

tilting cover 16. 

Por operation with electric lighting it ia neceasary to 

fit the covera 41 and 12  (Pigs. 4? and 51) first setting the 

lighting mirrors 13» 18 in the path of tne light from the condenaers 

14, 50.  The cover 51 is secured by the catch 45 (Fig.47) and the 

cover 4if by the screws with springs 44,  if it is required to 

correct the position of the lighting mirrora the shutters 45 on 

the casings are tilted and the adjut*ment is made through holes. 

The horizontal dial and contact level are lit by an 

electric lamp fitted to the knob 1? (Pig.4?) of the electric light 

switch.  Light from the lamp passes through the upper lens of the 

condenser 50, falls on the contact level «nd through the lower 

condenser lens 50 (Pig.49) to the lighting mirror 18. 

The vertical dial and telescope graticule are lit by an 

electric lamp attached to the arm 22  (Pig.48). The light from this 

lamp passes through the condeneer lena 14 and falls on the lighting 

mirror 15. 

To change the electric lamp which lights the horizontal 

dial and contact level, withdraw the pins which are in slots in the 

knob 1? (Pig.4?) and, holding it in the withdrawn position, unscrew 

and remove the knob 17 to whijh the lamp holder is fixed. 

To replace the lamp which lights the vertical dial and the 

telescope graticule undo the retaining screw 25 (Fig.48) and remove 
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the arm 22  to which the lamp  bolder Is fixed.  The electric 

lighting of the horizontal and vertical dials, of the contact level 

and graticule are «witched on together by turning the knob 1?. 

When making antronooical readings the eyepiece leneee are 

removed from the telescope and reading microscope and replaced by 

suitable prisms.  If the llgnt is too brig..t, so that it is 

difficult to make observations, a red or yellow light filter is 

placed on the telescope eyepiece. 

•r 

Tig. 51, Covtr for laap 

♦ 1 - top co*er; k?  - lo»»«r cover. 

Two flat eprinp; oupporte 3^ C I'ig.^) protect the teleocope 

eyepiece from shock if it hits the lower part of the stand. The 

telescope graticule lighting is adjusted by turning the adjustment 

knob 40.  The optical micrometer scale is illuminated together with 

the dials. 

The contact level of the vertical dial alidade has a scale 

with an inscription every fifth division which is viewed through the 

prism 15 (Pig.^8) from the telescope eyepiece side.  The level 5 

Is calibrated in divisions of 10" for ?  mm. As this prism can be 
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turned over,  the level bubble can be observed with the Instrument 

in  the centra-right  (CR) and centre-left  (CL) positions. 

Altogether  the theodolite  has three  levels.     The  second 

level which is calibrated at 2'   per division  serves to bring the 

vertical  axis  of  rotation approximately  to the plummet centre 

position.    The cylindrical level  on the horizontal dial  alidade 

with  a calibration  of  10"  per  2 mm  is  used  for accurate  adjuetment. 

The  telescope  is focussed on the graticule  by the 

focussing ring  and  on   the  object  by  the  teleecope  focussing ring  37. 

Under the protecting ring 58 (Fig.4-7)  there are adjusting screws 

for  the  telescope  graticule. 

In the CL position the optical micrometer is on the 

right-hand upright  of  the  stand.     Fig,46 shows  the  optical  micrometer 

drum 8,   above  it  is  the telescope  locking screw 7 and  below it  the 

dial   image  selector  knob 9 which   is   turned  to  select   the  image  of 

the horizontal or of the vertical dial.    The inapes of the dial 

calibrations are   observed through   the   reading microscope 6. 

Before  taking readings the  illumination of  the field of 

vision of  the  reading microscope   is  made   sufficiently clear and 

uniformly bright by adjusting the lighting mirrors 15 and 18 (Pig.^9). 

Flfl.  b?.    Htld of »Islon of reidlna ekro*cop« 
with •Icroieter »n initial position 

Hg. 'j].    ritld of »iiio« of reading alcrotcc 
•hen reading ^bfJO» 
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There are two windows in the field of vision of the 

reading microscope (Pigs.52 and 55):  tLe left-hand one Is the 

larger and the right-hand one is the smaller.  The left-hand window 

displays the image of the diametrically opposite double lines of the 

dial and the numbern marVed against them (the index is in the 

upper part) and the right-hand window displays the image of the 

scale of the optical micrometor and the numbers against the 

gruduations.  The dial graduations are made to coincide accurately 

by turning the micrometor drum. 

In the left-hand window (Fig.5?) the inscription against 

the upper double line to the left of the index indicates the number 

of degrees (90°);  the number of intervale between the upper line 

and the lower one which differs from the number on the upper line 

exactly by 1d0o gives the number of tenths of minutes (50 riinutes). 

In the right-hand window (Pig.55) on the left of the scale 

the number of whole minutes is read directly from the index of the 

micrometer scale (6 minutes) and on the right the number of whole 

seconds (36 seconds), and the tenths of seconds are estimated by 

eye (0.5 seconds). Thus the complete reading is 90 56,56.5,1• 

In order to make a reading on the vertical dial the selector 

9 is turned until the letter H appears in the slot in its >:nob 

and on the knob itself, then the dial graduation lighting is adjusted. 

The subsequent procedure and the actual reading are Just 

the same as in reading the horizontal dial. 

The zenith distance is calculated by the formula: 
_ K;i-Kn-f-36o 

2 
(2^) 
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and the location of the zenith fron the fornula 

,.      K.l-fKn-3600 

^^ 2 • ^ { 

lAck   tme The following fornula  is used to check  tme calculation  of 

the zenith distances: 

Z = K.I - Af 

and 

Z^M, ^3603-Kn. 

^. The optical systea 

The optical sjrsteo of theodolite ThB is represented 

diagramnatically in ?lg.^ and consistB of the following naln 

assemblies and conponents, the optical eyetems of: 

(a) the telescope; 

(b) tho horizontal dial alcroscope objective; " 

(c) the vertical dial microscope objective; 

(d) the  micrometer; 

(e) the  reading microscope; 

(f) the   optical  plummet,   and 

(g) the  horizontal and  vertical dials. 

The  telescope optical  ejatem consists of a compound  objective, a 

graticule and two  interchangeable eyepieces. 

The  principal characteristics  of the  telescope  are: 

Tube  magnification,   5^ x and ^8 x 

Angle  of  field of vision,   101V ;     O^?'30" 

Focal  length of objective, 259 n 
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Equivalent  focal  length of objective,   581  OB 

Dianeter of free  aperture  of objective, 60 mm 

Focuseing  range,   froa  10 metres   to   infinity 

Pocal   length  of eyepiece,  11.25  OE  and 8 mm 

Magnification of eyepiece,  22 x and  51 x 

Field   of  vision  of   eyepiece,   39°,   ^0° 

Diameter of eyepiece  Iris,   1.75 mn  and 1.25 mm 

The  telescope objective consistB  of  the actual objective ^, 

5 (Fig.5^) and a focussing lens 5 (built up from two lensea),  the 

graticule consists of two cemented plane-parallel  plates 2,   one of 

which  carries the  hair lines   (Pig.55). 

The  interchangeable  eyepieces are  orthoptical and  consist 

of  a  cemented  three   lenn   «Böembly  and   eyepiece   lens. 

The  graticule position can be  adjusted horizontally  and 

vertically,   the  adjusting   screws  are  cvered  by  a  protecting  ring 

58  (Pig.47). 

Tne optical system of the horizontal dial microscope objective 

conBiato of a lighting prism 50 (Fig.54)» a horizontal dial with 

condeneer 51» alidade priame 29, 26  (with a systera of trananiitting 

lenses 2H, 27) the horizontal dial P5t a awivelling prism 23 and 

objective 22, 21 with a magnification of 5.05 X . 

The optical aystem of the vertical dial microscope objective 

conaiste of a vertical dial lighting priem 45, with condenser ^6, 

alidade prisms 44, 41 with transmitting system lens 45, 42, the 

vertical dial 40, the prism unit 5ö» 57, the objective 56, 55» with 

a magnification of 5.82 xf the prism 54, the collector 19, and the 

selector prism 20. 
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The horizontal and vertical dials are lit bj nlrrors and 

the lighting syetem conelsting of electric lamps ^9» 56 and 

condcnaers 50» 57. Moreover, light from the electric lamps falls 

on the metal mirror 58 to light the telescope graticule 2, 

The optical system of the micrometer is arranged in such a waj that 

the images of the graduations of the horizontal and vertical dials 

and also of the graduations of the scales and index of the micrometer 

appear in the same plane and can be read through the reading 

mlcroGcope, 

The optical system of the micrometer consists of 

stationary wedges 16, 17, micrometer wedges, 1^, 15» the separating 

prism unit 13» 12» the micrometer scale 18, and the plane-pare 1lol 

plate 11 with diaphragm (Fig.5^). 

The reading ricroscope consists of the collector lens 10, the 

reading microscope prism 9, the objective 7 and the eyepiece 6.  It 

is common to the optical systems of the objectives of the horizontal 

and vertical diul i icroscopes, since both objectives are focussed on 

a single plane which passes through the line of separation of the 

separating prism unit 13» 12 and is perpendicular to the axis of the 

collecting lens 10 of the reading microscope. 

The nagnlficotion of the reading nicroecope is 16.6 x end 

the overall magnification of t..e microscope for the horizontal dial 

is 50.5 X    and for the vertical dial 63.5 X-  The field of vision 

of the reading mlcroecope in the horizontul and vertical dials is 2 

(in dial divj-sions). 

The optical system of the plumr.et (Fig.56) consists of a 
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priM 2, an objective 3 and an eyepiece 4. The hair line is marked 

on the first lens of the eyepiece. 

The horizontal and vertical dials 

The horizontal and vertica] dials of theodolite ThB are 

made of optical glass. The diameters of the circles on which the 

graduations are marked is 125 ±  0.05 mm» for the horieontal dial, 

end 100 ♦ 0.0S mm for the vertical dial. The total error in the 

diatreter f the horizontal dial does not exceed ♦ 2"  and the 

smallest division of the dials is 20 minutes? the thickness of the 

dial graduation lines is 0,01 " 0.002 run. 

-t—6— 

Fig. 56.    Oiigrai of thi optical jrnngeients of tha optical pluMtt 

1 - co»«r glass; ? - pHs»;  3 - objective; K - e^ppiect. 

The tolerated eccentricity of the graduated circle relative 

to the central aperture of tne dial  is of the order of 0.1 mm and 

the plane surfaces  of the dial   should not be more  than 20" out of 

Iarallel. 

Optical micrometer scale 

The optical micrometer  scale  is arranged in  such a way that 

displacement of the dial  graduations by 10'   caused  by moving the 

micrometer wedges corresponds  to  a scale displacement of 600 

divisions  in  the  field   -f view of  the  reading microscope  (scale 

length  55 mm). 

•       If the dial is subdivided into 400ß (grades), the smallest 

division is 20c. 
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If th« dial   1B divided Into  360°   the   seal«   Is divided  Into 

600 divisions each of 1" and if the dial  is divided into 400 grades 
cc the   scale is divided  into 1000 divisions each  of 1 

Microscopes and path of li^ht 

In the  optical   system of  theodolite   ThB the  horizontal  and 

vertical  dial microncopes are systerr.s in which the optical micrometer 

and  the   reading microscope  are  comnon  to  both.    Let us consider tue 

path  of  light in   the microscope of the horizontal dial  (Fig.5^). 

Light  frotn  the   electric   lamp  56  passes  through  tue   condens«* 

57 to the mirror 35.    The  lignt reflected from the mirror passes 

through   the  prism   30  with   the condenser,   and   lights  the  dial 

graduations.    Then  the  lignt passes  through  tne alidade prism 29 

through   the system  of lenses 28,   27  and  the   alidade  prism  2t)  which 

reflects the light onto  the  diametrically opposite part of the 

horizontal  dial  ?5.     Close   to  the  graduations  of this  part  of   the 

dial   there  is also  an  Image  of  the  graduations  located  on   the 

diametrically opposite   part  of  the  dial.     The   systeu  of   transmitting 

lenses 28,  27 has  a magnification of unity and pives an image  of 

the   first  graduations  in  the  path  of  the  light beam in  the  plane of 

the  graduations of  the  opposite part of  the  dial;    as  the  light 

beam  from  them  passes  through the  optical  parts 29»  28,   27»   26  the 

brightness cf the  image  of  these graduations  is weaker  than  that of 

the  opposite ones.     Tue  further path of  the   light is downwards  to 

the  prism 23 which  is fixed rnder the horizontal  dial.     This   prism 

directs  the  image  of  the  diametrically  opposite graduations  of  the 

dial   to  the microscope  objective of  the horizontal  dial 22,   21. 
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The light passes through the objective (the selector prism being 

out of  line)  and the  lif^t  beamn  from the corresponding graduations 

pass through their optical wedges 16, 1? (refractive angle l^'^O"), 

the   light  beam  then pasaes  through  the wedges  I'*-,   15 of  the optical 

micrometer vith refractive  angles of 1o07,30". 

^he angle-! of tho optical micrometer wedges and of the 

wedges  above   them are  opposite  In direction.     The wedges of the 

optical  micrometer differ  in  thickness,   they are  made  in  this way 

in order  to  compensate  the difference  in  the  length of  the  path 

of  light  from the  opposite  graduationa of  the  dial. 

After passing through  the optical micrometer wedge  the 

light  reaches   the  separating prism unit 1),   12 coneisting of a 

prism   to  which   is  cemented  a   wedge  with   u  refracting angle   of  30 

minutes.     Part of the prism  surface under the wedge is silvered. 

The   beam  of   light  which  passes   through  the   t.hick   wedge  of   the 

optical micrometer 1^ passes  through the  separating prism to the 

wedge  and  is  reflected  froa   its  back  surface  and re-enters   the 

prism;     as  the beam leaves  the wedge an image of the dial 

graduations   is  obtained.     The   second  beam  which  enters  the 

separating prism from the thin wedge, and receives an image of the 

diametrically  opposite  graduations  of the  dia] ,     The  line  of 

separation between  the images of the diametrically opposite 

graduationa  is   the edge of  the   silvered  surface   of the  prism.     To 

the  side of the  separating prism is cemented the microrcstor scale 

lighting prism on which the   index of the micrometer scale  is marked, 

and to  the  front the  collector lens 10 with a plane-parallel plate 

on  which   the  diaphragms with   indexes are  marked. 
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The images of the dial graduations, the micrometer scale 

divlsione and also the micrometer scale index are in a single plane 

and are examined through the reading microscope which consists of 

the collector lens 10, the prism % the objective 7 and the 

eyepiece 6, 

The path of light in the vertical dial microscope is as 

follows (Fig.5^). Light from the electric lamp ^0 passes through 

the condenser 50 to the mirror 48 (in Fig.54 the mirror 48 is not 

orientated). The light reflected fron the mirror passes through 

the prism 45 with the condenser 46 and illuicinatos the graduations 

on the vertical dial.  Purtüertthe light passes through the alidade 

prism 44 through the lens system 45, 42 and tbe other alidade prism 

41 which reflects the light from the diflmetrically opposite part of 

the vertical dial.  Near tbe graduations cf this part of the vertirnl 

dial there Is produced an image of the graduations on the opposite 

part of the dial.  The transmitting system of lenses 4^, 42 has a 

magnification of unity and gives an image of the first graduations 

in the path of the beam of light in the plane of the graduations of 

the opposite part of the vertical dial. As the light beam from the 

first graduations passes through the optical parts 44, 45, 42, 41, 

their images are somewaat less bright, than the opposite ones. The 

light then paoses through the unit with prisms 58» 37» whicn is 

behind the vertical dial and In whicvi the light undergoes multiple 

reflection and is directed tu the objective of the vertical dial 

microscope 56, 35«  Passing through the objective the light goes 

through the prism 34 and the lens 19 and reaches the selector prian 

20, and further to the optical wedges 16, 17, and into the optical 
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micrometer.     Tb© path of light in the optical  micrometer is 

depcribed above. 

*5«  System of axes 

The horizontal  axis system of the  instrument (Pigs.57»58) 

includes the following components:    the  ftdjustable bearing 1,  the 

horltontal   axis  2,   the   turntable  bearing   5»   the  bearing  bush A- and 

the alidade part of the vertical dial 5.     One end of the horizontal 

axle   (in  the  CL position)  runs  in  the  adjustable  bearing  1   which  is 

in the   right-hand upright of the stand (see Fig.70).    The outer 

diameter of the  cylindrical  part of the  bearing  is eccentric 

relative to the  inner diameter whjch serves aa the bearing of the 

horizontal  axis.    Therefore,   by releasing  three  screws which  secure 

the  bearing to the  support upright, and turning the bearing,   the 

slope   of the horizontal  axis can be adjusted relative to   the verti- 

cal axis of the  theodolite.     Between the adjuotable bearing 1 

(Fig.70) and the  horizontal axis there  is a gland.    At the other end 

the  horizontal axis is  supported by the  turntable bearing  5 whicb  is 

secured   oo  the bearing  bush ^ and the vertical  turntable  housing. 

The  axis of the  alidade  part of the verticil  dial runs  in  the 

bearing bush *  (Fig.58)   ,   there  is another  gland between  the 

horizontal axis and  the cover of the vertical  turntable housing. 

The  system of  vertical  axes  of   the   instrument  (Fig.59) 

includes the following components:     the vertical axis 1, the vertical 

axis  main bearing 2,  and  the dial sleeve  5- 

The vertical   axis  is  screwed securely to the  stand,(Pig.60) 

and  turns  in  its main  bearing 2  (Fig.61)   which is aecured  to  the 
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Fig. 5?.    Horijontal  nil MMI b«iringt and ilidide part 

mtal nU; 3 - turntable bearing; k . bea» 
/ - window; 8 • window of bearing bush liaiter. 

1 • adlustajja b«arini3;  ? - horiiontal  aits;  3^- turntable bearing;  <. . bearing bujh; 5 - altdad» 
part; b - ttle»cope fulng screw; 

•cS) ^   v? 

Fig. bfi.    Horliontal aits tyitea 

1 • idiustablt beartnn; ? - horiiontil nh; 3 • turntible bearing; 4 . bfaring btsh; 5 • illdado 
pirt; b • tellicop« filing icrew. 
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dial casing sleeve by three screws. The dial casing sleeve 6 

(Pig-59) Is attached to the carrier by three screws. 

The vertical axis thrust-bearing 7 Is located at the 

button of th3 dial casing;  It serves as a bearing for the spherical 

end of the vertical axis.  Pig.62 shows the dial sleeve with 

horizontal dial and driving gear. The dial sleeve is fixed to the 

vertical axi^ main bearing by a spring ring which runs in the 

half-ring 3 (Pig.61) and the dial sleeve and dial can turn around 

the vertical axis main bearing.  The dial la reset by turning the 

knob 21 (Fig.^7)i on the »xis of whi^h is a drive which connects 

the dial sleeve to the gears. 

The vertical pressure of the entire upper part of the 

theodolite is only transmitted through tue vertical axis thrust 

bearing (Fig.59) and there is hardly any pressure on the side 

surface of the vertical axis 1. 

46. Optical nicrometer 

The optical micrometer is used to make readings of the 

hoilsontal and vertical dials.  The horizontal and vertical dials 

are sub-divided at intervals of 20', the micrometer scale has 6C0 

divisions each of 1"» and displacement of the scale over its entire 

length corresponds to 10'.  Ge'.eral views and Individual components 

of the optical micrometer are shown in Figs.63» ^ and 65»  The 

optical micrometer is constructed as follows.  All the parts of the 

micrometer are secured to the base plate 1 (Fig.65)» the slider 3 

runs in the guide 2» the rack 5 (Fig.65)» the micrometer scale ^ 

and the micronetor wedge mounting 6 are all secured to the slider 3. 
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. Fiq. iJ.    Vert)c»l axis syste« 

J - »prtlcal axis; ? - vertical am tain Leanno; 3 - spltt  rtng; * . sptciaJ dial rttalning ring; 
D - dial bus^, o - dial casing buih;   / - »Ttica' ans thrust Deanng. 
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Flg. bO.    lpO«r 0»H of theodolU« with »«rlical  aiU 
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The rack 5 engages with  the pinion 7 (Flg.6A) on the drum of the 

optical micrometer.    As the drum turns the slider 3 moves on the 

guide 2 together with the scale and the micrometer wedges.    Above 

the optical micrometer wedges there is a mounting 10 (Fig.63) with 

the  separating prism unit,  and under  its wedges the mounting 8 

containing the  stationary wedges and the mounting 9 containing the 

dial   image   selector  prism.     As  toe  micrometer  wedges and  scales  are 

securely Joined  together defects  in the mechanism  sue i as  slackness 

or  play  can  have  no   effect. 

Fig. bl.    lower part of theodolite 

? • vortical nls uin baanng; 3 • half ring; 4 • 
special dial securing r\nq with tin retaining »crtwi. 

Fig. 6?.   Horuontal dial en bujh 
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The micrometer operates as follows. To make a reading on 

the dials the Images of the diametrically opposite graduations of 

the dial aUv, made to coincide. This is done by turning the 

micrometer drum which is located on a common shaft with the pinion 

7(Plg.6^) so moving the rack 5 with the slider 5 (Figs.63, 65). 

L 
n 

w  -^-U. 

Fig. 63. Optic«) «icroMUr 

• ■Icroaettr base; ? • gyld«; 3 • slider; <• • ■icroaeter scale* b • eountlng with elcroaeter »edges; 
• eounnnq wltn wedges; 5 - eountinq for dial  selector pma; 10 • ■ountlng  for separatmq-rrise unit. 

Movement of the slider alters the position of the micrometer wedges 

so that the sighting rays are displaced until the Images of 

diametrically opposite graduations coincide. 
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Fig, G*.   Xicrocetir bat« 

1 • gwldee;  7 • pinion; S • eountlng «Ith «tdgea; 9 • Mounting «llh selector prlu. 
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After the  opposite graduations  have  been made  to coincide 

dial readings are taken on the micrometer scale aglnst the diaphragm 

index. 

/^ 

Ftg. 65.    CoapontnU of optical alcroattir 

4 . ilcrMtttr »cili; 5 • rack; 6 • alcroattar vadgas; 11 • »apiritloq prlM unit. 
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Chapter 7 

CHECKING AND PITTING THE INDIVIDUAL 

COMPONENTS OP THE THEODOLITE ThB 

The method of checking optical theodolite ThB before 

etarting work is Bitnilar to that used in checking optical theodolite 

CT-02.  Therefore, we dencribe only the examination and adjuetsent 

of the individual ccnponente of the theodolite ThB which is 

necessary when making repairs. 

When an optical theodolite is repaired certain adjustments 

are necesrary, particularly if individual components or assemblies 

have oeen replaced. On the ThB theodolite these adjuetcents include: 

fitting the horizontal dial, fittinp the vertical dial» assembly and 

adjustment of the telescope objective, adjustment of the optical 

micrometer, fitting of the reading microscope prism, adjustment of 

the optical system of the horizontal dial microscope, checking the 

angle between the horizontal axis of the telescope tvnd the vertical 

axis of the instrument, adjusting the optical system of the vertical 

dial microscope, fitting the dioptric ring and fitting the graticule 

Jus  as'ln theodolite OT-02, correcting  M   of the vertical dial, 

checking the collimation error, checking the optical plummet. 

Special lubricants are applied whilst the components are 

being adjusted and during final assembly.  After final assembly the 

instrument is hermetically sealed by applying a special compound 

with a soldering iron. 
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^7. Fitting the horizontal dial 

The process of fitting the horizontal dial of theodolite 

ThB is BinllaLT to that of theodolite OT-02, i.e., fitting of the 

dial consists in centering it on the dial sleeve relative to the 

vertical axis of the instrument.  The dial eccentricity should not 

then exceed lO*, and the alidade eccentricity 20". 

The dial with the lower part of the theodolite is set up 

on a npecial stand (see Kig.9).  Slacken the six screwb in the 

special retaining ring ^ (see Fip.5Q) which clamps the dial to the 

dial sleeve, centre the lower part of the theodolite relative to the 

centre of the device. First focus the microscope on the images of 

diametrically opposite graduations of the dial, then orientate the 

microscope on the graduations and proceed to centre the dial. 

Displace the dial relative to the dial sleeve by -he special screws 

provided on the adjusting device.  Continue centerlnr until the above 

mentioned requirements are met after which the six screws on the 

special ring 4 are tightened to secure the dial on its sleeve. 

^■8. Fitting the vertical dial 

The vertical dial is set up on a special device (Fig.6)6) in 

such a way that a line passing through diametrically opposite 

graduations (90 - 270 ) is perpendicular to the axis of the aperture 

for the telescope in the horizontal axis. 

A reading la taken with a microscope in the first position, 

it is then transferred to position 2 end another reading is taken. 

If tuere is nuch difference between the readings the dial poaltion 

must be altered.  Checking is continued until the difference between 
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the  readings does not exceed  3 - ^ minutes.     This check mak38  it 

easier  to reduce   the value  cf   M      of the  vertical dial. 

3 
r ^ 

1 
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F(g. b6.    0««1ct for fitting th« »trtlcal Jlal 

? • iHppod for ut« «hm ■icroscop« \i in thi ttcond poiUle«. 

Fix to the devices shown in Pigs. 9 and 10 the shaft which 

carries the horizontal axis with the vertical dial. Focus th^ 

microscopes on the images of the graduationa and release the 

clumping ring of the vertical dial, then centre the vertical dial. 

The eccentricity of the vertical dial should not exceed 20". After 

the vertical dial has bean centred it ia locked by the special ring 

with screws. 
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^9« Assembly and adjustment of 
the  telescope objective 

The  optical  systen  of  the  telescope of theodolite TbB 

.onslsts of a  tele-objective,   graticule and an orthoscopic eyepiece. 

he   objective consists of a two-lens actual objective  and a two-lens 

ocussing component (or focussing lens). 

If   it  is required  to   replace  the objective  lenses and the 

data required for optical calculation are not available,  it is 

necessary  to   rreaeure   the   following  prorertiee:      the   focal    length, 

the  thickness of the  lenses on  the centre line,   the radii of 

curvature and  refractive  indices.     The radii of curvature  of the 

lenses are  treasured with a precision  spherometer.     Measurement of 

the   focal   length and refractive   indices of  the   lenses  is described 

in Appendices 1  and 2.    The manufacture of new lenses is based on 

the   results  of  the  measuremen-s. 

In assembling and adjusting the theodolite   telescope 

objective,   the  air gap between the  first and  second  lenaee of the 

objective must  be kept constant by adjusting the spacer ring and then 

centering.     If  the  spacer ring  is vndaoaged,   then only centering 

is necessary after the objective has been assembled.    To do this 

the   tube  is  first  set up  in  an  optical  bench.     Observe  in  the  tube 

a point located at the focus of the collioiator of the optical bench 

and  determine   the  quality  of  centering.     Good centering can  be 

achieved,  provided that  the components are  of  good quality,   by 

turning   the   lennes  of   the   objoctive   relative   to   one   another.     After 

centering the telescone optical  system a mirror is set in the 

colllmator   focus  and   it   is   obeerved   in  the   telescope   through   the 
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colllmator and the quality of the inaRe and the reBolvln^r power 

of the tele?cope objective are determined. The resolving power 

in   the  centre of  the   field  of vision  nhould  be  of about  2".5. 

50. AdjuBtment of the optical 
micrometer 

A general vl«w of the optical  micrometer and its 

components  Is   shown   in  Pigs.   65»  64.,   65.     First   set  the   micrometer 

wedges 6  (Fig.65)  by means of the autocollimaior and then make a 

preliminary  setting of  the  micrometer  scale  and  the fixed wadges 8 

in their nountingo (using the au'ocollimator). 

The most  important  assembly  of  the optical  micrometer 

in the theodolite ThB is the separating prism unit (Fig.67) which 

conaiets  of  the   following  partB.     (a)     prism,     (b)     a  wedge  of   50', 

(c)    a plane-parallel   plate,     (d)    a collecting lens for  the 

reading microscope,     (e)     a prion   for   illuminating the   micrometer 

scMe,     (f)    a plate  which secures the  wedge to the prism. 
mhe  plane  of  the wedpo  to  which   the  prism   is  cemented  is 

partially silvered,  tous forming a neprirating line between the 

Imacren   of  dlnraetrically   opposite  prraduotlons   of   the  dial.     The 

opposite  plane of the  wedge  in completely  silvered.    The plane- 

parallel   plate   (c)  carries   the  diaphragms.     All   the  components  of 

the  separating prlrm  unit  are cemented  together.    Cementing the 

separatlnp;  prism  unit   is   a  conplicatod   proceas  because   the   following 

conditions must  be   -.et. 
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FIQ. 67,   Dligrii of iipintlng prltt unit 

The line of separation (the silvered edge) and the index 

nuet be in the centre of the aperture of the diaphragm with a 

tolerance of 0.05 on. The line of separation must be parallel to 

the edge of the diaphragm with a tolerance of 10' . The cemented 

planes of the wedge and priam rau8t be of high quality, and therefore 

the cementing oust be done accurately to avoid scratching or other 

damage.  The outlet faces of the priam (a) and (e) must be parallel 

with a tolerance of 10'.  When the components are cemented there 

ahould be an angle of 50* with a tolerance of ♦ 1' between the flats 

of the prism (a) and the reflecting flat of tne wedge (b). 

To protect the wedge ap-unat creep, the edge of the Junction 

between the wedge and the prism and also the pla'e f whicn 

secures the wedge to the prism are pecured with a mixture of fish- 

glue and gypsum. 

When the quality of the cementing ban been checked the 

separating prism unit in its mounting is fitted in the micrometer. 
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The optical micrometer ie finally adjueted in tUe 

instrunent and the range of displacement of the micrometer «cale, 

its tero position, etc., are set, after which the scale, wedge, 

and, alao, the separating prieir unit are finally locked.  When the 

optical miciooeter has been adjusted, on looking through the 

reading microscope the line of separation of opposite graduations 

of the dial should be in the centre of the diapbrarm and parallel 

to its edge, the micrometer scfle index should be in the centre of 

the diaphragm and the micrometer scale should not be skewed. 

51. Fitting the reading microscope priBm 

In adjusting the microscope optical aystems in theodolite 

ThB it is very important that the prism of the reading microscope 

should be correctly fi'ted, i.e. tne images of diametrically 

opposite graduations of the dial ehoild be uniformly lit and 

arranged in a circle which in an image of the free aperture of the 

objective of the reading microscope. 

Before fitting the prism of the reading raicroscope check 

the bearing planes of the prism mountings. The mounting with the 

pdsrn la then placed in the horizontal axis of trie instrument.  The 

prism of the reeding microscope is adjusted with the adjusting 

screws of the mounting throurh the window 7 (Fig.57).  The process 

of fitting the prism is similar to that used in theooolite OT-02; 

the inlet face of the prism should be perpendicular t^ the  axis of 

rotation of the tube and the outlet face symmetrical with the 

aperture of the reading microscope. 
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52. Adjustment of the optical system of 
the horizontal dial microscope 

Provided that the optical system of the reading microscope 

and the optical micrometer have been checked, the adjustment of the 

optical system of the horizontal dial microscope consists In 

adjusting the optical system of the nlcroacope objective. 

The objective of the horizontal dial microscope 22, 21 

(Flp.^) Is flrot focunsed, so that the dial graduations visible In 

tb« field of vision are Gharp, by moving the objective and Its 

mounting along the axis.  For this purpose unscrew the screws of 

the cover 4-6 (see Fig.^6), remove it from t^ie stand und release the 

screws which hold the mounting of the horlzorcal dial microscope 

objective. Access is then available to the screws which secure 

the mounting to the components of the horizontal dial microscope 

objective. 

The rriam 25 (Fig.5^) which transmits the images of the 

dial graduations to the microscope objective Is adjusted through 

the window of the closed cover ^7 (Pig.^).  When a sharp Image of 

the dial praduations has been obtained adjust the alidade part of 

the optical system of the objective;  to do this, unscrew the four 

ecrewfl of the plate ^0 (Fig. 68),remove it from the ptnnd and then 

reEOve the l«vei of the horizontal dial alidr.dc.  Working through 

the window, unccrew the screws which secure the mounting of the 

prisms 26, 2^ (Fig.^-;.  LOOK tnroupn tue icadiug üilcroscopc and ac« 

the lenses of the transmitting system 28, 27 until the intervals are 

equal and there is no parallax between diametrically opposite 

graduations of the dial.  The mounting with the lenses ?8, 2? is 
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Fig. b8.   Ucpir p^rt of thtodo'itt IhP (touting of vertical tumtablt, adjuttUq icrt*» a»d Itvals 
rtao»Mj 

*9 - plat«; ^9 • alidade bass: 0 - «tdlcal dial alcroscop« objtctlvt: 6 • atta for prlw wnH «Hieb 
transam lianas of vertical dial graduanons to tha aicroscopa objective; A and C • apertures for 
adjustinq objective and pnya. 
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fig. 69.    Alidade part of horuontal dial 

1 and * • iountlngs «it    lensas of tranjiiltin^ Sritei, 2 and 3 • Jcrtvs; b and b - scrtwj »^ich 
secure the alidade part  in (he vertical am. 
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moved  through the  two  apertures which are  clooed  by  the  plugs    P 

(Flg.A-G).    Unturn the plug    P (from the side of the circular level) 

unecrew  the ecrewa 2,   5  (Fig.69)  which   secure  the  lens  mountings 

28,   27   (Fig.5*). 

The  images   of diametrically opposite graduations  of   the 

dial  which ar>   given  by the horizontal  dial  mlcroecope objective 

Bhould   be  in  the  centre  of  the   field  of  the   dlophragm  whicn   is 

visible   in the  reading rsicroecoFe  and   the  graduations  should  be of 

C4ual   size  cr.d   pcrpcndicvjlsr to   the   11«*  of  R«nnration.     This   is 

achieved by adjusting the prißms 29,  26 and also by displacing tbe 

prictn  25«     The   run   of   the   horizontal  dial   microscope   is  corrected 

by  altering the distance  between components of the nlcroscope 

objective 22,  21.     In  preventing  run the  focus of the  objective  is 

somewhat  disturbed,   consequently,   during  the process of adjustment 

it   is  necesaary   to  n.ake  the  ioafe  of the  graduftt^ons  sharp   by moving 

the   objective  mounting along  its  optical   tocis.     The  amount  of  run 

of  the  horizontal dial microscope  should not exceed 1  division of 

micrometer  scale. 

To correct  ran  it  is necessary:     (1)    If  the nunber of 

dlviBione  on  the   micrometer   acule   lr   greater   than  600   the   microscope 

rLügnificaticn  is  too  high.    Therefore   increase  the  distance   between 

the   componants   oi   tue   objective   (c2,i:'!)   (ri^.^O  whilst   di!«pl«Mng 

the   image of the dial  graduations  by one  division  (by  turning the 

micrometer drum).      (2)     Reduce   the  distance   between   the  components 

of  the microscope objective if the nunber of divisions is less than 

600   because  then  the   cruip-nificatlon  of   the   microscope   Is   too   little. 
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To determine what effect a change In the distance between 

the components of a microscope objective of theodolite ThB has on 

the magnification expreased in scale divisione of the optical 

micrometer, let us denote the size of the half interval between 

the double graduations of the dial by 1 . 

The micrometer scale bus 600 divisions each of  M - 1 sec. 

The calibration of the micrometer scale ext rensed as divisions of 

trie dial is 

n 

where  n  is the half interval in angular measure. 

In the focal plane of the reading micTOscope the calibration 

of the micrometer scale expressed in dial divisions is 

where Ö is the magnification uf tue horizontal dial microscope 

objective. 

The half interval in this plane is 

/, = /•?• (26) 

Differentiating, we obtain: 

Substituting the value of  d0  from formula (20), Section 31« we 

have: dlx-\-K'dy 

but </A*J/)0. 

then dll = l-K'äl)0. 

(28) 
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Converting to finite differences,  and bearing  in oiad 

that in this case    dl    can bo replaced by    T  ,  we obtain: 

1 — 3 = IKJDQ. n 

■">'=,;:1- (29) 

where A .    •O'' 

Formula   (29) can be  us^d  to determine  the  minimum change 

In   ulöl/oacc    uötwcöii   OuJcOtlVc   COCipOuonto   0'   tuö   uOrl^OIitül   oüd 

vertical dial microscopes of theodolite IhB which corresponds to a 

cnange in run of about 1 scale division of the optical micrometer. 

In correcting run attention must be paid to preventing 

parallax between the line of separation and the images of the dial 

rraduations at the place where diametrically opposite graduations 

coincide, which should be opposite to tne diaphrapm index.  To do 

this, move the prism 25 through the window under the cover ^7 

(Fig.^6).  After adjusting the optical rystem of the horizontal dial 

microscope objective, the mounting of the lens of the transmitting 

BjBtem  28, 'd7   a'jd the mounting of the objective 22, 21 are finally 

secured (Pig.34). 

55. Checking the angle between the horizontal 
axis of rotation of the telescope and the 

vertical axia of the instrument 

The angle between the horizontal axis of rotation of the 

telescope and the vertical axis of the instrument is checked in the 

following way:  the theodolite is set up on a block or on a tripod. 
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A plumb lln© ie set up at a distance of 10 - 15 « fron the 

Instrument.  The vertical axis of the theodolite is brought to 

the plumb ponition by means of the levelling screws and the 

cjlindrical level on the stand.  Then the tube is aimed at the top 

of the plumb line so that the graticule intersection coincides with 

the plumb line. The tube is then traveroed down the plumb line and 

it is observed wnether tue line and the hair lines cross.  If this 

happens, then releace the ecrewr, which secure the base of the 

optical microraeter to the Ht.and and remove the micrometer.  Helease 

me tnret* screws wmch secure tne rl^ht-hand bearing to tae stand 

(Fig.70) and move it.  Since the outer dianeter of the bearing is 

eccentric relative to the inner, tne right-hand end of the horizontal 

tiAls is raised or lowered as the bearing ia turned, thus making the 

necessary correction. The checking is continued until the angle 

be*-veen the horizontal axis of the tube and the vertical IB  correct. 

n 
Li 
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rig.  70.    I«1»:cop«, itmd md cotpomnt» of th« nUl »yste« of the hon;ontil nil 

1  -  »djustiblt t«ir(ng;  ? - hor.iontal  JIH;  3 -  tcjnnj.  <t -  Lfdfirv; Du?h. 
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^.   AdJuBtmont   of   the  optical  ejBtem  of 
the vertical   dial microecope 

Adjustnent of the  optical  eystem of the  vertical dial 

mlcroBCOpe  conBlBtß  In adjusting  the optical eyntem  of the 

raicroflcope   objective,  which  must   be  focussed before   adjusting  the 

alidade  prlema. 

In  order  to move   the   objective  along  the  axis,   remove  the 

base  of  the  cover ^2 and   the  electric  lighting  switch  1? (aee  Figs. 

^7,  ^8).     Then,   working  through   the  hole    A   (Fig.66)   the objective 

can   be   moved.      Obtain   a   sharp   Image   of  the   »/rnrtuntions   and   then 

proceed  to  adjust  the  alidade  part  of the  opMcnl   system  of  tne 

objective  of   the  vertical  dial   microscope.     Look   through  the  reading 

microscope  and move  the  transmitting ayatem  lenses ^5, 42  (Plg,^) 

to  prevent   parallax  between  opioalte  graduationo  of   the  vertical  dial 

and mate a  setting no that  the   intervalo  between  the   graduations on 

the   opposite   parts  of  the  dial   are   equal. 

The  transmitting system  lenses ^5» ^2 (Pig.^4)  are moved In 

tbe   following  way.     Unscrew  the   four  ecrews  of   the  plate  50  (Flg.49) 

and then unscrew the screws which secure  the optical  components of 

the alidade part of the  vertical  dial.    The  imüges of diametrically 

opposite  graduationa  of  the   vertical  dial   should  be   in  the  centre   of 

the  field of  the  disphragr.   /IsiMe   In  the  leading  microBCOpe ,   the 

graduations   should   be  of equal   filze   and  rerpendiculMT   to   the   line   of 

ccparaticn.    Thio is acuiovcu   uy  aujueting tne prism  ^ and the 

change-over  prism   20   (see   Flg.5^)- 

The  prism  54 is adjusted  through the hole    C  (Pig.68), 

th«i   s«lector  prism  20 is   fitted   on  the micromeler  base  and,   therefore 

In adjusting the optical systen  of  the objective of tne vertical dial 
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microscope the selector prism position is moved in its mounting 

as necessary, with the  micrometer removed from the instrument. 

The run of the vertical dial microscope is corrected by altering 

the distance between the components of the objective 56, 55 (Fig.54) 

through tne hole  A (Pip-.^8),  To correct run follow the guidance 

riven above, check for rarallax between the line of separation and 

tne Images of the graduations on the vertical d^al, and also check 

the place at which the opposite grscluations coincide. 

Diametrically opposite graduations should coincide opposite 

the  index of the diaphragm,  this iß achieved by moving tne  prism 54. 

The   amount   of   run   of  the   objective   of   the   vertical    dial 

microscope  should  not  exceed 1   scale  division  of  the  micrometer. 

After   adjusting   the   optical   system  of  the   objective  of   the   vertical 

dial   microscope  the  optical parts are  finally  secured in  their 

mountings. 

55.   Alteration  of     M       of   the   vertlcHl   dial 

Since the vertical dial  is set not only relative to  tne 

horizontal axis  of  rotation  but also  in   such  a  way  that  a   line 

passing through  diametrically opposite  graduations of the   vertical 

dial   (O-ieo0)« is parallel   to  the  visual   axis  of the   telescope,     M 

is  altered  in checking  the   level  of  the  vertical dial alidade. 

The  theodolite   is   first   set   on   a   level  with  the   stand. 

The   telescope  is  then  adjusted  to   the  horizontal   position   by   the 

level   of  the  vertical  dial  alidade  and  s   reading  is  rr.ade   on   the 

microscope.     When  the   ends of  the   bubble   of   the contact   level 

coincide  the microscope  reading  should  be  QO   . 
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Alm  tue   telescope  at  a  staff  at  a  distance  of  10 -  15 o 

from  the  theodolite  and  take readings.    Then  transmit the  telescope 

through   the  zenith  and aim at  the  same  reading on  the  staff.     The i 

reading on the vertical dial wnen the  two  ends of the contact  bubble 

coincide   should  then  be ^O0.     If  the  ends  of   the   bubble  of   the 

contact  level nave  not coincided this  is corrected by the  adjusting 

screws. 

When the ends of  the bubble coincide on the level  of the 

vprt-iri.T   r»ioi   niic[2cj-   (contact   level)   the  irrtui;it-a  on  tnc   stafl   and 

the   microscope   nhould   lemaln   unaltered.      If   adjustment   of   the   level 

correcting  screws  does  not  fflve  sHtisfactory  results during  the chec> 

the  prism  unit   57,   ^B   (Mg.^M  may  be  turned. 

^6.   Checking  the  collimation   error 

The collimatlon  eiror  is deteinlned   in   the  usual  waj   and  Is 

corrected   by  movinp;   the   graticule   mounting.      "he   check   is   repeated fl 

until   the  level colligation error    2c    does not exceed 10". 

57.  Checking  the  optical  plummet 

The   theodolite  ThB   is   mounted   on   a   tripod,   the   levelling 

ecrews are  adjusted  until  the verticjl axle  is in the plunoet 

puBition   and   trie   tneoaoi^te   teleocope   is  set   in   the  vertical 

position   so   that  when   the   upner part  of  the   instrument   is  turned, 

there  is no appreciable change  in the focussing ring of the eyepiece. 

A   small   smooth   board  covered  with   paper   is  placed  under 

the   tripod.     A  theodolite  of any  suitable  construction,   such as 

type   TT-5»   1"  oot  up   10  nm   awHjr   from   the   theodolit«   type   ThB. 
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Sighting on the  left and right  generating lines of the  eyepiece 

focussing ring of  the theodolite ThB    telescope,  take readings on 

the  horizontal dial   and  set  the  alidade  to  tr.e  mean position 

between them.    Then  ai-n the  telescope  at  the board.    The check is 

rrade  by  two  men,   one   of   then  obaerveo   through  the  theodolite 

t.elcGCope and  the  other,  guided by  the  first,  iLarks on the   board 

two  points  which  coincide  with  the   vertical  hair-line   of   the 

graticule  in  tne  upper and lower parts of  th«1  field  of  vision of 

the   telescore.     The   two  points  are   Joined   to  give   a  straight  line 

on   tbe   board.     Then   the   theodolite   rT-5  is   set  up at  a  distance  of 

10 m and at  an  angle   of o00  to   the   theodolite ThB.     It   is  again 

sighted  on   the   telescope   eyepiece   of   theodolite  ThB and   two   points 

are narked on the  board as described  above and Joined  together to 

obtain   the   point  of   internection   betw-en   the   two   lines.     Then, 

whilst  looking  into  the  optical  plummet,  use the  two correcting 

screws,  make  the  cross-hairs  of  the  optical plummet  graticule 

coincide  with   the   place  where   tne   lines  cross  on  the   board.     This 

check   is made  more   quickly if  there  aro   cwo  additional   tueodolites 

which   are   pet  up   at   an  anple   of  ^O     to   the   theodolite   type   ThB. 
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Chapter 8 

LUBRIC/.TION,  MINCR  CORRECTIONS AND 

PROCEDURE FOR REPLACING INDIVIDUAL 

COMPONENTS 

58.  Lubrication of «ri«!   sjstsss 
and other aonenbliea 

Tho axial   ayateme  of optical   theodolite ThB are   lubricated 

with a special oil (see Section 58).    Before lubricating the axis, 

the  bearlnge and  other parts of  the  horizontal  and vertical   axle 

systema are carefullj wiped with aviation gasoline and  then dried, 

^he   axial  systems  and,   particulnrly,   the   vertical   axio,   must  be 

lubricated carefully  so  that no lubricant falls on the  optical parts. 

To  protect  the  components  against   piecen  fulling   off  the 

coating,   and aginst the absorption of moisture,  the eume  compound 

is  used   as was   recommended  for coating   t^e   ports of  theodolite   0T-02L 

This  coating Is applied   to the  following components of the   theodolite 

ThB:      the  dial   sleeve   (gear),   the   half  rings   and  spring,   the 

internal   surface  of the  horizontal dial  casing,   the  mounting of 

the   level   bulb,   the   Inner  surface   of  the   stand,   the  base  of  the 

micrometer,  the  inner  eurface of  the vertir.Hl   t,nrnt«hi*  housing, 

the   telescope  casing,   the   telescope   seating  places,   the   frame  of 

the  focueelng lens mounting (on the outside;,  the cover of  the 

vertical   turntable   housing. 
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Componenta near to the optical parts are covered with the 

eaae conpound as in theodolite cr'-02. This is applied to the 

following components and aeBenbliee of theodolite ThB:  the 

mounting of the dial alidade rrlsms and of the vertical turntable, 

pnrta of the optical Eicrometer, the djil sleeve (the seating place 

an'', clomping rinp;)fthe iriountin^s of the objcctivep, lenses, and 

horizontal and vertical dial oicroecope prisEO, the telescope bodj, 

the graticule mounting body, the body of the reading oicroecope, 

the eyepiece mountings of the telescope and the reading microscope, 

the reading microHcope prism mountings.  The seuting places of the 

verical and horizontal dials, and also the alidade prisms are 

wiped with a cloth which has been moistened with this lubricant. 

To ensure that the Instrument is hermetically sealed all 

the Joining parts which prevent access to the interior of the 

theodolite are also coated with compound after final adjustment. 

The following are the Joints on the theodolite to which this ^pplle« 

between the frame of the horizontal dial und the stand, between the 

vertical turntable housing and the stand, between the base of the 

n:icroineter and the ntnnd, between the cover of the vertical 

turntable housing and the stand, between the horizontal axis and 

the star.d, and the Jo^nts b^twen the telescope body and the 

horizontal axis and with the objective mounting.  The same compound 

is used as for theodolite 0-02. 

All the covers and the frame which are to be coated with 

compound must bo wiped with a clean cloth and where necessary 

pa j nted . 
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5^. Correction of defects In the 
axial systeR 

Cauae of defects 

The following difficulties mavT occur in the axial sjetems 

- len working with the theodolite t/pe ThB:  difficulty in rotating 

about the vertical axis, difficulty in rotating the telescope or 

Jairming of the vertical axis system. 

Difficulty in turning the axial system results from 

thickening of the oil, which must be replaced.  To do this tue 

instrument is dismantled and the old lubricant is removed from the 

parts of the axial system by carefull; wiping with a cloth lightly 

moistened with «viation prasoline and then with a clean dry cloth. 

The parts of the axial systems are then lubricated with oil (see 

Section 58) snd the theodolite is reassembled and adjusted. 

Jaming may occur in the vertical axis i.ystem as a result 

of careless assembly during repair or as a result of dirt getting 

between the parts.  This kind of trouble can be corrected only 

under factor./ conditions. 

In correcting defects in the axial systems, or in replacing 

the horizontal and verticnl dials and other parts, theodolite ThB 

is usually dismantled only as much as necessary. 

procedure for dismantling the lover part of the theodolite 

Remove the baseplate, releosirp; the lock, remove the optical 

plummet and the carrier by releasing the three knurled screws and 

unturning slightly;  undo the three screws  1th the red headd which 

secure the dial cover to the t.ieodolite ntand;  carefully remove the 

lower part of the theodolite (carrier with dial caslr,g) from the 
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stand, taking care not to dama^o the dlol and prlemr (see Flge. 

60, 61);  withdraw the vertical axin thrust bearing (ß^e Fig.59); 

withdraw the spring with the half rinps 5 (eoe Pig.61);  .^eniove 

the dial sleeve with the dial and pinion (Pig.62);  undo the three 

screwe which aecure the vertical axis main bearing to the dial 

casing and withdraw it (see Fig.59). 

If the vertical axis (Fig.60) is undamaged do not 

dismantle it. 

The aequence for reaosembling the lower part of the 

theodolite is the oprosite of that described. 

Irocedurg for dipmantling the upier part of the theodolite (teleecopff 

and horizontal axis). 

Undo the screw which secures the tape to the plate on which 

the optical micrometer and dial selector prism are mounted;  remove 

the optical micrometer fror, the instrument (s^e Fig.65);  remove the 

telescope adjusting screw 25 and the contact level adjusting screw 

26;  undo the ncrew and remove the casing of the contact level; 

remove trie pnsn from the condenser '15 (Fig.^ö) of the contact level; 

unscrew the contact level regulating screw;  unscrew the three 

screws which secure the level bracket to the stand and remove the 

contact level;  unncr«'W the four screws which secure the electric 

lighting switch 1n to the stand (Fig.A-?), remove the electric 

lighting switch ana the bane of the lower cover 42 (Fig.^?);  undo 

the screws ard remove the cover of the left-hand upright of the 

stand (with roRition CL);  undo the screws on the base of the 

electi cal plug socket;  undo the screws of the clamp shank of the 

vertical dial alidade and remove it;  undo the screw« in the cover 
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of the vertical turntable housing; undo the two ecrewe of the 

bearing limiting bush (the bearing limiting bush ie located in 

window 8 of Pig.5^ unscrew the four acrewe which secure the ver- 

tical dial housing to the base, the opening .for which is shown In 

Fig.6P with the frame of the vertical turntable removed;  undo the 

two screws and remove th* unit (for locntion of unit  B see 

Fig.68) in which are seated tue prisms 37, 58 (Fig.34) wMch 

transmit the images of the gruduaticns of the vertical dial to t..e 

objective of the vertical dial microscope;  remove the base of the 

vertical dial alidade ^ (Pig.68);  unscrew the screws which secure 

the bearing bush to the turntable bearing and :eraove the bush; 

undo the two screws of tne contact pys'em  A (Fig.68) and remove it; 

undo the three screws with red heads wh^ch s-'cure the hoiizontal 

dial housing to the frame and remove the lower part of the 

theodolite together with the houeing and th<- dial;  undo the scrowe 

whrh B«rnr* f.hm   ob^ecti'.'e r.cur.tir.g cf t;.*: v-i t l^al ^.lul   microecop© 

4o the stand;  remove the vertical turntable housiny', shifting 

tne sea*ing of tne objective of the vertical dial microscope 

eomewhat (Pig.68 shows the alidade part of the vertical dial with 

the verticnl turnt.able housing removed);  unscrew the screws of the 

vertical dial sleeve and remove t ,e sleeve from the vertical dial; 

urdc the screws which secure tne telescope clamp and remove the 

clamp;  carefullj separate the telescope and the horir.ontal axis 

from the right-hand upright of the stand (Pig.70);  remove the cover 

of tne vertical turntable housing from the hoiizontal axis, 

releasing the six screws;  unscrew and remove the reoiing microscope 

pressing on the catch 51 (Fig.^Q);  undo the screws of tne cover and 
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through tho hole 7 (Fig.57) undo the screws, and withdraw the 

mounting with the prism of the reading mlcroecopc;  undo the three 

Bcrews and remove th« shackle which fixes the telescoce to the 

readir.g microscope;  remove the metal mirror, undoing the 'hree 

screws In its head;  unscrew the ring which secures the back-sight 

fire: undoing the lock;  undo ehe screw 6 (Fig.58) which secures 

the telescope to the horizontal axia;  withdraw the telcTCope from 

the horizontal axis.  Thin comrleterj tue dlprr.antllng of the upper 

part of the   theodolite which in nec^paury in ord*»r to correct the 

defects in thf» horizontal ajcis system.  The upt er part of 'he 

•heodolite is re-asoembled In the reverse sequence to that d<»flcrlbed 

Since the horizontal axis is the most complicated to 

dlstnantle for repair the disturbance of the adjustment may be more 

serious. 

In dlHmantling and assembling the lower part of tfi* 

theodolite it is sufficiert ^n  fT«v#» n rh^rv (n*   the location of *.'.e 

place at which the graduations coincide, of the run nnd parallax 

in the horizontal dial microscope) but on dismantling and assembling 

the upper part of the theodolite (the telescore and horizontal axis) 

the theodolite must be completely readjusted. 

60. Repair of optical eicrorreter 

The optical micrometer can be dismantled, for repair of 

any defects which may have been noted, only in a workshop or factory. 

Faults associated with t;.e adjustmen" of the optical micrometer are 

corrected on the basis of the instructions given above.  If spare 

parts are available t^.ey can be replaced. 
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The moat complicated optical assembly is the separating 

priem unit. IT any of the cemertinp in the unit has come adrift 

the  recommendations  made  above  must  be  followed. 

If  the   slider   5  (Pip;.^5)   is  not  running  smoothly,   dismantle 

the  micrometer ond  chec> the  ruide  ?.     If dirty,   the guide 2 and 

the   slider   5 must   be  carefully  cleared.     If  there   are  deep   Ecratches 

or  scoring on the  surfaces of  the  guide or slider  they  must  be 

carefully  removed   vn th  a  ncraper;      th^   rartR  must   tnen   be carefully 

cleaned and  lightly  lubricat-ed  with  watch  oil. 

Crossing   of  the micrometer   scales   is  corrected   in   the 

following way:     release   t-he   four screws  which  secure   toe  arm  which 

presser  on   the   nicrometer  scale   and   set  the  scale.     Cneck   the 

accuracy of  setting   of the  micrometer   scale   in   the   instrument. 

f>1 .   Replacement   cf   horlzorital   und  vertical 
dials 

Replace   the   horizontnl   and   vertical   dialn   if   they   become 

cracked or otherwise damaged  by accident.     To  replace  the horizontal 

dial   the   lowor   p .rt   ol   tne   theodolite   muat   be   dicnantled,   and   to 

replace the  vertical  dial  the upper pait musv  be dismantled.    The 

dismantling   procedure   In  denrrlbed   above. 

After  the  hodzontal  or  verticol  dials  have  been removed, 

wash   their   seatlngs   in  aviation   pa.sollne  and  wipe   them  carefully. 

Fit   them  by  the  procedure described  above.     After  the-  dials have 

been   fitted,   arsemble  and  adjunt   trie   optical   ayatens  of   the 

horizontal  ana vertical  dial  microscopes  (focus,  correct  parallax, 

run,   etc.). 
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Chapter 9 

CARE OP HIGH HtVISION OPTICAL THEODOLITES 

TYPES OT-C? AND ThB DURING FIELD WCKK 

62. Prelimlnarj examination of Instruaent 
when racked in case or box 

Precision optical theodolites types OT-02 nnd ThB are 

complicated mechanisms which contain a larpe number of optical 

parts, all of which occupy definite positions in relation to one 

another.  Damage or displacement of any of the optical parts and 

also of some of the mechanLcnl anpemblles and parts (adjusting 

screws, micrometer knobs, etc.) thflt may result from shocks, or 

dropping the inntrument, can i^aVe it unsuitable for use, or impair 

the accuracy of the reading's.  Field-workers must therefore know 

the rules for looking after precision optical instruments. 

When the Instrument is received, become familiar with the 

method of packing it into its box or case, study the method of 

fixing the instrument with the clamping devices and the location of 

all the parts in the corropponding socketa. 

Theodolite O'r-02 is packed into a metal case.  Before 

packing, examine the base of the case and its fixing to the cover. 

On the case base there ere sockets for spare telescope eyepiece«. 

The telescope is fixed with the objective upwards (Fig.71), and the 

centering plate and box with accessories are packed in a separate 

case (Fig.72). 
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Fig. 71.   Th^odolHi 01-02 on the bate of (ti wtil caTying boi 

Theodolite ThB la packed in a box (Fip;.73)» and, in 

packing, the upper part of the instrument ie put in relative to 

the carrier in such a way that the red nmrka 5 (.Kig.^fa,) are one 

under the other;  the telescope is fixed in such a way that the 

eyepiece is in the uprer position and the telescope centre-line is 

parallel to the vertical axis of the instrument. 

If, when the theodolite has been packed, the box cover can 

be freelj closed, the instrument has been correctly placed, but if 

it is difficult to close then the inatrument has been put in 

incorrectly.  When the instrument is taken from the box or put into 

it the box mußt be kept lid uppermost because the theodolite and 

certain accessories which are in the box are not secured. 
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fig.  V.    C*rr><Aq cut for ctnttrlng platt md bo« with tccttsorUi for ihtodoliil OT-0? 

63. Transport of optical theodolites 

Optical theodolite OT-02 (In it« rna-) »nd theodolite TuL 

(in its box) must be looked after during transport. The case with 

theodolite 01-02 should be kept bottom downwards, and the box 

containing theodolite ThB with the handle upwards.  Soft articles 

must be packed underneath the caüe or box to minimise shock. For 

transport by truck or train, in addition to the boxes and cases 

described, optical theodolites should be packed in special transport 

boxes which contain soft packing. 

In packing for horse transport, theodolite OT-02 in its 

case and theodolite ThB in its box, are wraoyed in canvas and tied 

to one side of the horse. A similar counterweight of some kind 

should be secured to the other side of the horse.  In places where 
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paBaare   la  danfreroua  the   Iratrument  should  b©   removed  from  th« 

horse and carried.    The condition  of the case  or the box and aleo 

of  the   transport  box  should always be carefully examined, I 

■A • •  ^ ■ 

Fig.  73.    IhtodolU« M In boi 

When optical theodolites are removed from a cold  to a warm 

rooB,  or vice versa,  they must bs left closed for three or four 

hours  (tjpe OT-02 in its case and ThB in  its  box)  before use.     The 

box or case containing the   instruments  should  not  be  put  near 

heating equipment. 

When carrying the box with theodolite ThB or the case with 

theodolite OT-02, use the straps of the box or the shoulder carrier 

for  the  casing  of  theodolite  OT-02. 
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6A,  Moving optical theodolites to an 
observation  station 

As optical   theodolites are  light  in weight,  and  email  In 

size,   it  is much  easier to move   them  to an observation  station than 

theodolites type  TT 2"/6".     When carrying theodolite OT-02,   the case 

with  the   theodolite   is  secured  on a  shoulder  carrier and   the  box 

with  theodolite ThB on a  shoulder strap.     The observer should 

personally   supervise   the  carryinp;  of   optical   theodoliteB   to  the 

station. 

The   following rules  must   be   observed  whilst   optical 

theodolites  are  at   the   station.     If  intervals  between  observations 

are  comparatively  long,   the   'heodolite   should  be  packed   in   the  box 

or  case.     The box of  theodolite ThB or  the  case of theodolite  OT~02 

should  be  covered  with  a canvas cover  and   tied to  the  observation 

station  table with  a cord.    The theodolite  should not  be  left on 

the   statior.  table  overnight or without  supervision. 

6^.   The  care  of optical   theodolilee in use 

The  procedure   for  setting  up  an  optical theodolite  on  the 

observation station  platform  is as  follows:     centre  above  the datu« 

point  and  firmly  press  the  three   feet   of  the  centering  plate   into 

the   table.     Then  put   the   setting  piste   on   It  end 3crew up   tight. 

I lace   the   theodolite   ThB   in   its  slot   and   secure  the   lock.     To 

transfer  theodolite   ThB take  the  carrier  in one hand and  hold the 

base   in   the  other. 

Theodolite  0T-02  is mounted  on the centering plate  by 

screwing  the  theodolite,   topether  with  the   setting  plate,   on   to 
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plate.     Carry theodolite  OT-02 by  lakirg  the  setting plate  In one 

hand  and supporting the  stand in the other. 

In  setting the  optical  theodolite  the vertical  axis of 

the  instrument must  imrcdiately  be brought to  the vortical  position, 

at   least  arproximntely. 

The instrument  should  be cleaned of duot every day after 

finishing work,   the  ends  of  the   screws  and  sleeves  snould  be  lightly 

oilod   and  all   tbe  micrometer   screws  returned   to  the centre   of   the 

threads.     If the  weather  Is  wet  and  atmospheric  conditions 

unfavourable, all partn  which are not painted or lacquered  should 

usually  be  covered  with   oil   or  vaseline. 

If the  instrument  is  standing on  the  station  table  or on 

its   tripod between  operations,   it must  have   its  cover  on. 

56.  Care   of optical  parts 

Optical  parts must  be  protected against damage.     When 

working with  optical   theodolites   the   lenaee  mubt  nut  be   taken out 

of   their mounts  or  the   telescope  objective unscrewed.     If   the 

eyepiece is exchanged during  the course of the work this  should be 

done   quickly and carefully   so   tnat  no dust  gets on   the  graticule. 

The outer  ourfoces  of the  lenses of  the  telescope  objective, 

eyepieces,   etc.,  may  be  wiped  wi\.h  a  specinl   old  white  linen cloth 

which  has been washed  without  soap,  or with  a  fine  linen  cloth. 

Clean   cotton wool  moistened  with  alcohol   may   he  used  provided great 

care   is   taken  that   the  alcohol  doeR  not get   inside,   since   it dissolves 

the  balsam with which  the  lenses  and  other optjcal  parts  are  cemented. 
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67. Care of the axial eystems of optical 
theodoliteB 

Care in transportation is the principal moans of 

preventing damage to the axes of precision optical theodolites. 

It is not possible under field conditions to correct defects in 

the axial systems, this must be done in the workshop or by the 

factory. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Det^mlnation of focal length 

Thera are various methods of determining focal lengths. 

For example, by usin^ a tele.qcope of known focal length set to 

infinity.  For this purpose, a plate canyinp two lines is set In 

the focal plane of the collimator «t its known focal length in 

such a way that the two lines are symmetrical about the optical 

axis.  The distance between the lines should be measured accurately 

on a comparator or on a universal microscope. 

The system to be tested ie set on the colllnator xis. 

The distance  y  between the images of the lines is measured by 

means of an eyepiece provided with an optical micrometer or by an 

eyepiece micrometer of known calibrations.  We then have the equation 

from which we determine 

/.-/./• (50) 

where  fp  is the focal lenrth of the collimator; y'  the distance 

between the lines on the pla'* located at the collimator focus, and 

f,.  is tae focal length of the system under test. 

In formula (^0) the quantity  2 - k  is constant for a 
y7" 

given  collimator.     Determination  of focal   lengths of  systems   Is 

therefore  simplified;     it consists  In measuring  the quantity    y    and 
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calculating by the formula f- - y x k. 

Determination of focal length of the objective by the variable 

magnification reethod 

Special Zelss and Bamberg focus meters exist for measuring 

ihe focal lengths of an otjective by this method but it is also 

possible to use a simple Zeins measuring microscope or an Instrunent 

microscope with various attachments. 

Deterrr.inotion of the focal length of a system by the 

variable mupnification method is based on determining the 

magnification for several, and, at any rate, more "uan two different 

poeitions of the ob.iect (scale) which is on the principal axis of 

*:he system under test.  Here, the distarce between the poeitions of 

the object and the oys'.em under test (lens objective) should be 

known. 

The position of the object (object scale) is altered by 

means of a ring of tnickness d ■ 20 mm , which is placed under tae 

objective and, in neasuring focal lengths of lenses, by means of a 

ring of tnicknesR  d. • 5 mm. 

Six pairs of rings are prepared for the microscope 

(diameters of 10, 15, 20, 30, ^0 and 50 mm) so that it is possible 

to measure focal lengths of objectives and lenses of diameters up to 

oO mm and focal lengths up to 500 mm. 

Moreover, a millimetre scale is r.arked on the microscope 

table, or a separate scale is used.  Before starting the menBurements 

the objective to be tested la pet in such a way that the visual axis 

of the microscope pasnes through the centre of the objective and 

coincides with its optical axis.  For uhia purpose, the microscope 
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is   focuaeed on a  table with a   ^cale and  the graticule cross  Is 

brought  to the  middle  of the central   graduation of the   scale. 

Then  the obJcctlve(or Ions) to be  tested is carefully placed in 

such  a  way  that   the   ima^e  of thin graduation occupies "the  previous 

position on the  graticule.    After  this,   the  table  is moved  2 -  5 mm 

away  from the  centre  by  the micrometer  screw (by  an  amount 

equivalent  to  the   entire   free  diameter of   the system   tested)  making 

up   to   tbree   readlnpe   at   each  point   of   tbo   scale.     This   is   repeated 

with  the  objective   In  a   second  position  when  it  is set   on  a  ring of 

d   -   20  mm and   the   sairie  graduations  are  observed  as   in   the   first 

ponitlon. 

The  mean   of   three   readings   is   taken.     The  difference 

between  the  readings  between  symmetrical   graduations  on  the  scale 

is   the   size  of  the   images    yJ     and    j\   ,   «nd  the difference   between 

the  readings between  the corresponding graduations  on  the   scale is 

the  sire  of  the   object     y^     and    y-   (Fig.7^). 

Mq.  h. 
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Taking  the  ratios    £**      and     A     ,   and   nubatitutinc  their 

values in  the   fomula 

/= A-A 
yt     y\ 

we find that f is the focal length of various zones oT the sjstem. 

If the difference between different zones is insignificant 

i.e., the ßvatem le almost without aberration, ana f   is taken »     * av 

as the mean of all the values bj zon«8. 
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APPENDIX  2 

Measuring  the refractive  index of  a lens 

The  refractive  index of a  lens may be oeaaured  in  two ways: 

(1) without  altering  tae  ehnpe   of  the   lene  (ImmerBion   method)  and 

(2) by making two  flats on the  free  periphery of the  lens.    The 

refractive  index  can   be  r.eaeuxed  by  either method without   damaging 

^he   optical   system,   i.e.,  the  lens  can  be  replaced  in   the  Instrument, 

In  the   first  method  a  venpel   with  plone-parallel   sides  is 

filled  with  f*  mixture  of liquids which  ir   pelected   in   such a wjy 

th^t   its  refractive   index  can  be  altered  by acdlng  one   of   the 

components of  the  a.ixture,   tor exHraple,  k'jrrosine and alpha-monobrome 

naphthalene. 

The  vecsel   1c   set up  between   two   telepcopes   set   to   infinity, 

one  of which serves  as a collimator.     In the  focus of this  one a 

mirror  in  pluced   which   is  observed   In   monochromatic   light.     When 

the  test lens is placed  in the  vessel  the  ima^e  of  this mirror 

becomes blurred.     One  or other of  the  liquid components  is added 

to   alter the  refractive   index  of  the mixture until   the   image  becomes 

sharp again,   then  the  refractive  index  of  the mixture   is equal to 

^hat   of  the  test   lens.     The  refractive   index of   the   liquid   is 

measured on  a  Pulfrich refractoneter,   not  forgetting that  the 

refractive  index  of   the  liquid   is  very   temperature  sensitive.     The 

advantage  of   this   method   is  that   the   lens   ia  completely  undamaged. 
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its dlsadvantegftH are   (a)  a   gr«at aeal  of   time   la   required  to  adjuat 

the  mixture,   (b)  it  ia  very  difficult to  hit  on   the   instant  wh«n 

the  refractive  indices  of liquid and lens are  equal and  (c)  it  is 

not very  accurate  (third place  of decinalfi). 

The   second method  consists eoßentiallj   in  measuring  the 

refractive   index of  a  ^rlpm  and,   therefore,   the  procedure  is  Just 

the   same   as   is  uoed   in  measurinp;  the refractive   index of     prisica  and 

is described   below. 

(1)     Measurer,ent   of   the   refractive   index   of   the   }en»   by   the   minimum 

angle   of  d^fl^ction 

Two flfltj"! are made on tae free periphery of th« lena in 

such a way that the angle ^ between the planes of the flats is 

about  60°   (PiK.73). 

The   planes  of  the  flats  should   be  parallel  to  the optical 

axis  of  the   lenn and   the  quality  of  the   surfaces  must  be  go d, 

because  If they  or»*  not parallel  it in very difficult or even 

impossible   to   secure  auto-collination  images   from   these  planes;      if 

the  quality  of  the  surfaces   is  poor  the  auto-collimation  images  ere 

weak   and  blurred. 

In  this method the  lens is set  in wax on the table of a 

precision   spectrorneter.     An   auto-collimation   image of the  slot  oust 

be obtained  in  t:,e  auto-collimation eyepiece  of  the spectrometer 

telescope.     f:hia  image   should   be   on  the   level   of   th©  plane  of  the 

flats.     Tne   angle  ol   refraction   is  measured   at   5  different  positions 

of  the  dial   (iable  9). 
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Having determined the refractive angle, the Binlmum angle 

of deflection 6  ie measured for tho lines C, D and F.  A slot 

ie set up in the focua of the spectrometer rolllmator.  The 

nuto-collimation eyepiece in the teleecoro is replaced hy  a 

micrometer eyepiece in which the magnitude of the bisector may be 

altered depending upon the width of the slot. 

The slot is illuminated w: th monocnromacic light;  a 

Geiseler hydrogen tube ie used for the lines  C  and ¥    and with 

a sodium burner or a spirit lamp with ito wick irrpr^gnated with 

rait for line  D . 

The minimun deflection  6  is determined as follows.  The 

telescope is first aimed directly at the collimator slot and a 

reading is made on the dial (iables 10, 11 and 12).  Then, by naked 

eye, the image of the slot is observed through the lens, the 

telescope is brought up and the spectrometer table with the lens is 

turned, and the displacement of trie iirage of tNe riot io observed 

through the telescope;  tne image moves in the eame direction as the 

lens until at a certain inßtant the image of the slot stops and 

begins to move in the opposite direction to the table ("alles 10, 11 

and 12). 

This position la that of the minimum deflection and, the 

telencope is aimed at the ima^e of the slot and a reading is taken 

on the dial.  Measurements are again taken in five positions (Tables 

10, 11 and 12). 

Having determined the refraction angle  a  and tne minimum 

deflection angle  6  fur the lines C, D and  P , tne refractive 

index is calculated by the following formula; 
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Thia la a very accurate method and If the flats are 

carefully prepared an experienced operator can determine the 

refractive  Index  to   the   fourth decimal   place. 

The results  of meaeuremen-.s given  in Tables 9»   10,   11, 

and   12   show that   the   leno   In  question  was  made  of glass  K-8. 

(2)     f-eaaurements  of   the  refractive   Index  of  a  lens   by  the 

reflection  method 

In  this  method   the  me^surements  are  made  on  a   goniometer 

without a collimator  and with one auto-collinotlon  telescope.    The 

eBsontlalo  of   the  method  are  as   follows.     Light which  enters   the 

lens   is  reflected  at  a   right angle   from  the   surfac*»   of   the   aecond 

flat  and   turns  back  upon   itself   (Fig.76). 

There  is  a   slot  at   the   focus  of  the   telescope   objective. 

Light  which  leaves   it   b» comes  parallel   on   leaving  the  objective  and 

after   refraction  through  the  ^irst  fl.it  on  the  lens  reaches  the plane 

of   the   second  flat.     Here   it  is  partly   reflected  and   partly 

transmitted outside  the lens.    Since  only  the reflected  light is 

used   in  the  observation,   the  second  flat may   be  silvered   to   improve 

tne  reflection. 

The reflected   light  is  refracted   tnrouph  the  rlr8t   surface 

of  the   flat and  Is  focussed  in tne  focal   plane  of tne  telescope 

objective  to  give  an  image  of  the  slot  which,   depending  upon  tne 

position  of   the   reflecting  flat,   r^ay  lie  either  to   the   right   or to 

the   left  of  the  slot  and  either  in  front of  or behind  it. 
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The lens position can be adjusted until the incidenc rajs 

«re perpendicular to the plane of the second flat. Then the 

reflected rays ^aaa bac^ in the previous direction and the image 

of the slot coincides with the slot. The angle of incidence of 

the light on the lens is equal to the return angle of reflection. 

The equation for calculating the refractive index la obtained from 

the expression: « = ~r r im • 

•In a 
by substituting the quantity ^ for a' , i.e. * = —— 

Fig. 75. 

Fig. 76. 
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Ubl« 9 

K«asurM«nti of mgl* of " -»fnctlofl 9 

Pu dings t3li#n «hi) st observing th« flits 

No of l 1! 

reidlrvj «ItPOJCOP« k Nlcroscop« B Mean "IcroscPt-e A Mlcroscopt 6 Pian 

1 25359"30' 205o59'39' 25:i59'J4' 264(,12'09* 84,ir 9* 264012'W 

II 5 31 36 185 31 39 5 31 37 243 44 18 «3 44 17 243 44 17 

111 340  11  43 160 11 31* 340 11 39 218 24 18 38 24  IS 218 2-1 18 

1" 311  57 29 131  57 25 31! 57 27 190 10 07 10 10 04 190  10 05 

V 2« 32 35 102 32 35 2H2 32 35 160 45  12 3-tO 45 14 IM) 45 13 

v'a =1-11 - 121
c47'22' 

<f-\HOa-f-t   = 180° — 12l047'22' 

-' =2'JJ06'iy 
2 

Peasurfient of mgl« e for lino C 
Fabl« 10 

No of 

reading 

III 

•Mcroscopi *       Picro'.cop« B Mian "Icfoscopi A 

35'» 57  12 

jyi 57  11 

IV 3.S9 57    '.» 

V 359 57 12 

ir'i 57  19 

iry 57 17 

179 57  19 

359 57 16 

359 57  14 

\7'.* 57 16 359 57 14 

323 19 26 

359 57 14     i      323 19 22 

323 19 26 

323 19 28 

Nlcroscop« 6 

3V» 57 UH* 'J'^i?'!»")" 359 57'12* 323°19 31' I430l9,3r 

43 19 27 

43 19 25 

43 19 77 

43 19 21 

"can 

323,19 31' 

323 10 27 

323 19 24 

323 19 26 

323 19 28 

"ean 359057'14' «tan 323•19'27• 

ec^i - bs-Sö^^' 
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Tabl« 11 

W»iKjrt«ent of inqlt I for Una F 

No «f 
a b 

rtadirtg Plcmcopa A "Icnjicopa B tttn Mcrojcop« A »Mcroscop« 8 »•tin 

I toViT'ir I790571»' 359«5:'l«' STmTf ^S«^' Sn*39V' 

II 359 :7 10 179 57 18 359 57 14 377 39 33 142 39 34 377 39 34 

III S&9 57 II 179 57 15 359 ,S7 «3 377 39 30 .42 49 33 »2 39 31 

IV 359 57 12 179 57 18 359 57 !3 32? 39 32 142 39 36 372 X 34 

V m 57 13 170 57 19 359 57 16 322 39 32 142 39 34 371 y> 33 

Nean 359°^'15* M»an 327*3937' 

a/=i - b-*37*lT4im 

Ub)t 1? 
"•aiurwunt of the angla a for lint 0 

No of 

raadlng 

a  1 
b 

Htcroseopa A Mcroscopa 6 Nam Microscopa A Nlcroscopa B Ham 

1 359057 10' \790i7-]7' 359057'13' 323 Oft'40' 
| 

143<,06'46' 32300f.'43' 
II 35'J 57 12 179 57  11 359 57 15 ,1^3 06 40 143 06 46 323 0. 43 

III 359 57 13 179 57  17 359 57 15 323 Ot 41 143 06 43 32« 06 42 
IV .159 57 14 179 57  1» 359 57  16 323 06 42 143 CM> 46      i .<23 06 44 
V 35') i-7  11 179 57  15 359 5'  13 323 00 43 113 06 53 323 06 4S 

«a an 359'57'15' Ha 

tn-t . 

in  323-Ot)'44' 

b = 3r,'5vr3r 

nü = 

9 
_ •In4/»31'34' 

iin29J0b 19* 
_ 0.7375H5  __ j 

U,4»t)416 
5t6M 

lin 

_   '      ^^ _iln,7045'10'      0.740251       ..»,«. 
Up —     - . =s  - =: 1,5/IBo 

.,.    * llnW'Ot)  19*       0.4»tr416 •in - — 
2 

tin «r-t- f 

n, — 
I'.T - 

2     _ »in 47025'13* _ 0.736337  „j ^m 

iin29o06''l9'       074^b416 

#iA — «c = 0.008U5. 

no-TT-^^sA/2 5 7? 



The requlrenente concerning the nreiar^tlon of the flat« 

are the same as for the cethod of ninlxum angle of deflection of 

%   the light. The angl^ be»w.«'-n f.i>"  flats should not be preater than 

the angle of total In'--!    refraction, eo it should be between 

20 and 50°. 

Meaeurerent of the refractive index consists in measuring 

the anglea  ^  and a .  The method of setting the lens is tne same 

as in determining the refracfive index by the minimum angle of 

deflection.  The anple ^  ^s measured in the usual ny%   and the 

angle a is measuiea as follows:  By means of an auto-collimation 

eyepiece the telescope is set, up perpendicular to the surface of the 

first flat and the dial is road.  Then U.e  telescope is turned (in 

eome constructions of goniometer the dial la turned and tne telescope 

is stationary) until the linage of the slot reflected by the surface 

of the Fecond flat coincides with the actual slot and again a 

^    reading ia taken on the dial.  The difference between the readinge 

gives the angle a ,  The accuracy of determination of refractive 

index by thifl method depends on the quality of the flats and the 

experience of the onerator. 
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